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Abstract
Laser cooling and trapping of the most magnetic fermionic atom, dysprosium (Dy), may provide a framework
to explore quantum liquid crystal (QLC) theory (Chapter 1). This thesis presents details of the Dy laser
cooling and trapping apparatus including the laser systems at 421, 741, and 1064 nm, the ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) chamber, and the computer control that has produced a magneto-optically (MOT) and magneto-
statically (MT) trapped Dy gas (Chapters 3, 4, 5). Despite the fact that Dy has a complex energy level
structure with nearly 140 metastable states (Chapter 2), Dy MOT at 421-nm transition with 32-MHz
linewidth was realized without any rempumper, exploiting its large magnetic moment, which brought a
strong magnetic confinement of metastable states of Dy. This unique MOT/MT dynamics is discussed and
its quantitative measurements are shown in Chapter 6. When the Dy atoms dropped from the MOT were
adsorptively imaged, it was observed that Dy MOT had a bimodal temperature distribution in contrast to
the usual MOT described by a single temperature (Chapter 7). Such novel anisotropic sub-Doppler laser
cooling of Dy, which breaks the symmetry in cooling, is due to Dy’s large magnetic spin aligned along a
strong axis of the quadrupole field of the MOT, and we further support this plausible conjecture with the
velocity selective resonance (VSR) theory.
The MOT at ∼1 mK was cooled to ∼ 10 µK by narrow-line cooling at 741 nm with a linewidth of 2 kHz,
and we were able to load the optical dipole trap (ODT) at 1064 nm. By loading two isotopes of 164Dy and
163Dy in sequence to the MOT and narrow-line cooling them simultaneously, ultracold Bose-Fermi mixtures
of Dy in the ODT were realized (Chapter 8). This thesis is concluded with a discussion of prospect on the
Bose-Fermi mixtures of Dy.
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Chapter 1
Research motivations
1.1 Introduction
The first realization of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of dilute gases in 1995 [15, 16, 17] immediately led
to widespread investigation of phenomena paradigmatic to condensed matter physics, such as phase tran-
sitions, phonons, superfluidity, and Josephson oscillations [18]. With cooling, trapping, and manipulation
techniques developed for the achievement of BEC, there were also continuous efforts toward a Fermi degen-
erate gas (FDG), and it was finally realized in 1999 [19]. These quantum degenerate gases have received
a great amount of attention not only in atomic, molecular, and optical (AMO) physics but also from the
condensed matter community, because these atomic systems enable the exploration of many-body quantum
mechanical properties and phenomena in a controlled and clean environment [20].
In the regime of ultracold gases (. 10 µK), the properties of the degenerate gases are governed by the
contact interaction [3], which reads as
Ucontact(r) =
4pi~2as
m
δ(r) (1.1)
where as is the s-wave scattering length, m is atomic mass, and δ is the Dirac delta function. This short-range
isotropic atom-atom interaction can be varied over a wide range of strength, as the scattering length is tuned
from large negative to large positive values by applying a magnetic field through Feshbach resonances. This
allows physicists to investigate the whole spectrum from a nearly non-interacting dilute gas to a strongly
interacting quantum fluid [20]. Although this isotropic interaction makes the many-body physics of BEC
rich [18], the dipole-dipole interaction (DDI) due to magnetic or electric dipole moments brings additional
tunability in terms of range, symmetry, and strength [21]. The DDI [3] is long-range 1 (decays as 1/r3) and
anisotropic (has angular dependence), and its energy is
UDDI(r) =
CDDI
4pi
1− 3 cos2 θ
r3
(1.2)
1DDI is a long-range interaction in three dimensions but a short-range interaction in lower dimensions by its definition.
1
where r is the distance between two particles, and θ is the angle between the polarization direction and the
relative position of the two particles. CDDI is the coupling constant, which is equal to µ0µ
2 for particles
with a magnetic dipole moment µ and d2/0 for particles with an electric dipole moment d, where µ0 is the
permeability of vacuum and 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. As a consequence of having angular dependence
in the DDI, the interaction can be repulsive or attractive, depending on how the particles approach each
other (Fig. 1.1).
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polarized sample where all dipoles point in the same direction
z (ﬁgure 1(b)), this expression simpliﬁes to
Udd(r ) =
C dd
4pi
1 − 3 cos2 θ
r 3
, (2.2)
where θ is the angle between the direction of polarization and
the relative position of the particles. Two main properties of
the dipole–dipole interaction, namely its long-range ( 1/r 3)
and anisotropic character, are obvious from (2.1) and (2.2),
and contrast strongly with the short-range, isotropic contact
interaction (1.1) usually at work between particles in ultra-cold
atom clouds.
Long-range character. In a system of particles interacting
via short-range interactions, the energy is extensive in the
thermodynamic limit. In contrast, in systems with long-range
interactions, the energy per particle does not depend only on
the density, but also on the total number of particles. It is easy
to see that a necessary condition for obtaining an extensive
energy is that the integral of the interaction potential U( r )
∞
r0
U( r ) dD r, (2.3)
whereD is the dimensionality of the system and r0 some short-
distance cutoff, converges at large distances. For interactions
decaying at large distances as 1/r n, this implies that one
needs to have D < n in order to consider the interaction
to be short range. Therefore, the dipole–dipole interaction
(n = 3) is long range in three dimensions, and short range
in one and two dimensions. For a more detailed discussion,
including alternative deﬁnitions of the long-range character of
a potential, the reader is referred to [36].
Anisotropy. The dipole–dipole interaction has the angular
symmetry of the Legendre polynomial of second order
P2(cos θ), i.e. d-wave. As θ varies between 0 and pi/ 2, the
factor 1 − 3 cos2 θ varies between − 2 and 1, and thus the
dipole–dipole interaction is repulsive for particles sitting side
by side, while it is attractive (with twice the strength of the
previous case) for dipoles in a ‘head-to-tail’ conﬁguration
(see ﬁgures 2(c) and (d)). For the special value θm =
arccos(1/
√
3) 54.7 —the so-called ‘magic angle’ used
in high resolution solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance
[37, 38]—the dipole–dipole interaction vanishes.
Scattering properties. Usually, the interaction potential
between two atoms separated by a distance r behaves like
− C 6/r 6 at large distances. For such a van der Waals potential,
one can show that in the limit of a vanishing collision energy,
only the s-wave scattering plays a role. This comes from the
general result stating that for a central potential falling off
at large distances as 1/r n, the scattering phase shifts δ (k)
scale, for k 0, as k2 +1 if − 3)/ 2, and as kn− 2
otherwise [39]. In the ultra-cold regime, the scattering is thus
fully characterized by the scattering length a. In the study
of quantum gases, the true interaction potential between the
atoms can then be replaced by a pseudo-potential having the
Figure 2. Two particles interacting via the dipole–dipole
interaction. (a) Non-polarized case; (b) polarized case; (c) two
polarized dipoles side by side repel each other (black arrows);
(d) two polarized dipoles in a ‘head-to-tail’ conﬁguration attract
each other (black arrows).
same scattering length, the so-called contact interaction given
by (1.1).
In the case of the dipole–dipole interaction, the slow decay
as 1/r 3 at large distances implies that for all , δ k
at low momentum, and all partial waves contribute to the
scattering amplitude. Moreover, due to the anisotropy of the
dipole–dipole interaction, partial waves with different angular
momenta couple with each other. Therefore, one cannot
replace the true potential by a short-range, isotropic contact
interaction. This speciﬁcity of the dipolar interaction has an
interesting consequence in the case of a polarized Fermi gas:
contrary to the case of a short-range interaction, which freezes
out at low temperature, the collision cross section for identical
fermions interacting via the dipole–dipole interaction does not
vanish even at zero temperature. This could be used to perform
evaporative cooling of polarized fermions, without the need for
sympathetic cooling via a bosonic species.
Dipolar interactions also play an important role in
determining inelastic scattering properties. In particular,
because of its anisotropy, the dipole–dipole interaction can
induce spin–ﬂips, leading to dipolar relaxation. The cross-
section for dipolar relaxation scales with the cube of the dipole
moment [40], and therefore plays a crucial role in strongly
dipolar systems (see section 3.4.1). Dipolar relaxation is
usually a nuisance, but can in fact be used to implement
novel cooling schemes inspired by adiabatic demagnetization
as described in section 3.4.3.
Fourier transform. In view of studying the elementary
excitations in a dipolar condensate, as well as for numerical
calculations, it is convenient to use the Fourier transform of
the dipole–dipole interaction. The Fourier transform
Udd(k ) = Udd(r )e− ik ·r d3r (2.4)
of (2.2) reads as
Udd(k ) = C dd(cos2 α − 1/3), (2.5)
4
Figure 1.1: Dipole-dipole interaction between two particles. (a) Unpolarized particles. (b) Polarized parti-
cles. (c) Repulsive interaction when particles are sid by side. (d) Att active interaction when particles are
top and bottom. Reproduced from Rep. Prog. Phys. 72, 126401 (2009) [3].
1.2 Dipolar physics with dysprosium
Ultracold gases of fermionic di lar atoms provide the opportunity to ex mine—in a pristine and tunable
setting—the non-Fermi liquid, strongly correlated electronic behavior manifest in some of the most interesting
materials of lat : high-T c cuprate superconductors, strontium ruthenates, 2D electron gases, and iron-
based superconductors. Strong and competing interactions in these systems induce transitions to states
beyond the familiar insulating, metallic, and superconducting. Specifically, phases that break rotational
and translational symmetries emerge in a manner akin to those found in classical liquid crystals, e.g., the
nematic and smectic [5, 22] (Fig. 1.2). Although quantum liquid crystal (QLC) theory can describe these non-
Fermi liquids in a compelling and general framework, unwanted solid state material complexity—disorder
and dynamical lattice distortions—can obscure the underlying electronic physics, and lack of wide system
tun bility can hamper efforts to fully explore QLC phase portraits (Fig. 1.3).
Explo ting large dipole-dipole interactions in ultracold gases will allow the exploration of QLC physics in
2
Figure 1.2: (a) Sketch of a classical liquid crystal phase diagram versus a tunable parameter. Nematics
(smectics) arise from broken rotational (rotational plus translational) symmetry, as may be seen in panel
(b). (c) Presumptive quantum liquid crystal phase portrait. Reproduced from Science 315, 196 (2007) [4].
this inherently more tunable and characterizable system. Recent theoretical proposals employing strongly
magnetic fermionic atoms or polar fermionic molecules have begun to shed light on the accessible QLC
physics. These include predictions of uniaxial (meta-nematic) [23] and biaxial nematic [24] distortions of the
Fermi surface in the presence of a polarizing field, and meta-nematic and smectic phases in 2D anisotropic
optical lattices [25]. An exciting prospect lies in the possibility of observing spontaneous magnetization in
dipolar systems, and Refs. [26, 27] postulate the existence of observable quantum ferro-nematic phases and
spin textures in ultracold highly magnetic fermionic atomic gases in zero polarizing field.
While many exciting results will continue to arise from the degenerate fermionic dipolar molecule sys-
tem [28, 29, 30, 31], to most easily observe true (non-meta) QLC phases, the symmetries of interest should
be spontaneously broken, which is not possible when employing ground state polar molecules, although polar
molecules have a high electric dipole moment in an electric field. This is because the strong, r−3 charac-
ter of the DDI is realized only in the presence of a rotational symmetry breaking, polarizing electric field
that mixes opposite parity states. Ultracold chemical reactions can also hamper the use of fermionic polar
molecules for studies of DDI-induced exotic phases in 3D, as recent experiments in KRb have shown [30, 31].
In contrast, highly magnetic atoms exhibit the DDI interaction even in the absence of a polarizing field and
are largely immune to chemical and inelastic collisions when spin-polarized in an optical dipole trap. While
both the electric and magnetic DDI can be continuously tuned to zero, only the magnetic DDI can be tuned
negative [32].
One must look to the rare earth (lanthanide) series to find atoms possessing masses and magnetic moments
large enough to support exotic bosonic and fermionic phases. The extraordinarily large magnetic dipole of
3
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FIG. 2. (a) Sketch of a classical liquid crystal phase dia-
gram versus a tunable parameter. Nematics (smectics) arise
from broken rotational (rotational plus translational) sym-
metry, as may be seen in panel (b). (c) Presumptive quan-
tum liquid crystal phase portrait. Adapted from Ref. [9].
Ultracold gases o ermionic dipolar atoms pro-
vide the opportunity to examine—in a pristine and
tunable setting—the non-Fermi liquid, strongly cor-
related electronic behavior manifest in some of the
most interesting materials o ate: high-T c cuprate
superconductors, strontium ruthenates, 2D elec-
tron gases, and iron-based superconductors. Strong
and competing interactions in these systems induce
transitions to states beyond the familiar insulat-
ing, metallic, and superconducting. Specically,
phases that break rotational and translational (or
point group) symmetries emerge in a manner akin
to those found in classical liquid crystals, e.g., the
nematic and smectic [6, 7, 9–11] (see Fig. 2). Al-
though quantum liquid crystal (QLC) theory can
describe these non-Fermi liquids in a compelling
and general framework, unwanted solid state ma-
terial complexity—disorder and dynamical lattice
distortions—can obscure the underlying electronic
physics, and lack of wide system tunability can
hamper eorts to fully explore QLC phase portraits
(see Fig. 3).
thermal melting of a stripe state to form a nematic uid is readily understood theoretically
(9, 18, 29–31) and, indeed, the resulting description is similar to the theory of the nearly
smectic nematic uid that has been developed in the context of complex classical uids
(2, 32). Within this perspective, the nematic state arises from the proliferation of disloca-
tions, the topological defects of the stripe state. This can take place either via a thermal
phase transition (as in the standard classical case) or as a quantum phase transition.
Whereas the thermal phase transition is well understood (2, 32), the theory of the quantum
smectic-nematic phase transition by a dislocation proliferation mechanism is largely an
open problem. Two notable exceptions are the work of Zaanen et al. (31) who studied this
phase transition in an eectively insulating system, and the work of Wexler & Dorsey (33)
who estimated the core energy of the dislocations of a stripe quantum Hall phase.
Nevertheless, the microscopic (or position-space) picture of the quantum nematic phase
that results consists of a system of stripe segments, the analog of nematogens, whose
typical size is the mean separation between dislocations. The system is in a nematic state
if the nematogens exhibit long range orientational order on a macroscopic scale (8, 9).
However, since the underlying degrees o reedom are the electrons from which these nano-
structures form, the electron nematic is typically an anisotropic metal. Similarly, nematic
order can also arise from thermal or quantum melting a frustrated quantum antiferromag-
net (34–36).
Nematic phases
Via Pomeranchuk
instability
Via melting
stripes
Fermi
liquid
Smectic
or stripe
phase
Figure 1
Two dierent mechanisms for producing a nematic phase with point-particles: The gentle melting of a
stripe phase can restore long range translational symmetry while preserving orientational order (8).
Alternatively, a nematic Fermi uid can arise through the distortion of the Fermi surface of a metal via
a Pomeranchuk instability (27, 28). (After, in part, Reference 8.)
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FIG. 3. (a) Strong versus weak coupling picture of elec-
tronic quantum liquid cry tals. Electron nem tics may
ris from the melting of a strongly coupled, conductive
stripe phase in a manner that restores translational sym-
metry while leaving rotational broken. This may occur by
a proliferation of topological defects of the smectic phase
(dislocations). (b) Alternatively, nematics may arise from
spontaneous distortions of the Fermi surface when long-
range interactions are sufciently strong to drive Landau
free energy parameters deeply negative in a particular an-
gular momentum channel (quadrupolar shown here). Ama-
jor goal of our research program will be to explore these
melting and instability dynamics in the more accessible and
tunable ultracold Dy system. Sketch adapted from Ref. [6].
Exploiting large dipole-dipole interactions
(DDI) in ultracold gases will allow the exploration
of QLC physics in this inherently more tunable
and characterizable system. Recent theoretical pro-
posals employing highly magnetic fermionic atoms
have begun to shed light on the accessible QLC
physics. These include predictions by our group
and others of uniaxial (meta-nematic) [12] and bi-
axial nematic [13] distortions of the Fermi surface
in the presence of a polarizing eld, and meta-
nematic and smectic phases in 2D anisotropic opti-
cal lattices [14–16]. An exciting prospect lies in the
possibility of observing spontaneous magnetization
in dipolar systems, and investigations by our collab-
orator Eduardo Fradkin postulate the existence of
quantum ferronematic phases and spin textures in
ultracold highly magnetic fermionic atomic gases
in zero polarizing eld [17–19]. Efcacy of exper-
imental proposals [20] for detecting incipient stripe
order through measurements of uctuations dur-
ing smectic–to–nematic melting—crucial for rmly
establishing QLC existence in high-Tc and exotic
1
Strong coupling Weak coupling
Melting
Fermi
liquid
Instability
(Pomeranchuk)
Ne atics
Figure 1.3: (a) Strong versus weak coupling picture of electronic quantum liquid crystals. Electron nematics
may arise from the m lting of a strongly coupled, conduct ve stripe phase in a manner that restores transla-
tional symmetry while leaving rotational broken. This may occur by a proliferation of topological defects of
the smectic phase (dislocations). (b) Alternatively, nematics may arise from spontaneous distortions of the
Fermi surface when long-range interactions are sufficiently strong to drive Landau free energy parameters
deeply negative in a particular angular momentum ch nn l (quadrup lar shown here). Sketch adapted from
An u. Rev. Condens. Matter Phys. 1, 7 (2010) [5].
dysprosium (10 µB), which possesses the largest magnetic moment of any fermio ic atom—and is tied
with terbium in possessing the largest moment among bosonic atoms 2—is likely sufficient to induce QLC
phases [25, 26, 27].
It is not yet clear whether a degenerate gas of highly magnetic lanthanide atoms is possible to create 3,
but overcoming a large DDI while cooling to degeneracy has precedent in the Bose-Einstein condensation
(BEC) of chromium [21]. The attainment of Cr BEC opened the door to bosonic ultracold dipolar physics [3].
Chromium possesses the large magnetic dipole moment of 6 Bohr magnetons (µB). This is 6-times larger
than that of the alkali atoms’—Rb has a magnetic moment of µ = 1 µB in the doubly-polarized state—and
represents a significant 36-fold enhancement in the DDI strength (Eq. 1.2). However, as strong as Cr’s
DDI may be, recent calculations [34] suggest that novel lattice phases predicted by the extended Bose-
Hubbard (eBH) model [3], such as density waves and lattice supersolids [35], lie just beyond the reach of
Cr’s capability. Specifically, the DDI energy must dominate the contact interaction energy, which occurs
when  = µ0µ
2m/12pi~2as & 1, and the extra factor of 3 in the denominator designates  ≥ 1 as the regime
in which homogeneous dipolar BECs become unstable to collapse [3]. To observe novel lattice phases, 
should be >0.7–0.8 [34]. For 52Cr, Cr = 0.15, and even with the demonstrated five-fold reduction of as
2Terbium has only one isotope, a boson. Unfortunately, it possesses a 400 K electronic state that could be driven by
incoherent blackbody radiation, thus limiting coherence and trap lifetimes. Additionally, thulium (4 µB) [33] and holmium (9
µB) have only single bosonic isotopes.
3At writing of this thesis, we have realized Bose-Einstein condensation of 164Dy.
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via a Feshbach resonance [36], Cr = 0.7 remains at or below the threshold for new phases. In contrast,
Dy = 1.34 which is 9× larger than Cr, assuming that the as yet unmeasured scattering length for at least
one of Dy’s bosonic isotopes is approximately equal to 52Cr’s as = 100 a0, where a0 is Bohr radius. With
such a large Dy, exploring supersolids and density wave phases without the use of Feshbach resonances
should be possible with Dy.
As candidates for fermionic dipolar physics, existing MOTs of highly magnetic fermionic 53Cr and 167Er
are not yet populous enough to contemplate cooling to degeneracy [37, 38]. The technique of buffer gas cooling
has been used for cooling lanthanides and has proven successful in producing large 500 mK samples [39].
While Dy has been adiabatically cooled to∼50 mK at final densities of∼ 109 cm−3 [40] in such an experiment,
evaporative cooling in a magnetic trap to lower temperatures has not yet proven effective due to large inelastic
collisions. Thus, the extraordinarily populous ∼ 10 µK Dy samples discussed in this thesis open the door to
a rich landscape of physics.
Ultracold samples of bosonic and fermionic isotopes of Dy would find application beyond the QLC and
eBH physics described above. Co-trapped isotopes of Dy present an interesting system to explore Bose-
Fermi mixtures of near equal mass, reminiscent of 3He-4He studies, but now in the presence of same and
cross-species dipolar interactions. Indeed, Wang et al. theorize a novel phase transition such as quantum
melting of Bose-Fermi solid [41] .
Studies of large-spin degenerate spinor gases [42, 43], simulations of dense nuclear matter [44], creation
of unconventional superfluid pairing [45], and explorations of zero sound [46] and roton modes [47] in dipolar
gases are exciting avenues of research. In addition, ultracold samples of Dy will aid precision measurements
of parity nonconservation and variation of fundamental constants [48], single-ion implantation [37], and
quantum information processing [49, 50]. With regard to the latter, the low-lying telecom (1322 nm) and
InAs quantum dot amenable (1001 nm) transitions (see Fig. 2.2) will be useful for creating hybrid atom-
photonic or atom-quantum systems that exploit potentially long-lived spin coherences in ensembles of Dy
for quantum memory. Novel ultracold collisions [51] and complex Feshbach resonance-induced molecular
association phenomena are expected to appear in traps of these non-S state atoms, which may enable
exploration of 1D strongly correlated gases with highly magnetic molecules [52].
1.3 Experimental considerations
In addition to these theoretical motivations, dysprosium is an attractive atomic species to work with from an
experimentalist’s point of view. First, due to the almost equal natural abundance of bosonic and fermionic
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isotopes (see Chapter 2), dysprosium has an advantage of studying the physics of Bose-Bose [53], Fermi-
Fermi [54], or Bose-Fermi mixtures [55]. Second, the ability to realize BEC or FDG highly depends on the
collisional properties of species—for instance, if the scattering length is too small, the cooling efficiency is
too low to realize quantum degeneracy. Because different isotopes may have different collision rates (either
elastic or inelastic) 4, one can explore isotopes to achieve quantum degenerate gases.
While most of the cooling and trapping techniques developed for BEC can be used to achieve degenerate
Fermi gases, there is one additional crucial cooling technique required—sympathetic cooling. Evaporative
cooling, the only means to realize BEC so far, works by evaporating the hot component of gas and rether-
malizing the remainder to a lower temperature. This cooling technique, however, is not possible for identical
fermions 5 because spin-polarized fermions do not collide with each other in the ultracold regime 6. There-
fore, fermions are sympathetically cooled by introducing another species, or the same species in a different
spin state, in order to induce elastic collisions.
However, inability for identical fermions to elastically collide may not be true for dipolar fermions, because
there is still a possible scattering channel via DDI. The elastic collision cross section due to DDI does not
vanish as the interaction temperature (or the particle temperature) decreases to the ultracold regime [56].
For the dipolar fermions, the cross section σo [56] via elastic binary collisions by Born approximation 7 can
be calculated by
σo = 3.351D2 = 3.351
M2µ4
~4
(1.3)
where CGS units are used, the superscript denotes the odd partial waves, the dipolar length, which char-
acterizes dipolar strength, D is Mµ2/~2, M is the reduced mass of particles, and µ is the dipole moment.
Using Eq. 1.3, σoDy ∼ 4× 10−12 cm−2, compared to the polar molecule KRb σoKRb ∼ 3× 10−9 cm−2. A more
interesting comparison is with the elastic cross section of Rb Bose gas σRb = 8pia
2
s ∼ 7 × 10−12 cm−2 with
aRb ∼ 100 a0. By this back-of-the-envelope calculation, it is plausible to predict the possibility of evapora-
tively cooling identical dipolar fermions in the same spin state only via the universal dipolar scattering, as
efficiently as Rb bosons. In fact, our group has observed that all the isotopes except for 163Dy, which suffers
hyperfine changing collision, show a similar or universal behavior in the evaporative cooling.
The last but important collision to be considered for quantum degeneracy is inelastic collision due to three-
4Inelastic collisions cause heating in the cloud of trapped atoms.
5Our research group has just observed that identical dipolar fermions may collide via universal dipolar scattering. See the
text.
6Partial waves due to atom-atom interaction with angular momentum l contribute to collisions scaling as T 2l, where T is
temperature. As T is lowered, only s-wave scattering (l = 0) becomes possible. However, the anti-symmetry requirement of
the wavefunction of two colliding fermions means that angular momentum l must be odd, forbidding any of these collisions.
7The Born approximation is valid for the ultracold regime.
6
body recombination, which can be large because of its scaling of µ8 (see below) but is to be experimentally
measured for dysprosium. This “bad” inelastic collision occurs in atoms with a high density & 1013 cm−3and
still can happen even in the polarized ground state of atoms, unlike spin relaxation, which is suppressed
for the polarized gas. It is instructive to estimate the three-body recombination rate in regards to the
evaporative cooling efficiency. Three-body recombination rate coefficient K may be roughly estimated by
the following equation [57]:
K → 495~D4/M ∼ 5× 10−27 cm6/s. (1.4)
Here it is assumed that the dipolar length is greater than s-wave scattering length. This estimation is larger
than the measured value of rubidium [58] but again it is still remained to be observed how the three-body
recombination affects dysprosium.
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Chapter 2
Dysprosium
Dysprosium (Dy) is a rare earth element with atomic number 66. Dy has a bright silver color, and is soft
enough to be cut with a knife and machined. The most important characteristic of Dy in designing the
vacuum system was its melting point, which is 1412 ◦C [6]. In order to produce the Dy atomic source, one
needs to heat up Dy to a high temperature because of its high melting point 1. Dy also has a chemical getter
property, which helps the ultra-high vacuum. In our experiments, as experiments have been running and
the inner wall of the chamber has been coated by the Dy deposited film, it was observed that the vacuum
pressure had decreased.
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Figure 2.1: The vapor pressure as a function of temperature [6]. The atomic beam starts to be detected
roughly from 800 ◦C. The typical operation temperature is 1250 ◦C.
Dy has the almost equal natural abundance of bosonic and fermionic isotopes (Table 2.1), which enables
1In comparison, rubidium, which is one of the most common elements studied in AMO physics, has a melting point of only
40 ◦C.
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Table 2.1: Natural abundance of nuclear spin of stable dysprosium isotopes [1].
isotope mass [au] abundance [%] nuclear spin statistics
160Dy 160 2.34 0 boson
161Dy 161 18.9 5/2 fermion
162Dy 162 25.5 0 boson
163Dy 163 24.9 5/2 fermion
164Dy 164 28.2 0 boson
Table 2.2: Laser cooling parameters for the 4f106s2 5I8 − 4f10(5I8)6s6p(1P◦ 1) (8, 1)◦ 9 transition from NIST
database and Ref. [2] .
symbol description definition value
λ atomic wavelength (air) 421.1714 nm
k wavevector 2pi/λ 23743 cm−1
gg, ge Lande´-g factor 1.24159, 1.22
Γ spontaneous decay rate 1/τ 2.02× 108 s−1
τ lifetime of excited state 1/Γ 4.94 ns
ν natural linewidth Γ/2pi 32.2 MHz
Is saturation intensity pihcΓ/3λ
3 56.4 mW/cm2
vc capture velocity Γλ/2pi 14 m/s
TD Doppler temperature ~Γ/2kB 774µK
Tr recoil temperature ~2k2/mkB 660 nK
amax Maximum acceleration ~kΓ/2m 579000 m/s2
one to explore Bose-Fermi mixtures of Dy. In this thesis, the most abundant 164Dy and 163Dy are mainly
studied. In laser cooling and trapping, spectroscopic properties and transitions play an important role, and
the relevant transitions are shown in Fig. 2.2. The strongest 421-nm transition with a broad linewidth of
32 MHz [2] is used for Zeeman slowing, magneto-optical trapping, and imaging, which efficiently captures
atoms and forms the largest possible cloud of trapped atoms. The laser cooling parameters for the 421-
nm transition are summarized in Table 2.2. The realization of magneto-optical trapping of Dy did not
seem obviously possible from the beginning of our Dy project because of its complex energy level structure
(Fig. 2.2). In the Dy MOT, any of the 140 metastable states between the ground and the 421-nm excited
states may cause the atom loss. However, the strong magnetic trapping force due to the large magnetic
moment of Dy confines these untrappable atoms in the dark states (Chapter 6). One can think of this novel
MOT as a combination of MOT and magnetic trap (MT). This blue MOT at 421 nm (BMOT) prepares a
half billion of atoms at ∼ mK, which is the Doppler limit (Table 2.2) and is far from the quantum degeneracy.
In the following cooling phase (Chapter 8), 741-nm transition with a narrow linewidth of 2 kHz [2] is used to
cool the Dy atoms further down to the utlracold regime at ∼ 10µK, and the far-off resonant optical dipole
trap at 1064 nm is loaded.
Fermionic isotopes of 163Dy and 161Dy, which have the hyperfine structure with six manifolds (Fig. 2.3),
complicate laser cooling and trapping. The usual treatment for this is to employ repumpers, which transfer
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Figure 2.2: Dy energy level structure [7], where J is the total electronic angular momentum and F = J + I,
the total electronic plus nuclear angular momentum. The strongest 421-nm transition is employed to laser
cool and trap dysprosium.
the untrappable states to the trappable states in oder to avoid atom loss. However, our previous experiments
show that the close spacing between F → F ′ = F + 1 transitions and the high intensity of Zeeman slowing
beam (leading to the power broadening) make it possible to laser cool and trap fermionic Dy without any
additional repumper, and its population is comparable to 164Dy [59].
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Figure 2.3: Hyperfine structure of 163Dy and 161Dy [8, 9]. The cooling transitions (largest) F = 21/2 →
F ′ = 23/2 are depicted as blue arrows, while other F → F ′ = F + 1 transitions are red arrows. The two
fermions have oppositely signed nuclear spin, resulting in a relative inversion in the hyperfine structure.
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Chapter 3
Laser cooling system
3.1 Overview
A simple laser cooling and trapping method for highly magnetic atoms has now proven successful for three
magnetic lanthanides, Er, Dy, and Tm [37, 60, 33]. Measurements of MOT recycling dynamics show that
the working principle behind the Er and Dy MOTs are similar [37, 60]. Despite the existence of more than
a hundred levels between ground and the open excited state of the cooling transition, no repumping laser is
necessary because of a novel recycling mechanism [37]: After decaying out of the MOT cooling transition to
metastable states, the highly magnetic atoms remain confined in the MOT’s magnetic quadrupole trap while
the metastable state population recycles to the ground state, at which point the atom are recaptured by the
MOT. The strongest transition J → J+1 transition is used for Zeeman slowing and MOT cooling. Whereas
weakly magnetic atoms would be lost from the trapping region during time in which the atoms spend in the
metastable states, the strong dipole moments (7 µB for Er) allow confinement even in the MOT’s magnetic
quadrupole gradient. The 1:105 branching ratio between population decay back to the ground state versus
to the metastable state is sufficient for a MOT to form given the efficient population recycling.
There are four criteria necessary for the large-population, highly magnetic, repumperless MOT to work
when using strong open transitions: 1) to be captured by the MOT, the branching ratio must be small enough
that atoms exit the Zeeman slower in their ground state; 2) the decay channel through the metastable states
must be rapid enough that inelastic collision processes—from background, spin-changing, or light induced
collisions—do not deplete the metastable magnetic trap (MT) reservoir; 3) decay through the metastable
MT should be slow enough for it to serve as a reservoir to capture more atoms than those cycling on the
MOT transition; 4) for isotopes with I 6= 0, the difference frequencies between adjacent F → F ′ = F + 1
hyperfine transitions in the ground and excited states must be small enough that the cooling laser itself
serves as a repumper.
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3.2 421-nm laser set-up
3.2.1 Frequency stabilization
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the Dy laser cooling system.
The strongest J → J + 1 cycling transition is the 421-nm line, which has a broad linewidth of 31.9(0.7)
MHz [7, 2]. A total of 2 W of 421-nm optical power is generated by two Ti:sapphire laser systems. Such
high power is necessary because the saturation intensity 58 mW/cm2 is large and, as we discuss below, the
Zeeman slower optimally uses 1 W of power. The first Ti:sapphire system (TiS1) is pumped with 15.2 W at
532 nm, which when frequency doubled in a ring cavity with an LBO crystal produces 600 mW of continuous
wave (CW) 421-nm light with a 20-kHz linewidth [61]. The second doubled Ti:sapphire laser system (TiS2)
produces up to 1.6 W CW at 421 nm (again using a ring cavity frequency doubler) from a 4.3 W 842-nm
beam. TiS2 is pumped by a 18.5 W 532-nm laser, and the 421-nm light has a linewidth of ∼50 kHz at 421
nm.
TiS1 produces the 421-nm light for the MOT, transverse cooling, and imaging beams, while TiS2 is
used solely for the Zeeman slower. Each laser is locked, at 842 nm, to its own low-finesse reference cavity.
These cavities exhibit ∼40 MHz/hr frequency drift, so we have developed a more stable locking scheme which
provides a long-term stability of several 100 kHz. The frequency reference is derived using the transfer cavity
technique: the 842-nm light from TiS1 is locked to a mode of an optical cavity whose length is stabilized by
a 780-nm laser that is resonant with the cavity ∼ 2× 104 modes away. This 780-nm laser is itself frequency
stabilized to a hyperfine transition in Rb using saturation-absorption spectroscopy. Thus, the stability of
a medium-finesse cavity locked to a Rb frequency reference is transferred to the 842-nm laser of the TiS1
system. The TiS2 system is offset locked [62] at the Zeeman slower laser detuning by detecting a beat note
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at 842-nm between the TiS1 and TiS2 lasers. Fig. 3.2 describes the optics and the electronics used for the
beat note lock, and Fig. 3.3 shows the beat note signal of two laser beams.
TiS1
TiS2
APD
ND HW 50/50
(a) (b)
VR
VCO
APD
MX1
PS
MX2
LF
TiS1
SV
DL
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the 421-nm beatnote lock. (a) Optics. ND: neutral density filter to match the
intensity of TiS1 and TiS2 beams. HW: half-wave plate to match the polarization. APD: avalanche pho-
todetector (Thorlabs APD210). (b) Electronics. VR: tunable voltage reference 0 – 15 V. VCO: voltage
controlled oscillator (Minicircuits ZOS-300+). MX1: mixer (Minicircuits ZX05-12MH+). Amplifier: Mini-
circuits ZKL-2R5. PS: power splitter (Minicircuits ZSC-2-1+). DL: delay line (∼ 2 m). MX2: mixer
(Minicircuits ZP-3+). LF: low-pass filter (Minicircuits BLP-1.9+). SV: servo.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Screenshots of optical beating. (a) Signal from APD. Frequency of oscillation is the difference
between TiS1 and TiS2. (b) Error signal that goes into the servo as TiS1 frequency-scans. TiS1 is stabilized
to the zero point.
3.2.2 Transfer cavity lock
The external cavity diode laser at 780 nm (Fig. 3.4) is locked to a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity using the Pound-
Drever-Hall (PDH) technique [63]. The Fabry-Pe´rot cavity consists of plano and concave (r = 25 cm)
mirrors with high reflectivity (99.9%) at both 780-nm and 842-nm, and the mirrors are attached to a fused
silica spacer with a length of 10 cm. In order to scan the resonance frequencies of the cavity, a piezoelectric
transducer (PZT) ring is placed between one side of the spacer and the concave mirror. With the measured
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cavity length, the corresponding free spectral range is 1.4 GHz, and the cavity has a linewidth of 1.4 MHz.
The cavity is isolated from acoustic vibration and placed inside a vacuum chamber. The laser is locked to
the cavity, which provides short time scale frequency stability, and then the cavity length is adjusted to bring
the cavity and laser in resonance with a hyperfine transition of 87Rb. Feeding back to the cavity PZT an
error signal derived by Rb saturation absorption spectroscopy ensures that the cavity resonance frequencies
drift by no more than a few hundred kHz.
Figure 3.4: Home-built external cavity diode laser (ECDL) at 780 nm. The original design is credited to
DeMarco group (see Ref. [10]).
The cavity now provides a stable frequency reference for TiS1’s 842 nm beam, which is picked-off from the
main beam that is directed into the ring cavity frequency doubler. To bridge the frequency gap between the
nearest 842 nm mode and the doubled 842-nm wavelength necessary for generating the MOT light, the 842-
nm beam passes through an optical fiber-based electro-optical modulator, which imprints strong sidebands at
a frequency adjustable between 1.4 GHz–2.8 GHz. A phase-locked loop generates this microwave frequency
from a stabilized and tunable RF source. One of the sidebands is adjusted in frequency to be resonant with
the optical cavity, allowing the 842-nm to be locked to the cavity using the PDH technique. Once locked,
the 421-nm light from both TiS1 and TiS2 (which is offset beat note locked to TiS1) may be scanned to the
correct frequency by adjusting the RF reference.
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3.3 741-nm laser system
Fig. 3.5 shows the schematic of the 741-nm laser system. A commercial ECDL with 18 mW is first split into
three: two for 164Dy and 163Dy RMOT beams and one for Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking branch. We
use a polarization maintaining optical fiber network with two inputs and four outputs to guide the RMOT
beams 1. Each RMOT beam has a waist of 4.5 mm and an intensity of about 800 µW/cm2. The typical
operating detuning is about +1 MHz 2. The RMOT detuning is not as sensitive as BMOT detuning to the
trap population or the atomic temperature. Although the 741-nm ECDL has a 200 kHz linewidth itself,
a better frequency stabilization is achieved by a transfer cavity scheme similar to the 421-nm laser system
(Fig. 3.1). After locking the 741-nm laser to the cavity stabilized by the stable 780-nm, the linewidth is
estimated to be 20 kHz and its long-time drift is 10 kHz/10 mins.
However, later it turns out that the long-time drift inhibits from running experiments for a long time,
because although a small drift in the detuning of RMOT beams does not perturb RMOT the relative position
of RMOT to the optical dipole trap (ODT) sensitively changes the ODT population 3. Currently, in progress
is a new laser locking system using a 420-nm two-photon spectroscopy of Rb.
Figure 3.5: The 741-nm ECDL and its frequency-stabilization system.
1The fourth output is used to monitor the beam power or to test the polarization coupling.
2The zero-detuning was determined by disappearing the cloud of RMOT atoms at the zero point of quadrupole field.
3We believe that this is due to ac-Stark shift by the 1064-nm ODT beam with respect to the 741-nm atomic transition.
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3.4 1064-nm laser system
The optical dipole trap is formed by a far-red-detuned single beam at 1064 nm 4. In order to determine
the lens system (Fig. 3.6), the waist ωx at the cloud of atoms was first calculated with a given ODT beam
power of 22 W 5, a target trap depth 6, and the theoretical polarizability [64]. Considering a geometrical
and spatial constraint of the distance from the lens to the center of vacuum chamber and using a formula of
1/feff = 1/fML + 1/fBL for zero-spacing between two lenses, the optics was chosen. Then, the input beam
ω0 was determined by a formula ωx =
fλ
piω0
.
We use a 67-µm beam waist ( ωx), and the trap frequency is measured to be 281 Hz, which corresponds
to a trap depth of 70 µK 7.
BL
f = +200 mm
ML
f = -500 mm
ω0 ωx
f   = +33 cme
Figure 3.6: Optics for the optical dipole trap. A combination of meniscus lens (ML) and best form lens (BL)
closely put gives an effective focal length of 33 cm, which is constrained by Dy trapping chamber size.
4We have tried to use a 532-nm laser for the optical dipole trap, but it was not successful because of its “bad” polarizability;
532 nm is in the middle of many Dy atomic transitions (Fig. 2.2).
5The power at the cloud of atoms.
6The gravitational potential is taken into account.
7This measured trap depth is about 60 % of our initial theoretical estimation.
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Chapter 4
Vacuum chamber
4.1 Overview
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the Dy UHV chamber system. The blue arrows depict the slowing, cooling, and imaging
laser beams.
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the schematic of our Dy vacuum chamber system. A thermal atomic beam is first
generated with a high-temperature oven. This atomic source is then collimated through a differential pump-
ing tube, and a larger flux is achieved by transverse cooling. The Dy atoms are decelerated and cooled by
a “spin-flip” Zeeman slower. Finally, the slowed atoms are captured and loaded into a large-gradient MOT
in the trapping chamber.
The vacuum system consists of four main sections: high-temperature oven, transverse cooling, Zeeman
slower, and MOT trapping chamber. Each section—except the Zeeman slower—has an ion gauge to monitor
the vacuum pressure and a dedicated ion pump. In addition, there is a stainless steel tube (inner diameter
4.6 mm, length 18 cm) that provides differential pumping between the oven and transverse cooling sections
[Fig. 4.2 (d)]. The Zeeman slower (inner diameter 1.7 cm, length 54 cm) also serves as a differential pumping
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tube between the transverse cooling and MOT sections. One can estimate the conductance of a long round
tube by the following equation [65]:
Ctube = 12.1
d3
l
(4.1)
where Ctube is in L/s and the diameter d and the length are in cm. Using Eq. 4.1, the differential pumping
tube and Zeeman slower give conductance of 68 mL/s and 1.2 L/s, respectively. The ratio of pressures
at two sections connected by a differential pumping tube is given by P1/P2 ≈ S/Ctube where P1 and P2
are low and high pressures and S is the pumping speed of the pump in the low pressure section. The
estimated differential pumping factor is then 810 and 63 respectively for the differential pumping tubing at
the transverse cooling stage and Zeeman slower.
4.2 High-temperature oven and transverse cooling
Because Dy has a very high melting point of 1412 ◦C, a dual-filament, all tantalum high-temperature effusion
cell with a water-cooling shroud [Fig. 4.2 (a)] is used to heat mm-sized pieces of Dy. The non-isotopically
purified Dy is placed in the tantalum crucible and heated to 1250 ◦C during typical MOT operation. A
near-uniform temperature is achieved by two servos controlling heaters located at the the tip and main part
of the oven. The crucible with a 5-mm diameter orifice generates a Dy beam 1. By attaching a flexible
bellow to the oven and controlling it with mechanical positioning stages, the direction of atomic beam is
optimized for maximum MOT population [Fig. 4.2 (b)].
Because blackbody radiation from the crucible can heat the UHV chamber walls, a 2.25” diameter
tantalum shield is installed around the tip of the differential pumping tube, immediately before the transverse
cooling section. Heat propagation through the vacuum system is avoided by continuously water cooling the
ConFlat (CF) flange to which the tantalum disc and differential pumping tube are welded. The atomic beam
may be shuttered by an in-vacuum, pneumatically controlled tantalum shield positioned a few mm from the
crucible orifice.
Typical oven operation at 1250 ◦C provides a Dy vapor pressure inside the crucible of ∼ 7× 10−2 Torr
(Fig. 2.1). We achieve a vacuum of 1.0 × 10−9 Torr at the ion gauge of the oven section with the use of a
75 L/s ion pump. This low pressure is achieved with help from the getter properties of the evaporated Dy
on the tantalum disk [66]. Fifteen grams of Dy lasts ∼400 h at 1250 ◦C operation. A gate valve after the
1A newly designed crucible with a 4-mm opening recently has been installed and does not show a significant decrease in the
trap population.
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Figure 4.2: The oven section of the vacuum chamber. (a) The high temperature effusion cell custom-made
from SVT Associates, Inc. (b) The fine control of the Dy atomic beam direction by a combination of the xyz-
translation and angular stages. (c) A flexible bellow enabling the adjustment of the atomic beam direction.
(d) The differential pumping tube with a black-body radiation block and a water-cooled flange wrapped in
a vinyl bag before ultrasonication.
oven section maintains the vacuum in the rest of system while detaching the oven for the refilling. At the
transverse cooling stage, the pressure is 8.2 × 10−11 Torr when continuously evacuated with a 55 L/s ion
pump.
A larger atomic beam flux is achieved by transverse cooling the portion of the beam after the differential
pumping tube and before the Zeeman slower. A detailed study of Dy transverse cooling appears in Ref. [67].
The transverse cooling beams are elliptically shaped such that they match the atomic beam; their dimensions
are 4.4 mm by 18 mm. One beam is oriented horizontally to the the atomic beam and is retroreflected
through the chamber via anti-reflection coated windows. The second beam enters the chamber vertically,
passes through a quarter-wave plate, into the chamber and is again retroreflected through a quarter-wave
plate before entering the chamber. Addition of the quarter-wave plates along the vertical direction enhances
transfer efficiency; no such gain is observed for the horizontal branch, presumably since the local magnetic
field is nonzero. The cooling beams are all red-detuned from the 421-nm transition by 0.2–0.4 Γ. At a total
power of ∼200 mW divided among the horizontal and vertical beams, the MOT population is enhanced
by up to a factor of 4. Additional power slightly reduces the MOT population, ostensibly due to increased
metastable population shelving before the Zeeman slower (and possibly recoil heating). See Sec. 6.3 for more
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Figure 4.3: The configuration of directions. The local direction of magnetic field (B) defines the quantization
axis, which varies in space depending on the local field where the atom interacts with light. The sign of σ
is determined by the right-hand rule; i.e., when the fingers are curled along the (circular) polarization, if
the thumb is aligned with the quantization axis, then it is called σ+. The left-handed circularly polarized
light (σ+) in the first section (decreasing field) of our spin-flip Zeeman slower is shown here. In our spin-flip
Zeeman slower, when passing through the decreasing field section (Section I) the atomic beam experiences σ+
polarization and transition whereas in the increasing field section (Section II) it experiences σ− polarization
and transition.
details.
4.3 Zeeman slower
When moving atoms as atomic beam are slowed down with laser, laser is detuned by Doppler shift so that
the laser is in resonance with a atomic transition. However, as the atoms are slowed down, they are no
longer in resonance with the laser. In order to keep the atoms in resonance with laser and continue this
slowing process as they are slowed down, we apply the spatially varying magnetic field to compensate this
difference. This is called a Zeeman slower. There are three types of Zeeman slower, σ+ [68], σ− [69, 70],
and spin-flip [65]. σ+ Zeeman slower has a disadvantage of having slowing laser with frequency very close
to magneto-optical trap (MOT, the following stage to Zeeman slower) laser at the exit of the slower. σ−
Zeeman slower also has a disadvantage of having a large field at the end of the slower. With these regards,
we have constructed a spin-flip Zeeman slower (see Refs. [70, 65]).
4.3.1 Theory
In the atomic beam deceleration with laser, we have the spontaneous force (slowing force) including Zeeman
effect [12] as
Fsp = ~k
I¯Γ/2
1 + I¯ + [2(∆ + ωD − µB(z)/~)/Γ]2 (4.2)
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Table 4.1: The survey of oven temperatures from other research groups.
reference atom oven temp. [◦C] vapor pressure [Torr] vf m/s
Chikkatur [65] Na 347 8.17× 10−2 30 m/s
Boyd [70] Rb 107 3.64× 10−4 20 m/s
Schmidt [71] Cr 1477 1.81× 10−1 N/A
Werner [72], Griesmaier [73] Cr 1600 1.12 30 m/s
McClelland OE [74] Er 927 1.53× 10−5 N/A
McClelland PRA [75], PRL [37] Er 1350 4.38× 10−2 N/A
McClelland sub-Doppler [76] Er 1200 4.4× 10−3 N/A
where saturation parameter I¯ = I/Is, ∆ is the Zeeman slowing laser detuning, Doppler shift ωD ≡ −k · v,
v is the velocity of atoms, µ = (geme − ggmg)µB, and B(z) is the magnetic field along z-axis (the axial
direction of Zeeman slower). The maximum slowing force 2 occurs when the following resonant condition is
satisfied:
∆ + ωD − µB(z)/~ = 0. (4.3)
If we assume to have a constant deceleration (Table 2.2), then we can estimate the length 3 of Zeeman
slower L to be constructed, using
L =
v2f − v2i
2(−ηamax) (4.4)
where vi and vf are the initial and final velocity of atoms. Here η is a fudge factor that takes account of
spatially varying intensity of Zeeman slower 4. By plugging the equation v(z)2 − v2i = 2(−ηamax)z into
Eq. 4.3, we have
B(z) =
~
µ
(
∆ + kvi
√
1− 2ηamaxz
v2i
)
, 0 ≤ z ≤ L. (4.5)
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4.3.2 Design and Simulation
In order to design the Zeeman slower, we need to determine four variables: vi, vf , η, and ∆ (Eq. 4.3). vi is
determined by the oven temperature 5. Our target oven temperature was initially decided by comparing the
vapor pressure of other systems (Table 4.1). vf was decided to be twice vc (Table 2.2). The fudge factor η
[≡ I¯/(1 + I¯)], which determines how much intensity of Zeeman slower beam is required, was chosen to be
0.5 in our simulation.
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Figure 4.4: Magnetic field profile of Zeeman slower as a function of position away from the center of the
trapping chamber. Target (line) and measured () fields are shown. The profile is measured with 3.01 A in
Section I, 3.02 A in Section II, and 40.24 A in Section III. Note that Zeeman slower was designed for 50%
maximum deceleration efficiency. The optimal current for MOT production is 1.08 A in Section I, 2.66 A in
Section II, and 40.21 A in Section III. Inset shows field zeroing at MOT position.
Before constructing the slower, the magnetic field profile was simulated. In Ref. [70], a C code is written
to simulate the desired magnetic field. In our group, this C code was adopted and converted to MATLAB
language for our convenience (Appendix A.2). However, one modification made in our simulation is to
use continuous winding of coils, while Ref. [70] uses the various current density (various spacing between
consecutive windings) as a function of z-axis along the slower, which we thought could be avoided for
convenience in the Zeeman slower construction. The computer automatically simulated the necessary field,
matching it to the desired field profile (Fig. 4.4).
2The moving atoms are in resonance with slowing laser.
3This is the length (or range) of magnetic field that actually matters to slow down atoms. Note that the length of constructed
Zeeman slower is longer than this.
4Zeeman slower beam is focused onto the orifice of crucible.
5vi is the most probable velocity of the atomic beam and equals to
√
3kBT/m [12].
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Table 4.2: Parts list of Zeeman slower.
company catalog No. description quantity
MDC 130008 2-3/4” CF flanges blank 1
MDC 130000 1-1/3” CF flanges blank 1
MDC 480003 stainless steel tube, OD .75”, wall thickness .035” 21.107”
Copper and Brass Sales copper tube, OD 1-1/8”, wall thickness 1/16” 19.400”
MWS 18 AWG HAPT magnet wire with polyester A/I topcoat heavy insulation 500 m
Cotronics Duralco 4525IP− 1 Duralco 500 ◦F electrically resistant epoxy 1 pint
Von Roll hollow 4.2 mm square magnet wire
Speedy Metals 61r6 6” aluminum rod 1”
Speedy Metals 60r6 6” brass rod 2”
Figure 4.5: The completed Zeeman slower before the water leak was found.
After the field profile simulation was finished, the Zeeman slower was designed (Appendix B.1). Since it
would be carrying an electric current of ∼ 3 A in Section I & II and 40 A in Section III, water circulation was
implemented to the design in order to avoid heating. Two concentric tubes in Zeeman slower were designed
to provide a water channel, which efficiently cools the coils.
4.3.3 Construction
All the necessary parts are shown in Table 4.2. Epoxy was applied to every layer of coil, which was necessary
because of the following three reasons: (1) The epoxy is electrical insulation, which is an extra protection
for the magnet wire. (2) This epoxy application fills up the space so that the next layer of coil can be more
easily wound on the more uniform surface. (3) The epoxy holds the previous layer of wire while winding
wire. After winding coils for two weeks, Zeeman slower was finally completed (Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.6: The temperature as a function of elapsed time after turning on the Zeeman slower and water
cooling.
4.3.4 Water cooling and magnetic field test
Zeeman slower had two things to test on, the magnetic field profile and the water cooling. The magnetic field
was characterized by Lakeshore 460 gaussmeter with 3-axis probe. This measurement had a field resolution
of 2 mG and an estimated spatial uncertainty of 2 mm.
There happened an unexpected accident, where water channel had a leak. This water leak came from a
broken connection between a flange and a tube. Even after attempting to seal this leak with the epoxy, we
still were not able to solve the problem and finally decided to wind a water-circulated copper refrigerator
tubing around the Zeeman slower externally. The water cooling efficiency was tested with 105 PSI water
pressure, and its result is shown in Fig. 4.6. There is no heating observed in the Zeeman slower while running
the electric current.
4.3.5 Operation
Up to 1.5 W of Zeeman slower beam power (Fig. 4.9) is used to slow the atomic beam. The laser is detuned
by -21 Γ from the 421-nm atomic transition 6 and the beam is focused onto the orifice of the oven crucible.
When we first built the Dy vacuum chamber, we did not have the 45◦ mirror inside the chamber (Fig. 4.7).
Instead, we had a viewport straight through which Zeeman slower beam shines. As the Dy experiment had
been running, it was observed that the viewport had been coated by the Dy atomic beam which attenuated
the beam (Fig. 4.8). This attenuation was not severe in the trap population, but we decided to install a 45◦
mirror. The diameter of the slowing laser is 2.5 cm at the vacuum window entrance. As shown in Fig. 4.9(b),
6Unless stated, all the values of detuning are with respect to 164Dy atomic transition.
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total trapped atom population NTotal saturates at ∼1 W of input power; presumably power broadening aids
the velocity capture range of the slower.
Figure 4.7: 45◦ mirror and its grabber assembly.
Figure 4.8: The dark region inside the white dashed line was caused by the Dy coating.
4.4 MOT trapping chamber
The MOT employs a three-retroreflected-beam configuration (a six-beam configuration can also be used,
with similar results). Each beam is aligned and collimated in free-space with a waist 7 of 1.1 cm, and the
MOT typically has a detuning of ∆ = −1.2 Γ. A total intensity of 0.17–0.2Is provides the maximum MOT
population, where Is ≈ 2.7 × 58 mW/cm2 8. A stainless steel octagon chamber with two 6” diameter CF
7All beam waists are reported as a beam 1/e2 radius.
8The additional factor of 2.7 accounts for approximately isotropic polarization and equally distributed mJ ’s in the MOT.
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Figure 4.9: MOT population as a function of (a) Zeeman slower detuning and (b) Zeeman slower laser power.
Optimal operation occurs for a detuning of -21 Γ. Population saturates above 1 W of laser power. Data for
164Dy (163Dy data is similar).
viewports on top and bottom and six 2.75” CF viewports on the side provide the optical access necessary
for the MOT beams and imaging beam. The remaining two CF ports provide access for the atomic beam
and counterpropagating Zeeman slower beam.
The magnetic quadrupole field used for both the MOT and magnetic trap [60] is generated from a coil
pair in near-anti-Helmholtz configuration. The coils generate ∇zB = 0.69 G/cm ·A along zˆ, which points
along the quadrupole axis of symmetry; each coil has a cross-section of 10 rows (zˆ) and 7 columns (ρˆ) . The
coils are water cooled to support the ∼30 A used for the MOT. The electric current is controlled by a servo
providing a 440 µs turn-off time. Stray field cancellation coils reduce the residual field to ≤ 1.8 mG (see
Table. 4.3).
Table 4.3: Characterization of MOT and shim coils.
coil zero configuration resistance [Ω] characteristics
x zero 0.01 V, -0.00 A 0.71 0.74 G/A
y zero 0.50 V, 0.70 A 0.71 0.71 G/A
z zero 0.01 V, 0.01 A 0.55 1.3 G/A
z bias OFF 0.94 0.14 G/cm/A, 2.1 G/A
Imaging OFF 0.71 0.74 G/A
ZSlower shim OFF 0.71 0.74 G/A
We achieve a MOT chamber pressure of typically 1.2× 10−11 Torr during MOT operation. The vacuum
is created with the help of a 75 L/s ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump. We have noticed a lowering
of the vacuum pressure from the evaporated Dy after the oven has run for several hours.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: The construction of MOT coil. (a) The water-cooled wire was wound by a rotary stage. The
bottom half of the MOT coil is shown. (b) Before installing the MOT coil to the vacuum chamber, the
magnetic field of the coil was preliminarily characterized.
4.5 Vacuum procedures
Once we received all the necessary vacuum parts from manufacturing companies, we first cleaned them in
the ultrasonic cleaner with acetone for about an hour. Then, we repeated the process with methanol for
the same time. In order to achieve ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and reduce the final outgassing, we baked out
the vacuum parts twice in air and in vacuum (in situ). The air bake-out was carried in the much higher
temperature at 400 ∼ 450 ◦C, which is fine with most of the vacuum parts except for viewports or valves,
and we baked the parts for about a week in a home-made oven made with insulation bricks and heating rods
(Fig. 4.11). This air bake-out reduces hydrogen outgassing later when the vacuum chamber is assembled [77].
We controlled the temperature with four AC voltage transformers (Variacs) at north, south, east, and west
and continuously monitored to maintain the constant temperature.
After this pre-bake stage was done, we started to assemble the vacuum chamber. In our group, we use
only silver-plated vacuum bolts and plate nuts, rather than the vacuum grease and hexagon nuts. The
vacuum grease is believed to cause mechanical seizing of the bolts after bake-out. The plate nuts make it so
easy to assemble the vacuum chamber only with one wrench. When the vacuum chamber was assembled, it
was necessary to plan in advance which part of the vacuum chamber was to be worked on first and where
we started to put together.
The various parts of the vacuum chamber have different temperature ratings, which are summarized in
Table 4.4 9.
For the in-situ bake-out we did not raise the temperature as high as the air bake-out. The procedure is
9The specs may vary depending on the models and are not guaranteed to be up to date
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Figure 4.11: Air bake-out procedures. (a) The home-made oven with insulation bricks, three heating rods,
a fiberglass top cover, and Variacs. (b) The inside view of the home-made oven showing vacuum parts.
as follows. First, we did the rough pumping using a turbomolecular pump (60 L/min) connected to three
ports of the vacuum chamber. After running at normal operation 10 for 30 mins, we reached ∼ 10−5 Torr.
As the first vacuum leak check, we sprayed methanol onto connections of vacuum parts to see if there was a
pressure spike. In the meantime, we started to install the heating tapes. In order to heat up the chamber, we
first placed thermocouples in various spots, directly on the chamber, to monitor the temperature. Note that
viewports and mechanical valves are treated cautiously. One needs to carefully ramp up the temperature
of viewports at the rate below those summarized in Table 4.4. The vacuum valves should be heated in a
uniform manner because of mechanical parts. The high thermal gradient can cause improper closing when
valves are cooled down. After placing thermocouples, the whole chamber was wrapped with UHV aluminum
foil, which provides a uniform heat distribution, as tightly as possible but the viewports were wrapped having
a air pocket to avoid any scratch. We then wrapped the heating tapes, avoiding any hot spot (overlap of
two heating tapes). One thing to be noted is that these heating tapes are made with fiberglass so they can
irritate skin. Therefore, it is recommended to work with them wearing latex gloves. For the insulation to
the air, we once again wrapped the chamber with the aluminum foil.
We slowly increased the temperature using the heating elements which were connected to Variacs, while
avoiding any crack on the viewports. The more Variacs you have, the better control you have over the
temperature. We used 7 Variacs for the bake-out, and each had multiple heating tapes. As the temperature
was being raised, the pressure was also increased (see Fig. 4.12) because of the increase in outgassing of
vacuum parts. Our target temperature was around 200◦C. After the temperature was reached, the pressure
went down within a few days. When we believed that there would not be not much more improvement in
10This normal operation of the turbo pump indicates that there is no major mis-assembly of vacuum flanges.
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Table 4.4: Temperature limits of various parts used in the vacuum chamber.
part description temperature [◦C] remarks
VAT valve valve used for rough pump-out 300 only under vacuum thermal gradient
MDC gate valve 250 open, 200 closed thermal gradient
viewports glass 400 10 ◦C/min ramp
viewports fused silica 200 25 ◦C/min ramp
oven SVT effusion cell 200
ion gauge UHV-24p 450 cable: 250 ◦C
ion pump 220, 350 w/, w/o cables
Ti-Sub pump 400 300 W max power
silver solder Zeeman slower 640
Duralco 4525 black epoxy, Zeeman slower 260
polyester A/I topcoat Zeeman slower thin wire 200
welding 1300
Kapton tape 260
Teflon tape 280
plexiglass 80
polypropylene tube white, water cooling 90
pressure, we turned on the ion pumps for the rest of the bake-out process (4 days). Then, we blasted the
vacuum chamber with Ti-Sub pump’s three filaments. We closed the valves to the turbo pump, and slowly
turned down the temperature. Through these vacuum procedures, we achieved a pressure of mid-10−12 Torr
at the trapping chamber.
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Chapter 5
Control and imaging systems
5.1 Computer control
The overall structure of control system is shown in Fig. 5.1(a). Experimental devices such as the magnetic
field coil, AOMs and beam shutters require digital and analog signals from experimenters to be triggered
for a precise timing. In our apparatus, those signals are provided by NI-DAQ (National Instruments Data
Acquisition) boards, which communicate with a computer via C programming language (C-API). At the
front user side, although LABView software is fully supported by National Instruments (NI) for users to
interface with NI-DAQ, our research group use MATLAB instead to utilize an extensive range of useful and
powerful built-in functions. Precise timing of experimental sequence is achieved by utilizing an NI-DAQ
on-board clock, and synchronization between different boards is made by connection through a Real-Time
System Integration (RTSI) cable.
There are three concepts used in the computer control [Fig. 5.1(b)]: block, subblock, and control pa-
rameter. A block corresponds to one experiment defined by a set of control parameters (CPs), for instance,
magnetic field gradient or beam intensity (usually used in x-axis of plots). In experiments, it is usual that
many runs of a block with a pre-defined set of CPs are executed in order to average and obtain the statistics
out of the data. Also, along time axis, a block consists of a series of actions called subblock, such as loading
the MOT, turning off the magnetic field, or imaging the atoms.
So far the connection structure of the computer control system and the concepts of the experimental
sequence have been described. However, an experimenter follows the steps described below in order to define
and execute the experiment summarized in Fig. 5.1(c), and an example code is shown in Appendix A.1.
1. Definition: Sets the experiment time duration, the name, and the sampling rate. Defines devices
(analog and digital boards). Adds lines.
2. Compilation: Generates a block (or matrix in MATLAB) consisting of signal data as a function of
time. Adds and compiles the generated block to lines.
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Figure 5.1: The structure of control system. (a) Communication flow from a user to multiple lines that con-
trol the experiments. NI-DAQ: National Instruments Data Acquisition boards. API: Application Program-
ming Interface. (b) Diagram of experimental sequence describing concepts of block and subblock. Different
blocks may contain a different control parameter as indicated by blue and green. (c) Procedure of running
experiments.
3. Storage: Stores the compiled files to a hard drive.
4. Load: Loads the pre-compiled sequence into the buffer memory on the NI-DAQ boards.
5. Execution: Executes the sequence and sends out the digital and analog signals.
Although the computer control system works seemingly without any major technical issue, there are
still limits in its capabilities and its possible improvements. First, generating a single large matrix 1 in
MATLAB uses up all the memory allocated to the program and seems to cause out-of-memory errors in
the block definition. This issue is caused by the fact that MATLAB requires a large continuous memory
(Ref. [78]). One possible solution that we did was to simply upgrade the computer and add more memory
to the operating system, which consequently allocates more memory to MATLAB. The part list for the
computer control is tabulated in Table 5.1.
5.2 Image analysis
In order to characterize the cloud of atoms such as density, atom number, and temperature, either fluo-
rescence or absorption imaging method is used. Each of these methods has advantage and disadvantage.
Fluorescence imaging is relatively easier to implement than absorption imaging, since a CCD (charge-coupled
device) camera can be used with MOT beams. However, the fluorescence can introduce more uncertainty
1Columns are the time line and their size is τ/dτ where τ is the total experiment time and dτ is the resolution. Rows are
the (device) lines. The size of the matrix that can be as large as 106 × 30.
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Table 5.1: Part list of National Instruments (NI) devices.
catalog No. description quantity
778510-01 NI PCI-6733 analog output board 1
184749-02 SH68-68-EP, shielded cable 2 m 1
777643-01 BNC-2110 conn box 1
779672-01 NI PCIe-6536 DIO 1
778592-01 CB-2162 conn box 1
196275-01 SHC68-C68-D4 shielded cable 1 m 1
776249-02 RTSI bus cables for 2 PCI or AT/ISA devices 1
in determination of experimental settings such as solid angle and scattering rate than absorption imaging,
absorption imaging is most of time preferred and used for this thesis work.
5.2.1 Absorption imaging
In absorption imaging, when probe light propagates through the cloud of atoms from x = −∞ to x =
+∞, its intensity attenuates. This density-dependent attenuation is characterized by the concept of (two-
dimensional) optical density (OD). If a cloud of atoms is assumed to have the density distribution n(x, y, z) in
the form of Gaussian function with a peak density n0, then the OD is found to have the following expressions:
OD(y, z) = σ(λ)
∫ ∞
−∞
n(x, y, z)dx = σ(λ)n0
√
2piσx exp
(
− y
2
2σ2y
− z
2
2σ2z
)
. (5.1)
where the peak OD equals to σ(λ)n0
√
2piσx. Using Beer’s law dI = −σ(λ)n(r)Idx where I is the intensity
of probe light, the resonant cross-section σ(λ) = 3piλ2/2, n(r) is the density of particles, x is the direction
of probe light propagation, and λ is the wavelength of the probe light, Eq. 5.1 can be rewritten as
OD(y, z) = −
∫ I(x=∞)
I(x=−∞)
dI
I
= − ln Iatom(y, z)− Idark(y, z)
Ilight(y, z)− Idark(y, z) (5.2)
where Iatom is the image with atoms, Ilight is the image in the absence of atoms but the light, and Idark
is the inherent noise image from the CCD in the absence of both of atoms and light. Now we have two
expressions of OD (Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2). In reality, OD image is obtained in terms of the intensity on the local
pixel (Eq. 5.2).
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5.2.2 Image analysis
There are three important physical parameters to characterize a cloud of atoms: the total atom number
N , the density n0, and the temperature T , and this section describes how they are extracted from images.
First, we start with a definition of effective volume as
V¯ ≡ (2pi)3/2σxσyσz (5.3)
where σi (i = x, y, z) is defined as Eq. 5.1 and σx = σy in a cylindrically symmetric cloud. Then, by fitting
the OD image to Eq. 5.1 and using the assumption of σx = σy, one can determine n0 and N(= n0V¯ ).
Instead of the fitting method described above, the other way to determine n0 and N is the pixel summation
method, which is used in my thesis work, because it is a direct measurement. From Eq. 5.1, it is easily seen
that by integrating the OD distribution further twice along y and z one can get the total atom number. In
practice, CCD captures a value in each discrete pixel, which corresponds to how bright it is along x-axis
in space (the brighter it is, the lower the local density is). Processing the three consecutive images with a
300-ms spacing 2 following the principle in Eq. 5.2, one obtains the OD image of OD(y, z). Because of its
discrete nature, instead of continuous integration, one can find the total atom number, using the following
expression:
N =
A
σ(λ)
∑
y,z
OD(y, z), (5.4)
and A is area of one pixel at the cloud of trapped atoms and n0 = N/V¯ . The temperature is measured by
dropping the cloud of atoms and measuring the size of its expansion at different drop times [time-of-flight
(TOF) measurement]. This TOF measurement requires more than one data point and nonlinearly fits to
the following expression [79]:
σ(t) =
√
σ20 +
kBT
m
t2 (5.5)
where σ0 is the in-situ size of the cloud, and a typical fit for BMOT is shown in Fig. 5.2.
2This is technical due to our CCD camera capability.
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Figure 5.2: Typical TOF plot for BMOT. Data points are randomly taken in order to minimize the systematic
drift of the measurements. The fit is done using Eq. 5.5.
5.3 Magnetic field control
Precise magnetic field control is achieved by a servo [Fig. 5.3(a)], using the feedback control, where the
high (low) current of quadrupole field (shim coils) is measured by Danfysik 867-200IHF 3 (FW Bell NT-
5), and the servo controls VGS (the gate voltage with respect to the grounded source of MOSFET (IXYS
IXFN200N07 for the quadrupole field, IRF510 for the shim coils) 4 to maintain the monitored current to
the set value 5.3(b), which in the electronics means Vcontrol/Vprobe = R1/R2. In practice, the ratio R1/R2
is chosen as large as possible so that the finest control over the magnetic field is achieved 5. In Fig. 5.3(b),
the probed signal of current is split into two branches: monitor and servo [buffer + PI (proportional and
integral)]. The resistance R in the monitor and the buffer is chosen such that the gain in the op-amp
(operational amplifier) is unity for convenience. In practice, we usually start with generic values of electric
components in the servo, which does not provide the fully optimized performance.
In order to optimize the servo [80], we first start with no integral [no C1 and C2 in Fig. 5.3(b)] and small
proportional (small R3), and the proportionality is increased until the response reaches or overshoots the set
value by 10% (no ringing in the response). Then, C1 is inserted to further increase the bandwidth, starting
3Distributor is GMW Associates.
4We install twice the number of MOSFETs with the operation current rating in parallel to reduce the burden to each
MOSFET. In addition, MOSFETs are cooled on the water circulated plate.
5NI-DAQ has a fixed voltage output resolution and this discrete voltage in a larger ratio of R1/R2 gives a better resolution
in the field control.
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to observe a ringing 6. C2 is an optional capacitor, cutting off the high frequency if necessary.
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Figure 5.3: Quadrupole coil (QC) control. (a) Schematic of QC feedback. By controlling the gate (G) of
MOSFETs, the current through its drain (D) to source (S) is adjusted to the set value. (b) Schematic of
electronics of the servo. QC servo parameters after optimization: R = 100 kΩ, R1 = 3 kΩ, R2 = 1 kΩ, R3
= 1 kΩ, C1 = 47 nF, C2 = 100 pF.
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Figure 5.4: QC current response to a pulse signal (a) before and (b) after full optimization. Because the
typical timescale of TOF in the MOT characterization is ∼ms, optimization was performed to meet its
turn-off time of ≤ 1 ms. (c) Zoomed view at turn-off. 440-µs turn-off time.
6In my optimization criterion, as long as the ringing has a frequency lower than the trap frequency and does not exceed the
15% of the set point, the servo is considered to be optimized.
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Chapter 6
MOT characteristics
In this chapter I discuss a detailed, semiclassical model and supporting data for how the repumper-less
Dy MOT functions. Measurements of the Dy MOT population and temperature versus MOT loading
time, intensity, detuning, and magnetic quadrupole field gradient are presented. I also compare Dy MOT
characteristics to those of the Er MOT [37, 76].
6.1 MOT number Vs oven temperature
A simple measurement of the MOT population as a function of the oven temperature was done (Fig. 6.1)
and shows the near-linear increase in the MOT number as the oven temperature and the vapor pressure
increase. If necessary, the oven temperature can be increased to obtain a higher population of trapped atoms
without much change in the experimental settings.
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Figure 6.1: MOT population as a function of oven temperature.
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6.2 MOT decay and motional dynamics
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the Dy MOT functions without any repumpers due to a population recycling
mechanism based on its extraordinarily large magnetic moment. Figure 6.2 depicts a semiclassical rate
equation model describing this recycling process. Population is lost from the excited state of the MOT at
rate fexR1—which increases for larger excited state fractions fex—and decays to one of the (possibly many)
metastable states (see Fig. 2.2). A fraction of atoms 1 − p are either in the m = 0 Zeeman substate or in
a strong magnetic field seeking m state and never become confined in the MT. The remaining atoms decay
either through a fast decay channel at rate Rfast and fractional population 1− q or through a slow channel
at rate Rslow. Atoms whose electronic population reaches the ground state are reloaded into the MOT at
rate Rreload, which depends on the total MOT beams’ saturation parameter, s = I¯/(1 + (2∆/Γ)
2), where
I¯ = I/Is and ∆ is the detuning from resonance. There must be some loss Rloss2 from the magnetic trap as
the population cascades, but as shown in Ref. [60], spin relaxation loss is 20× slower than the timescales of
the measured Rfast and Rslow.
MOT
Rreload
Metastable states
Ground state
p.fex.R1
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Rloss2
Magnetic trap
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Figure 6.2: Dy MOT recycling and continuously loaded MT schematic.
The diagram in Fig. 6.2 may be represented with the following rate equations:
N˙MOT = RreloadNMT − fexR1NMOT +RL,
N˙fast = (1− q)pfexR1NMOT −RfastNfast,
N˙slow = qpfexR1NMOT −RslowNslow,
N˙MT = RfastNfast +RslowNslow −RreloadNMT, (6.1)
where NMOT, Nfast, Nslow, and NMT are the populations of the MOT, fast (slow) metastable state decay
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Figure 6.3: (a) Population ratio N¯MOT of recaptured MOT to steady state MOT. Black line is fit using
Eqs. 6.1 to N¯MOT with Zeeman slower and atomic beam off, and tm = 1 s delay between steady state MOT
and recapture. (b)-(c) Oscillations in fluorescence at the peak of the recaptured MOT population appear
for MOT beam saturation parameters s 1. (d) The Dy MOT operates in the mechanically underdamped
regime, as shown by breathing mode oscillations, and the photon scattering rate seems to be correlated with
cloud diameter.
channel, and ground state MT, respectively, and RL is the loading rate from the Zeeman slower. Fits of
these rate equations to MOT population decay curves allow the determination of all free parameters for both
the 164Dy boson and the 163Dy fermion:
[
R1631 , R
163
fast, R
163
slow
]
= [1170(20), 19(2), 1.5(1)] s−1, (6.2)[
R1641 , R
164
fast, R
164
slow
]
= [1700(100), 29(1), 2.3(1)] s−1,
[p, q] = [0.82(1), 0.73(1)],
where p and q for the two isotopes are equal within error.
An example of the Dy MOT decay and fit are shown in Fig. 6.3(a). To obtain these data, we collect
MOT fluorescence using a 200-mm 2” aspherical lens and focus it through a pinhole, using a 60-mm 2”
aspherical lens. The light is then collected on an amplified, high-bandwidth PIN photodetector. We load
the MOT for 2–3 s to reach steady-state population before extinguishing, at tm = 0, the MOT beams, the
Zeeman slower beam, and the atomic beam (via the in-vacuum shutter). Note, the magnetic quadrupole
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Figure 6.4: Fits of Eq. 6.4 to fexR1 versus I¯ = I/Is and ∆ for both fermionic
163Dy and bosonic 164Dy.
A simultaneous fit to the nine (eight) data points for 163Dy (164Dy) allow the extraction of R1 from the
product fexR1 via Eq. 6.4.
field remains on throughout this experiment, providing confinement for weak-field seeking metastable and
ground state atoms. We wait for tm = 1 s before recapturing the MOT by turning on the MOT beams,
but we leave the Zeeman slower beam and atom beam off to ensure there is no external loading of the
MOT during the measurement, i.e., RL = 0. Shorter tm times bias the results due to ill-defined initial
conditions: we fit the data assuming nearly all population has decayed to the ground state, allowing us to
set NMOT = Nfast = Nslow = 0 at t− tm = 0, while NMT is left free to vary and is normalized to the steady
state MOT fluorescence signal. Fluorescence traces as in Fig. 6.3(a) are averaged over 16 sequential runs on
a digital oscilloscope.
We noticed an oscillation of the recaptured MOT fluorescence near peak signal when operating at small
saturation parameter s 1. The pinhole does not restrict numerical aperture so severely that the modulation
is simply due to a loss of photons when the cloud is large. This oscillation disappears when the intensity of
the MOT light is increased and/or the detuning of the beams decreased to the point that s ∼ 1 [compare
Figs. 6.3(b) and (c)]. Data corrupted with oscillations could not be fit using Eqs. 6.1, so all the data used
to extract R1, Rfast, Rslow, p, and q were taken near s ∼ 1.
A possible explanation of these fluorescence oscillations lies in the motional dynamics of the Dy MOT.
Most MOTs, e.g., of Rb, are solidly in the overdamped regime, meaning they have a ratio α = ΓMOT/ωMOT >
1 of the MOT’s optical damping rate ΓMOT = β/2m to the trap oscillation frequency ωMOT =
√
κ/m. In a
1D treatment, the damping coefficient β is
β =
8~k2|∆|I¯
Γ(1 + I¯ + (2∆/Γ)2)2
, (6.3)
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where k is the wavenumber of the MOT light, mass is m, and the spring constant is κ = µ′∇Bβ/~k [12].
In this latter expression, µ′ ≡ (geme − ggmg)µB , where gi and mi are the g factors 1 and Zeeman substates
of the ground and excited levels. For a typical Rb MOT operated to maximize trap population, αRb & 7.
For the Er MOT with the parameters used in Ref. [37], αEr = 1.3 and oscillations where not reported [81].
However, the Dy MOT, when operated in the regime that maximizes trapped atom population (see Sec. 6.6),
is just in the underdamped regime αDy = 0.8. The origin of this lower α lies in the combination of the larger
(smaller) m, k, Γ, µ′ and ∇B (I¯ and ∆/Γ) parameters in the highly magnetic Dy MOT versus typical Rb
MOTs.
Indeed, αDy = 0.8 corresponds to an oscillation period of 4 ms, and a measurement of the breathing mode
of the Dy MOT, shown in Fig. 6.3(d), shows a damped oscillation with a period of ∼ 6 ms after the magnetic
quadrupole field gradient is decreased by a factor of 2 at tm = 0. We find that the breathing mode period
scales ∝ √∇B. The similar periods support the notion that fluorescence is modulated by the motion of the
atoms during recapture. (Atoms confined in the magnetic trap, from which the MOT is recaptured, possess
a different spatial profile from those in the MOT.) The breathing mode should have a period half that of
the trap oscillation frequency, indicating that the actual αDy is just slightly below unity; a 3D numerical
MOT calculation incorporating magnetostatic forces on the highly magnetic Dy could better estimate α for
these system parameters. We conjecture that optical pumping, Zeeman shifts, and spin polarization near
the cloud edge—as well as modulation of optical density—could change the effective photon scattering rate
as the cloud expands and contracts. To avoid complications caused by these motional dynamics, we operate
the MOT in the overdamped regime of s ∼ 1 for the decay rate measurements.
To extract MOT decay rates R1 from the product fexR1—as well as to obtain better error estimates of
the other model parameters—we repeat the measurement in Fig. 6.3(a) for several combinations of I¯ and
∆. MOTs of bosonic 164Dy and fermionic 163Dy are studied in a similar manner to investigate differences
in decay dynamics due to hyperfine structure. Figure 6.4 shows the set of data simultaneously fit to the
function
R(I,∆) = R1I¯/(2 + 2I¯ + 2(2∆/Γ)
2), (6.4)
where R = fexR1. Using this method to determine R1, we arrive at the rates in Eq. 6.2 for these two Dy
isotopes.
Detailed simulations of the decay channels still seem beyond the reach of tractable calculations, but such
calculations might be able to employ the following simplification for modeling the fast decay channel. The
shortest possible decay channel (the fast channel), must involve at minimum two metastable levels due to
1For Dy, gg = 1.24 and ge = 1.22.
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the need to switch parity from odd (421-nm exited state) to even to odd before decaying back to the even
parity ground state. Recent calculations reported in Ref. [82] indicate that the lifetimes for the 1001-nm and
1322-nm levels are 2pi · [53, 23] s−1, respectively, which indicates that rapid decay to these levels followed by
a delay given by their lifetime is a likely candidate for the 20–30 s−1 fast decay channel. For the slow decay
channel, it is possible that the population becomes shelved in a longer-lived state that decays to ground or
an intermediate state via a non-electric dipole (E1) allowed transition. Small-energy-difference decays could
also contribute to the slow channel.
The large q parameter—73% of the atoms decay through the slow versus fast channel—serves a very useful
purpose in providing a continuously loaded magnetic reservoir of metastable atoms for the MOT. Indeed,
data presented in Ref. [60] show that 2.5× (164Dy) to 3.5× (163Dy) more atoms are in the metastable MT
plus MOT than in the visible MOT alone, resulting in a maximum number of laser cooled and trapped atoms
nearing 5×108 for the Dy system. This is reminiscent of the continuously loaded MT in the Cr system [83]
that provides sufficiently large samples, 108 atoms, to enable Bose-condensation of Cr [21].
6.3 MOT population versus isotope
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of relative MOT population to natural isotope abundance for the five highest
abundance isotopes of Dy. Relative population is computed as the fraction of an isotope’s MOT population
out of the sum total MOT population for all the isotopes. The fermions, 163Dy and 161Dy are highlighted
in grey. The green diamonds are the MOT populations for the fermions when multiplied by 6/5 for 163Dy
and 6 for 161Dy to account for poor optical pumping of the six hyperfine states during laser cooling. See
text for details.
Figure 6.5 plots the maximum MOT population obtained for each stable isotope (except for low 0.1%
abundance 158Dy) along with the natural abundance of the isotope. To facilitate comparisons to natural
abundance, each MOT population is normalized by the sum of all the MOT populations of the isotopes
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(for the fermionic isotopes, the MOT population is adjusted for hyperfine shelving; see below). The bosonic
MOTs have relative populations very close to their proportion of the natural abundance. However, the
fermionic isotopes 163Dy and 161Dy have populations that are 84.0% and 17.3% their natural abundances,
respectively. We try, in the following, to argue why repumper-less fermionic MOTs form and are observed
with these population ratios.
Unlike the bosons, the two fermions have non-zero nuclear spin I = 5/2, and the opposite sign of the
nuclear magnetic moment between the two isotopes results in oppositely ordered hyperfine levels with respect
to F versus energy [see Fig. 2.3]. With a total electronic angular momentum of J = 8, the isotopes have
six hyperfine states, F = 11/2 to 21/2 and F ′ = 13/2 to 23/2, in their ground and 421-nm excited states,
respectively. Without hyperfine repumpers (a repumper is necessary for Rb and Cs MOTs), one would
expect that no MOT could form on the F = 21/2 → F ′ = 23/2 cycling transition due to rapid decay
to F < 21/2 states. Alkalis such as Rb and Cs, however, have smaller hyperfine splittings (<270 MHz)
between their highest F ′ excited states than does 163Dy, whose splitting is 2.11 GHz. However, such an
explanation—that scattering to the lower F hyperfine state is slower due to the larger detuning—ignores the
6× shorter lifetime of the Dy excited state. Together this implies a depumping rate similar to Rb and Cs.
The crucial difference, however, lies in the fact that the hyperfine splittings in the ground and excited states
of Dy are nearly matched, whereas for Rb and Cs, they are different by more than 25×. Thus for Dy, the
trapping light near-resonant with the F = 21/2 → F ′ = 23/2 cycling transition also serves as an efficient
repumper for the F = 19/2 → F ′ = 21/2 transition, thereby preventing complete population shelving into
dark states.
A full modeling of the intra-hyperfine manifold population transfer as the atoms progress through the
transverse cooling, Zeeman slower, and MOT stages is beyond the scope of this paper, but we can make a
simplified estimate of the F = 21/2 state decay and repumping rates in each of the stages. The atoms spend
roughly 20 µs in the transverse cooling beams, scatter ∼ 8 × 104 photons from the F ′ = 23/2 state in the
Zeeman slower, and spend, on average, 25 ms in the MOT scattering photons from the 421-nm excited state
before decaying to metastable states. Accounting for laser intensities (power broadening) and detunings,
this implies that for 163Dy atoms, <1 photon is off-resonantly scattered on the F ′ = 21/2 state (which can
decay to F = 19/2) in the transverse cooling stage, while nearly 100 and 50 are scattered in the Zeeman
slower and MOT stages, respectively. However, the repumping rates in the Zeeman slower and MOT stages
back to the F ′ = 21/2 state from F = 19/2 are only a factor of two smaller than the cycling transition
scattering rate and are 570× and 1300× faster than the decay rates to F = 19/2, respectively: in very little
time the population is repumped back into the cycling transition. No secondary laser is necessary to repump
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the 163Dy system.
The situation is different in the 161Dy system due to the hyperfine structure inversion and the nearer
detuning of hyperfine levels at the larger F and F ′ end of the spectrum. In the transverse cooling, Zeeman
slowing, and MOT stages, approximately 10, 3 × 103, and 2 × 103 photons are off-resonantly scattered to
the F ′ = 21/2 state, respectively; the 161Dy system off-resonantly scatters more than in the 163Dy system.
Nevertheless, the repumping rates are within a factor of two of the depumping decay rates, and atoms are
repumped nearly as fast as they are depumped from the cycling transition. Again, a repumper-less MOT is
able to be formed with 161Dy despite its multitude of hyperfine levels. Reference [37] reported a fermionic
167Er MOT (I = 7/2), which we suspect works in a similar manner.
This leaves open the question why we observe as much as 84% of the natural abundance of 163Dy, while
as little as 17% of 161Dy. The hyperfine population in Dy arriving from the high-temperature oven is likely
to be distributed with a bias toward the higher-multiplicity large-F states. This may contribute to the
large MOT population in 163Dy, but 161Dy’s much lower population may be due to the competing effect of
less-efficient optical pumping and repumping to the F = 21/2 state.
Optical pumping of population into the F = 21/2 state must occur before the Zeeman slower detunes
the non-F = 21/2 state atoms away from resonance. Indeed, we have already seen that the 421-nm laser
tuned to the F = 21/2 → F ′ = 23/2 transition can pump atoms out of the F = 19/2 state on relatively
short time scales, and we now estimate all the relative F → F ′ = F + 1 effective scattering rates to examine
the repumping efficiency from the F ≤ 19/2 states:
[
F 16321/2 : F
163
19/2 : F
163
17/2 : F
163
15/2 : F
163
13/2 : F
163
11/2
]
= (6.5)
[1000 : 500 : 70 : 20 : 6 : 3] .[
F 16121/2 : F
161
19/2 : F
161
17/2 : F
161
15/2 : F
161
13/2 : F
161
11/2
]
=
[1000 : 20 : 7 : 5 : 5 : 7] .
These ratios are proportional to the number of photons scattered from the F = 21/2 → F ′ = 23/2 cycling
transition, denoted F 163,16121/2 and normalized to F
163
21/2 = F
161
21/2 = 1000, during the time the atoms transit the
transverse cooling stage and first 5 cm of the Zeeman slower 2. F 16311/2 = 3 for the F = 11/2 → F ′ = 13/2
transition corresponds to roughly 20 scattered photons in our experiment, assuming that the population is
already optically pumped to the mg = F state
3. This is merely an upper bound to the number of photons
a non-polarized sample would scatter since mg < F → me < F + 1 transitions have smaller transition
2This is roughly the portion of the Zeeman slower in which the fast oven beam is in resonance with the slowing laser.
3The transition strengths are nearly equal for the five stretched-state σ+ transitions.
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strengths than the cycling transition mg = F → me = F + 1.
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Figure 6.6: Typical MOT loading data as a function of time (blue, solid curve). The trapped atom population
is detected by a photodetector recording MOT fluorescence. The Zeeman slower laser and atom beam
shutters open at t = 0. The green (long-dash) curve is a simulation using Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2.
A striking difference between the isotopes is evident. The single 421-nm F = 21/2 → F ′ = 23/2 laser
scatters many more photons from F < 21/2 states in 163Dy than in 161Dy. This leads to much more
efficient optical pumping to the F = 21/2 state in 163Dy. We conjecture that this is why 84% of the 163Dy
are trapped but only 17% of the 161Dy. Coincidentally, these percentages are close—within experimental
error—to 5/6 and 1/6, respectively. It is tempting—but probably an oversimplification—to conclude that
for 163Dy, all levels but the lowest F state is optically pumped to F = 21/2. The case of 161Dy is certainly
more complicated: while it is likely that F ≤ 17/2 states are never efficiently pumped to F = 19/2 (let
alone F = 21/2), the initially larger F population from the oven should lead to larger populations than
17%. A possible explanation lies in the inversion of the hyperfine state energy hierarchy between the two
isotopes. This causes Doppler shifts in atoms not optimally decelerated in the Zeeman slower to move closer
to (further from) resonance with the F < 21/2 levels in 163Dy (161Dy). This contributes to a more efficient
slowing—and therefore more efficient MOT loading—of 163Dy versus 161Dy atoms.
A thorough optical pumping simulation including all the hyperfine levels and the actual experimental
parameters and geometry could better address these questions. A repumping laser system is under construc-
tion to identify into which F < 21/2 states population accumulate, and we suggest that only one repumper
on the F = 11/2 → F ′ = 13/2 transition for 163Dy would be necessary to capture the full fraction of this
isotope’s natural abundance in the MOT. Reference [67] presents other repumping schemes.
6.4 MOT loading
Figure 6.6 shows a typical MOT population loading curve after the Zeeman slower laser and atomic beam
are unblocked at t = 0. The 164Dy MOT population—proportional to the MOT florescence (atoms in the
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metastable MT remain dark)—rises to a steady state of 2.5 × 108 within 50 ms (blue line). A simulation
of Eqs. 6.1 predicts, however, that within 5 s the population should reach a steady state 5× larger (green
dashed line). The Dy MOT population limit could arise from light-induced two-body collisions as in the Cr
MOT [84]. Suppression of the Rreload term in Eqs. 6.1 mimics the experimental data for a loading rate of
RL ≈ 1010 s−1. Reproduction of the loading data requires a small Rreload in simulations, while fits to decay
data such as in Fig. 6.3(a) require Rreload to be of the order 10
3 s−1. A main difference between the MOT
loading and MOT decay experiments is the presence of the 1 W Zeeman slowing beam, which could enhance
light-induced losses of Dy and reduce Rreload. Another possibility involves 2-photon ionization loss while the
atoms are in the metastable states (twice the cooling light energy is close to the ionization potential) 4.
6.5 Comparison to Er MOT decay dynamics
As discussed earlier, the Er MOT did not exhibit underdamped oscillations in MOT decay florescence, which
we believe is due to its smaller magnetic moment. Other differences between the Dy and Er MOT decay
dynamics are presented in this section.
The analysis of the Er MOT decay dynamics [37] accounted for loss only via an RlossMT term (i.e., p ≡ 1)
and with only one decay channel through the metastable states (q ≡ 0) 5. Allowing q to be nonzero (thus
introducing two decay channels), provides a much better fit to the Dy MOT decay data. The Er apparatus
had a 1000× worse vacuum pressure, which might have obscured the long-time tail of the MOT decay and
prevented a measurement of a second metastable state decay channel.
Perhaps coincidentally, the bosons 164Dy and 168Er have the same, within experimental error, rate of
decay to metastable states ∼1700 s−1 and branching ratios. Interestingly, the fermion 163Dy, which possesses
hyperfine structure, has a significantly smaller decay rate 1170 s−1 as well as shorter metastable decay rates
compared to 164Dy. While it is not clear why all the 164Dy decay rates are ∼1.5× larger than those for
163Dy, the existence of hyperfine structure in 163Dy likely plays a role.
As shown in Ref. [60], 163Dy’s smaller decay rates translate into larger steady state metastable MT
populations, which help to enhance its total trapped population. The large q and small Rslow that provide
population enhancement in the metastable MT was also seen in MOT-loaded magnetic traps of 168Er, albeit
to a lesser extent due to poor lifetimes from a high vacuum [76]. The majority of Dy atoms decay through
a slower metastable channel (2.3 (1.5) s−1 versus 4.5 s−1 for 168Er). However, 27% decay through the fast
channel at rates 6× (4×) larger than Rslow in 164Dy (163Dy). From simulations of Eqs. 1 in Ref. [37] and
4The transition strengths are nearly equal for the five stretched-state σ+ transitions.
5Including an RlossMT loss term is equivalent to allowing p to be non-unity, but the latter can be more physically motivated.
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Eqs. 6.1 here, one can see that the measured rates imply that the Er metastable MT reservoir could hold
several times more atoms as Dy’s; however, the severity of Er’s magnetic trap inelastic loss rates are not yet
known. Dy collisions limited the metastable trap population to 80% [60] of the maximum achievable given
by the rates in Eqs. 6.2.
6.6 MOT population and temperature
Figure 6.7: (a) Time-of-flight absorption image of 164Dy MOT at td = 5 ms; MOT fields are extinguished
at td = 0. Intensity integrations along (b) z and (c) ρ-directions. Grey arrow points to region of minor-
ity component for this MOT. (b) Double-Gaussian fit (white line) to MOT expansion (the red line is a
single-Gaussian which results in a poor fit). The majority component (hot outer cloud) is defined as the
atoms contributing to the broader Gaussian, while atoms in the narrower Gaussian comprise the minority
component. (c) The anisotropically cooled stripe hampers majority component temperature measurements
in the z-direction. The origin and temperature characteristics of the minority component are studied in
Ref. [11].
As reported in Ref. [60], when the power between the three sets of MOT beams are mismatched, the
Dy MOT can exhibit a sub-Doppler cooled core, which depending on the details of the power balancing,
can be anisotropic in its temperature distribution. However, the number of atoms in this ultracold core is
typically less than 10% of the total MOT population. I describe more details on this minority component in
Chapter 7, and instead present in this chapter the temperature and population of the majority component
of the Dy MOT as a function of MOT beam intensity I¯, detuning ∆/Γ, and quadrupole gradient ∇zB (see
Fig. 6.8). Data presented here are typical of the majority component in all Dy MOTs.
To distinguish the hotter majority from the colder minority component—when it exists—we fit a double-
temperature distribution to the time-of-flight expansions of the MOT (Fig. 6.7(b) and Fig. 4 in Ref. [60]).
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Figure 6.8: (a–c) Temperature characterization of the majority component of the Dy MOT versus intensity
I¯ = I/Is, detuning ∆/Γ, and MOT magnetic field gradient∇zB (∇ρB ≈ ∇zB/2). Data are the temperatures
of the MOT in the ρ direction (quadrupole plane of symmetry, gravity points in the −z direction). Light
blue curves are plots of Eq. 6.6 for the following parameters: (a,d) ∆/Γ = −1.2, ∇zB = 20 G/cm; (b,e)
I¯ = 0.17, ∇zB = 20 G/cm; (c,f) I¯ = 0.20, ∆/Γ = −1. (d–f) Total number of atoms (major plus minor
component) versus I¯, ∆/Γ, and ∇zB. The typical visible MOT maximum population is Nmax = 2 × 108.
Maximum density of ∼ 1010 cm−3 occurs for: I¯ = 0.33 in (a,d); ∆/Γ = −1 in (b,e); and ∇zB = 20 G/cm in
(c,f).
Figure 6.8 shows a compilation of temperature and population data of the majority component. In both
Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, the data were taken for a ratio of MOT powers in the z versus ρ directions of Iz/Iρ ≈ 1
and I¯ > 0.2 (I = Iz + 2Iρ). This results in a MOT with a vertically oriented, anisotropically sub-Doppler
cooled core. The majority component data with the MOT beams set to Iz/Iρ ≤ 1 and I¯ > 0.2 are discussed
here, since it is in this regime that we obtain the most populous MOTs.
The major component temperature Tmajority data in the ρ-direction are shown along with plots of Eq. 6.6,
the temperature TD from simplified Doppler cooling theory [12]:
TD =
~Γ
4kB
1 + I¯ + (2∆/Γ)2
2|∆|/Γ . (6.6)
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The Doppler cooling limit for Dy on the 421-nm transition is 770 µK, and for the I¯ and ∆/Γ’s typically used
in the experiment, the Doppler cooling temperature is ∼1 mK. The prolate MOT Tmajority data are close
to that predicted by Doppler cooling theory for large s (large I¯, small ∆/Γ) and high gradients. However,
Tmajority of the atoms at small s and small gradient is below the Doppler limit.
The low gradient and low saturation data are consistent with the several hundred µK temperatures of the
Er MOT [76]. One-dimensional numerical sub-Doppler cooling simulations presented in Ref. [76] indicate
that population-wide MOT sub-Doppler cooling arises from the near-equal Lande´ g factors in Er’s ground
and excited states ∆gEr = 0.004, which means that the MOT magnetic field Zeeman shifts the ground and
excited mJ levels by nearly equal energies. Spherically symmetric intra-MOT sub-Doppler cooling has been
observed in the cores of MOTs of more commonly used atoms (e.g., Rb [85]), but unlike Er, the majority
of atoms are at hotter Doppler temperatures. The Dy MOT—which also possesses a near-degeneracy of g
factors on the 421-nm line 6—also exhibits population-wide MOT sub-Doppler cooling like the Er MOT,
which is confirmed in 1D numerical simulations [81, 60]. Unlike Er, however, the Dy MOT population
assumes a double-temperature distribution at large s and ∇zB.
In contrast to the Er MOT, we have also observed anisotropic sub-Doppler cooling to much lower
temperatures—down to 10 µK—in the central cores of the Dy MOTs. This phenomenon of ultracold stripes,
shown in Fig. 6.7, disappears at low MOT beam intensities—coincident with the appearance of sub-Doppler
cooling in the majority component of the Dy MOT. The minority stripe components are typically 1-10%
the population of the entire MOT, and as such are no more populous than 106 to 107 atoms (see Fig. 6.7).
The Er MOT presented in Ref. [76] contained no more than 2 × 105 atoms, and the largest Er MOT to
date contained 1.6 × 106 atoms [37]. We conjecture that the Er population was limited by low Zeeman
slower power, which was <100 mW [81]. More populous Er MOTs might also exhibit double temperature
distributions when larger MOT beam power is employed. The origin of this anisotropically sub-Doppler
cooled minority component located in the Dy MOT core is explored in detail in Chapter 7 [11].
6δgDy = 0.022 (δgDy/gDy = 1.7%), which is 5.5× larger than Er’s on its MOT transition, but 7.7× less than Rb’s.
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Chapter 7
Anisotropic sub-Doppler laser cooling
Sub-Doppler cooling [86, 87] in an optical molasses [12] subsequent to MOT capture is a crucial step toward
creating degenerate gases in, e.g., alkali atomic systems such as Rb and Cs. Sub-Doppler mechanisms fail
to cool the majority of atoms [88] inside these MOT because the ground state gg factor is substantially
different from the excited state’s (for 87Rb, ∆g/gg = 34%) [89, 90]; population-wide σ
+-σ− sub-Doppler
cooling breaks down in the longitudinal magnetic fields of a typical MOT. Notable exceptions are the
87Sr [91] system, which has a negligible gg, and the highly magnetic lanthanides Er (7 µB) and Dy, whose
repumperless MOTs [37, 60] operate on optical transitions whose ground and excited state g factors are the
same to within 0.3% (1.7%) for Er (Dy) [7]. At low MOT beam intensity, both the Er and Dy MOTs exhibit
in-situ, population-wide sub-Doppler cooling [76, 59]. The minimum temperatures > 200 µK are, however,
more than 10 times larger than typical Rb and Cs optical molasses sub-Doppler cooled temperatures, but
similar to the 87Sr MOT’s [91].
I describe in this chapter a novel sub-Doppler cooling mechanism in the highly magnetic Dy MOT system
that we first reported in Refs. [60, 59]. These observations were expanded with additional measurements
and a plausible explanation for this phenomenon is done based on the theory of velocity selective resonances
(VSR) in a highly magnetic gas [92, 13, 93]. While this mechanism only cools a small fraction of the atoms
to ∼10 µK ultracold temperatures, its existence is a first example of novel behavior arising from laser cooling
the most magnetic atom.
7.1 Dy MOT regimes
In this chapter, all pairs of MOT beams are well-aligned in mutual orthogonality and retroflection 1. I focus
on the bosonic isotope 164Dy with zero nuclear spin I, but similar results were observed in the fermionic
163Dy MOT (I = 5/2).
The Dy MOT can be formed in two classes of operation, striped and stripeless, and the striped MOT
1Boundaries between the striped MOT regimes are blurred with substantial beam misalignment.
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Figure 7.1: (a,c,e) Time-of-flight expansions and (b,d,f) in-situ images of the three striped MOT regimes
exhibiting anisotropically sub-Doppler cooled cores. (a,b) Symmetric/cross MOT with Iz/Iρ = 1.4. Notice
the faint vertical and horizontal stripes crossing at the MOT center. (c,d) Prolate striped MOT with
Iz/Iρ = 0.5. (e,f) Oblate striped MOT with Iz/Iρ = 2.
can be further classified into three regimes. The stripeless Dy MOT is similar to the Er MOT reported in
Ref. [76], in that the majority of atoms are sub-Doppler cooled to ∼200 µK. These MOTs are obtained at
low intensity I¯ = It/Is . 0.17, where It = Iz + 2Iρ is the total MOT intensity and Is is the saturation
intensity in the MOT; Is = 2.7× 58 mW/cm2 [59]. Moreover, the stripeless 164Dy MOT forms at low MOT
magnetic quadrupole field ∇zB . 12 G/cm, where ∇zB ≈ 2∇ρB and zˆ and ρˆ are the directions along the
quadrupole’s axis and plane of symmetry, respectively.
The temperature and density distributions in the three striped MOT regimes differ greatly from the
stripeless MOT in time-of-flight. The temperature distribution is anisotropic at large I¯ and ∇zB, and
Fig. 7.1 shows characteristic time-of-flight expansions of the striped Dy MOT. In these images, MOT beams
and the quadrupole field are extinguished at td = 0, and the in-situ images are taken at td < 0. We observe in
time-of-flight a low-population core surrounded by a more populous and hotter outer shell, and we designate
the group of outer shell atoms as the majority while the inner core as the minority. Parametrically driving
the MOT could reveal the minority component’s in-situ size [85].
Typical high-population MOTs are formed with I¯ = 0.2 and δ = ∆/Γ = −1.2, where ∆ is the detuning
from the Γ = 2pi · 32 MHz, 421-nm transition. These typical MOT parameters correspond to TD’s of
approximately 1 mK. At large MOT intensity, the temperature of the majority component Tmajority is
consistent with TD, as shown in the ρˆ (orange square) data of Fig. 7.2 and as discussed in detail in Ref. [59].
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The Tmajority data in ρˆ are derived from the broader of the two Gaussians employed to fit intensity versus ρ
[see Fig. 7.3(b)]. Temperature data for zˆ (blue diamond) are derived from single Gaussian fits to intensity
versus z [see Fig. 7.3(c)].
The larger zˆ temperature data are a result of the convolution of the Doppler-cooled majority temperatures
with the minority velocity distribution along zˆ (described in Sec. 7.5). It is noted that Tmajority data in zˆ
below I¯ ≈ 0.17 are roughly equal to the ρˆ data and are not shown. This low-intensity region in which the
temperature is below TD is also the regime in which stripes cease to appear in time-of-flight expansions:
In the Dy system, the stripeless regime is the low-intensity limit of the striped regime. We note that the
sub-Doppler-cooled Er MOT, which did not exhibit stripes, was also operated below I¯ = 0.17 in the data of
Ref. [76].
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Figure 7.2: Temperature characterization of the prolate striped Dy MOT [Fig. 7.1(c)] versus normalized
intensity I¯ and detuning δ. The orange squares (blue diamonds) are the Tmajority along ρˆ (zˆ). Light blue
curves show the Doppler cooling limit [12] for the MOTs’ parameters: (a) δ = −1.2, ∇zB = 20 G/cm; (b)
I¯ = 0.2, ∇zB = 20 G/cm.
Figure 7.3: Prolate striped MOT time-of-flight expansion at td = 7 ms. (a) Double-Gaussian fit, orange line,
along a zˆ intensity integration. (b) Intensity integration along ρˆ is consistent with a single Gaussian.
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Figure 7.4: Tminority in ρˆ of the prolate striped MOT Iz/Iρ = 0.5 [Fig. 7.1(c)]. Blue curves in (a, b) are
fits of the data to the sub-Doppler cooling expression Eq. 7.1. (d–f) Fractional population of the minority
component. (a, d) δ = −1.2, ∇zB = 20 G/cm; (b, e) I¯ = 0.2, ∇zB = 20 G/cm; (c, f) I¯ = 0.2, δ = −1.
7.2 Quantitative characterization of anisotropic sub-Doppler
cooling
The minority component assumes either a prolate, symmetric/cross, or oblate shape in time-of-flight de-
pending on whether the ratio of intensity in the MOT beams Iz/Iρ is <1.4, ∼1.4, or >1.4 (see Fig. 7.1).
MOT populations are largest in the prolate, Iz/Iρ < 1.4 regime, whose minority component temperature
Tminority and ratio of minority atoms to total MOT population Nminority/Ntotal is shown in Fig. 7.4
2.
Tminority and Nminority are extracted from a double-Gaussian fit to time-of-fight data such as that pre-
sented in Fig. 7.3. The temperature of the minority component is anisoptropic, leading to the vertical stripe
structure in Figs. 7.1(c) and 7.3(a). The temperature in zˆ is hotter than the majority atoms [see the zˆ (blue
diamond) data of Fig. 7.2], while the temperature in ρˆ is sub-Doppler cooled to temperatures as low as 10
µK, a factor of 10 less than the sub-Doppler temperatures observed in the stripeless regime. The ρˆ temper-
2Careful characterization of minority population and temperature for MOTs with Iz/Iρ > 1 was inhibited by increased
MOT population instability in these regimes.
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Figure 7.5: Visibility of stripe regimes—prolate, symmetric/cross, and oblate—versus the ratio of MOT
beam power Iz/Iρ. Data are taken for I¯ = 0.22(0.01), δ = −1, and ∇zB = 20 G/cm. All stripes vanish
below I¯c = 0.17. Each point is the average of 10 MOT realizations with td = 6.5 ms.
ature of the minority component in the prolate MOT is well described by a 1D characteristic sub-Doppler
scaling law [88, 91]:
Tρ = T0 + Cσ+σ−
~ΓI¯
2kB |δ| (7.1)
where [Cσ+σ− ] = [0.1(0.09), 0.55(0.20)] in Figs. 7.4(a) and (b), respectively. These values of [Cσ+σ− ] are
consistent with those of the Er MOT [76], but smaller than in the 87Sr MOT [91]. However, T0 is <10 µK in
both fits and is ∼ 10× lower than in the Er, Sr, and stripeless Dy MOTs. This 2D, anisotropic sub-Doppler
cooling—in the case of the oblate striped MOT, 1D 3—is a much more effective cooling mechanism than the
one found in the stripeless sub-Doppler-cooled Er and Dy MOTs.
7.3 Transition between prolate and oblate striped MOTs
The transition is explored between the prolate and oblate striped Dy MOT in Fig. 7.5. As the MOT’s Iz/Iρ
ratio is tuned from 0.5 to 2, the occurrence—defined by visibility of the double-Gaussian structure above
image noise—of stripes in a series of 10 realizations is noted. The fraction of these images exhibiting a stripe
structure is noted in Fig. 7.5. Below Iz/Iρ = 1, the prolate stripe is always observed, while the oblate stripe
is always observed above Iz/Iρ = 2. There is a smooth transition between the regimes in which successive
MOT realizations may exhibit either a prolate or oblate stripe, and no explanation can be offered for either
the smoothness of the transitions or their slight asymmetry.
Between these two regimes there is a third: We most often observe a spherically symmetric minority
component in the range of Iz/Iρ from 1.3 to 1.5. This is the regime of the power balanced and aligned
MOT discussed in Ref. [60] and is less populous, though more dense, than the prolate regime. A prolate–
3We observe, by imaging in the ρ-plane, that the oblate stripe is indeed azimuthally symmetric.
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oblate cross is observed [see Fig. 7.3(a)] in the region around the critical ratio Icr = Iz/Iρ = 1.4, though not
reproducibly, and the spherically symmetric core is more prevalent.
No stripes are observed below the critical intensity I¯c < 0.17, which coincides with the appearance of
majority component (population-wide) sub-Doppler cooling [see Fig. 7.2]. The prolate stripe is observed to
vanish below a critical ∇zBc ≈ 12 G/cm, as shown in Fig. 7.4(c). The minority component temperature and
stripe population fraction rise below ∇zBc—which may be interpreted as a blending of the minority and
majority components—until the MOT is firmly in the stripeless, isotropically sub-Doppler-cooled regime.
7.4 Velocity selective resonance picture of anisotropic
sub-Doppler cooling
This section presents a qualitative explanation of the anisotropic sub-Doppler cooling mechanism. Two
properties of Dy are crucial to this explication: its large magnetic moment and the near equal ground
and excited state g factors (∆g ≈ 0) of the cooling transition. The latter is important for the following
reason. In standard σ+-σ− sub-Doppler cooling, the linear optical polarization serves as the quantization
axis since the optical pumping rate γp is typically greater than the Larmor precession rate ωL = µ∇Br/~,
where r is the distance of the atom from the magnetic quadrupole’s center. In low magnetic fields, ground
state population imbalance due to non-adiabatic following of the quantization axis induces the differential
scattering of σ-light, which then leads to sub-Doppler cooling to zero mean velocity [86, 12]. However, in large
longitudinal magnetic fields, a non-zero ∆g results in an “unlocking” of the Doppler and sub-Doppler-cooling
mechanisms, and sample temperatures rise to the Doppler-cooling limit. (Hence the failure of population-
wide sub-Doppler cooling in, e.g., Rb MOTs and the need for field nulling to the mG level when sub-Doppler
cooling in Rb optical molasseses.) By contrast, Er and Dy MOTs remain sub-Doppler-cooled [76, 59] despite
the large intra-MOT magnetic fields because ∆g ≈ 0 in both. This explains the existence of intra-MOT
sub-Doppler cooling in Er and Dy, but not the origin of the anisotropic regime.
The anisotropic sub-Doppler-cooling mechanism may be qualitatively understood in the velocity-selective
resonance (VSR) picture of 1D sub-Doppler cooling [92] when augmented to account for large magnetic
fields, or equivalently, large magnetic moments 4. In this picture, most types of sub-Doppler cooling may
be understood as arising from the momentum transfer by a coherent two-photon process between ground
state sub-levels (labeled by m) [92]. These coherent Raman transitions can occur when the difference in
4A review of such a treatment is beyond the scope of the current work. However, Refs. [13, 93] provide detailed analytical
and numerical calculations of the force and diffusion felt by atoms in various relative orientations of (a large) magnetic field
and σ+ - σ− light; see Figs. 4 and 5 and Table 1 of Ref. [13] and Fig. 4 of [93] for force versus velocity plots and additional
details of the VSR cases invoked in Chapter 7.4
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Doppler-shifted frequencies of counterpropagating light beams seen by an atom equals the Zeeman shift
between levels separated by ∆m = n. Specifically, VSRs occur when δk · v = nµBB, where v is the atom’s
velocity and δk = 2k is the difference in the wavevectors of the σ+-σ− light. The allowed n’s depend on the
relative orientation of optical and magnetic field vectors, and it is this selection rule that is the origin of the
anisotropic sub-Doppler cooling in the large field (large magnetic moment) regime.
To see how this selection rule leads to anisotropic cooling, we first note that the atoms’ polarization
aligns along the local magnetic field in the presence of a large magnetic field (or large moment), defined as
γp  ωL  Γ; in this large Zeeman energy regime, the magnetic field now serves as the quantization axis,
not the optical polarization [13]. Now we examine the case in which the magnetic field is aligned parallel to
the k’s of a pair of σ+-σ− beams (Fig. 7.6). Along the spatial directions defined by the k’s of the cooling
light, the zero-mean-velocity VSR in the cooling force disappears (n 6= 0) even though finite-velocity VSRs
remain (n ≥ 2 are allowed). This is because there is no component of the polarization along the magnetic
field (azimuthal symmetry about k is preserved), and thus no pi transitions are allowed, which are necessary
for n = 0 and n = 1 VSRs. In this case, sub-Doppler cooling to zero velocity along directions close to k is
not possible when B ‖ k.
Figure 7.6: The case of the magnetic field parallel to the k’s of a pair of σ+-σ− beams. (a) The beam
and magnetic field configuration. (b) The two Zeeman states coupled by VSR with n = 2. (c) Numerical
simulation with no field and a finite field. Note that a finite field shifts a zero-crossing point to a finite velocity,
which results in a finite mean velocity of atoms. Reproduced from Phys. Rev. A 47, 4160 (1993) [13].
However, not all sub-Doppler cooling is suppressed. A zero-velocity VSR remains in the cooling force
along directions in which the local magnetic field is perpendicular to the cooling light’s k’s (for B ⊥ k all n
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are allowed) (see Fig. 7.7). This spatial modulation of allowable VSRs (n’s) is the origin of the anisotropic
nature of sub-Doppler cooling observed in the highly magnetic Dy system.
Figure 7.7: The case of the magnetic field perpendicular to the k’s of a pair of σ+-σ− beams. (a) The beam
and magnetic field configuration. (b) The three Zeeman states coupled by VSR with n = 0, ±1, ±2. (c)
Numerical simulation with a finite field. Note that a finite field does not shift a zero-crossing point to a
finite velocity, which results in cooling atoms to zero velocity. Reproduced from Phys. Rev. A 47, 4160
(1993) [13].
In summary, σ+-σ− sub-Doppler cooling is preserved (fails) along directions perpendicular (parallel) to
the local magnetic field in systems with large magnetic fields or large magnetic moments. Figure 7.8(b)
illustrates this idea for the prolate striped MOT: sub-Doppler cooling occurs along ρˆ due to the green kρ
σ+-σ− beams, but not along zˆ due to atomic polarization orientation parallel to the magnetic field. The
red kz σ
+-σ− beams only induce VSRs with non-zero velocity (e.g., n ≥ 2) in the cooling force, and these
beams cause the atoms to accelerate along zˆ due to the magnetic quadrupole field gradient. The analogous
mechanism holds for the oblate MOT when the magnetic field (quantization axis) is along ρˆ instead.
Prolate and oblate stripes oriented with respect to the quadrupole axis dominate because the only regions
wherein the magnetic field is parallel to the k-vectors are those in the plane or along the axis of symmetry
of the quadrupole field. The regions’ small relative volume is the origin of Nminority/Ntotal < 10%. We note
that this σ+-σ− mechanism is distinct from σ+-σ+ magnetically induced laser cooling [12].
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7.5 Anisotropic sub-Doppler cooling in the Dy system
Although this description does not predict the prolate-to-oblate transition, our quantitative measurements in
the prolate regime are consistent with this picture. Specifically, when Iz/Iρ < I
c
r , I¯ > I¯c, and ∇zB > ∇zBc
such that a prolate striped MOT forms, we observe larger-than-Doppler-limited temperatures along the zˆ
direction, which lies parallel to the local magnetic field (Fig. 7.2). As mentioned in the previous section,
this is because along the B ‖ k direction the atoms accelerate as they move away from the trap center due
to ever increasing magnetic fields and VSR velocities. An estimate of these resonant velocities—based on
v = ωz/k [92] in the 20 G/cm gradient field along zˆ—are ≥ TD, and are thus consistent with the absence
of any sub-Doppler cooling mechanism along this direction. Specifically, outside a core of radius 30 µm—
roughly the zone outside which anisotropic sub-Doppler cooling occurs; see below—the velocities are >0.35
m/s, resulting in 1D temperatures of >2.5 mK. Such temperatures are larger than the TD ≈ 1 mK limit for
the typical Dy MOT parameters (see blue curves in Fig. 7.2).
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Figure 7.8: (a) Orientation of the MOT’s magnetic quadrupole field. (b) Illustration of the anisotropic
cooling in the prolate MOT including the MOT magnetic (B) field orientation, cooling beam wavevectors
k, and polarizations σ± near the z-axis.
Anisotropic sub-Doppler cooling is possible for the Dy MOT on the 421-nm, ∆g ≈ 0 transition because
γp  ωL  Γ is satisfied throughout the majority of the Dy MOT’s quadrupole field. Specifically, Dy’s
optical pumping rate γp ≈ I¯Γ/(1 + I¯ + 4δ2) is approximately equal to the light shift frequency, and the
inequality is satisfied with the range of values [γp, ωL,Γ] = 2pi · [0.8, 1− 28, 32] MHz present in a typical Dy
MOT with ∇B = 20 G/cm and 0.04 < r < 1 mm. In addition, γp/ωL < 1 for ∇B > 10 G/cm, which is close
to the measured critical value ∇zBc/2 = ∇ρBc ≈ 12 G/cm. We do not have a simple estimate for I¯c = 0.17
and Icr = 1.4, but we expect that 2D numerical simulations of the Dy MOT could explicate the origin of
these specific values as well as the underlying mechanism behind the stripe orientation transitions.
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Chapter 8
Ultracold Bose-Fermi mixtures
164Dy and 163Dy are loaded into the 421-nm MOT (blue MOT or BMOT) in sequence, using a direct digital
synthesizer (DDS) installed in the transfer cavity lock (Fig. 3.1). The DDS allows one to dynamically sweep
its output frequency and shift the whole 421-nm laser by 271 MHz (see Fig. 8.1) for the dual species loading.
In the experiments, 163Dy is laser cooled and trapped after 164Dy, while 164Dy is held in the magnetic trap
(see Fig. 8.2). This loading order avoids the loss of 163Dy in the magnetic trap, which has a lower initial
trap population than 164Dy 1. After the dual BMOT is loaded with the 421-nm laser, the both of 164Dy
and 163Dy are simultaneously narrow-line cooled using the 741-nm transition.
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FIG. 2: [Color online] Result of a nonlinear least-squares t to a recorded spectrum. The data are shown as circles and the
t is shown as a solid line. The labels denote the Dy isotopes and, in the case of odd isotopes, the strongest ( F  F + 1)
hyperne transitions are labeled.
For the nal results the ts performed on the smallest
sideband (corresponding to the lowest power and least
optical pumping) of each spectrum were used to extract
hyperne coecients and isotope shifts for the I = 5 / 2
isotopes while ts to the carrier spectrum were used to
extract isotope shifts for I = 0 isotopes. In total 60
ts to independent lineshapes contributed to the nal re-
sults presented below. The isotope shifts and hyperne
coecients were determined from each t with uncertain-
ties ranging from 0 .1 MHz to 10 MHz depending on the
relative strengths of the peaks. The primary source of
systematic error comes from uncertainties in the correc-
tion of nonlinearities in the laser scan. These uncertain-
ties cannot be reduced because of the large free-spectral
range (FSR) of the FP cavity (1.5 GHz) relative to the
width of the spectrum ( 6 GHz, but this only requires a
3-GHz range for the 842-nm laser scan, see Fig. 1).
A. Isotope Shifts
The measured values for isotope shifts are displayed
in Table II, along with the isotope shifts for a docu-
mented pure 6s2 6s6p transition [15]. A King-Plot
analysis [17] was performed using these two transitions to
evaluate the specic mass shift of the 421-nm transition
and the ratio of eld-shift parameters. The electronic
eld-shift parameter E i is proportional to the change
in electron probability density at the nucleus. If the
excited-state conguration is the same for both transi-
tions, the eld-shift parameters should be approximately
equal, and the slope must be close to unity. From the
slope of the King Plot line (Fig. 3), the ratio of elec-
tronic eld-shift parameters E 421 /E 457 = 0 .920(6) was
obtained, indicating a close agreement with a congu-
TABLE I: Measured values for the hyperne coecients A
and B for the 4 f 10 6s6p 5K 9 excited state (23736 .60 cm
− 1 ) in
dysprosium. The uncertainties quoted are one standard devi-
ation and show an improvement of two orders of magnitude
over a previous measurement [16].
A (MHz) B (MHz)
Isotope This Work Prev. Work This Work Prev. Work
Dy163 121.62(2) 122(2) 1844.9(4) 1900(200)
Dy161 -86.90(2) -87(3) 1747.4(5) 1700(200)
Figure 8.1: The 421- m line spectrum. The DDS shifts the 421-nm laser frequency by 271 MHz to load the
dual species BMOT. Reproduced from arxiv:0904.1438v2 [14].
The narrow-line cooling (red MOT or RMOT) exploits the 741-nm transition with a narrow linewidth
of 2 kHz [2]. In this narrow-line cooling [94] , the magnetic force, the radiation force, and the gravitational
1This loading sequence makes the Zeeman slower beam for 163Dy closer to the resonance of 164Dy, but this still has ∼ -16Γ
detuning.
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Figure 8.2: The experimental sequence to load dual species ODT. f1 is the DDS frequency for 164Dy and f2
is for 163Dy. By holding the DDS frequency at f2 (green), 163Dy is imaged. By returning the DDS frequenc
to f1 (orange), 164Dy is imaged. The imaging probe beam has a pulse width of 160 µs.
force now have a comparable strength to confine the atoms, unlike the conventional MOT, where the most
confinement comes from the radiation force. To see this more clearly, one can look at the net force expression
Fz [94] with typical experimental parameters:
Fz(z, υz) = F0 +
~kΓ
2
× I¯
1 + I¯ + 4(∆/Γ− z/z±0 − kυz/Γ)2
(8.1)
where
F0 = −ggmgµB|∇zB| −mg, z±0 =
~Γ
µ±|∇zB| (8.2)
µ± = (±ge +mJ∆geg)µB, and ∆geg = ge − gg.
In the magnetic trap, only low-field seeking atoms are trapped with a force pushing the atoms toward
the center of the magnetic trap, zero field point. The blue-detuned RMOT beams 2 counteract to balance
against the magnetic force, pushing outward of the magnetic quadrupole field, and the RMOT is formed
at a finite magnetic field point. In RMOT, we laser cool and trap atoms to the ultracold 3 temperature ∼
10 µK. In addition to the final ultracold temperature, the combination of this finite magnetic field and the
polarization of RMOT beams spin-polarizes atoms to the low field seeking stretched state [94].
The RMOT is loaded by lowering the magnetic field gradient as collecting the atoms from the magnetic
trap and effectively cooling the atoms at a fixed low field gradient (see Fig. 8.2). As shown in Fig. 8.3, which
2RMOT beams are blue-detuned with respect to the unshifted atomic transition.
3Ultracold regime in a dipolar gas is defined by a threshold dipolar temperature, which is 50 µK for dysprosium [56].
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Figure 8.3: Simulation of potential energy as a function of position. Calculation with typical experimental
parameters: I¯ = 2000, ∆ = +2pi · 1 MHz, |∇zB| = 20 G/cm (red) & 4 G/cm (blue), and υz = 0.
is obtained by U(z) = − ∫ Fz(z′, υz = 0)dz′, the linear magnetic trap with the initial high gradient of 20
G/cm is clearly seen dominant at the beginning of the sequence. However, with a lower field gradient of 4
G/cm, the 741-nm cooling and trapping beams become comparable to the magnetic force and the atoms are
trapped in the dimple of the potential energy at z ∼ -1.5 mm. This is in agreement with experiments. Up to
the narrow-line cooling stage, there is no significant loss observed due to either the interspecies interaction
between 164Dy and 163Dy or the hyperfine structure of 163Dy in the dual species loading. It should be
emphasized that in this thesis we capture 163Dy without any repumping beam at 421 nm and 741 nm.
There are two inelastic collisions to be considered at this stage, spin relaxation and dipolar relaxation.
The spin relaxation which conserves the sum of m values of two colliding particles occurs when atoms are
not at the stretched (mJ = +8 or -8 for bosons) and can cause the heating and the loss of atoms. This
spin relaxation is suppressed by spin-purification at the narrow-line cooling phase. However, the dipolar
relaxation can still occur, which we believe limits the final temperature of narrow-line cooled MOT to be
∼ 10 µK, much higher than Doppler temperature at 741 nm, ∼ 40 nK. In principle, the dipolar relaxation
is suppressed by transferring the population to the absolute ground state. For 164Dy, which does not have
the hyperfine structure, the absolute ground state is achieved by a single frequency sweep of the adiabatic
rapid passage, which spin-flips all the mJ = +8 states to mJ = -8 states. By doing a single frequency sweep
but with a larger sweeping range to compensate the difference in Larmor frequency of 163Dy, 163Dy was also
spin-flipped in the highest manifold F = 21/1 (see Fig. 2.3) together with 164Dy. The trap population is
summarized in Table 8.1.
Here RMOT number is almost equal to BMOT, and it may seem to be 100% transfer efficiency between the
two stages. However, it is actually about 50%, because RMOT captures another half from the “background”
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Table 8.1: Population of Bose-Fermi mixtures (in dual loading of 164Dy and 163Dy) at each stage.
stage N164 N163 n164 [cm
−3] n163 [cm−3]
BMOT 4×107 7×106
RMOT 5×107 7×106
spin-flipped DualODT 6×106 3×105 5×109 7×108
magnetically trapped atoms. Higher N163 (8×105) was observed when 163Dy was not simultaneously loaded
into the optical dipole trap with 164Dy (6×106), indicating that there occurs interspecies interaction in the
dual trapping, but the scattering length and its sign have to be determined in the future experiments. The
low 163Dy trap number in the ODT is also strongly suggestive of hyperfine changing collisions. Therefore,
it is required to transfer 163Dy to the lowest manifold F = 11/2 via five additional hyperfine transitions in
order to reach the absolute ground state. Currently, the work on stable microwave source and generation is
in progress (see Figs. 8.4 and 8.5).
Figure 8.4: Microwave coil machined from the material Rogers Corp. R04350B with a soldered SMA
connector.
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Figure 8.5: Characterization of the microwave coil shown in Fig 8.4. (a) Screenshot of Smith chart from
Agilent PNA 5320A network analyzer. Two center frequencies are marked. (b) Reflectivity as a function of
frequency. Note that stub-tuning is necessary.
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For a prospect to realize Bose-Fermi mixtures of 164Dy and 161Dy, one can take an advantage of the
inverted hyperfine structure of 161Dy in the ground state at 421-nm and 741-nm transitions [8, 9, 2], which
allows one to prepare the atoms in the lowest manifold of the hyperfine structure following the same experi-
mental sequence discussed above with 163Dy. However, this method complicates the laser systems at 421 and
741 nm. For BMOT loading, required is the ability to shift ∼ 2.2 GHz of the difference of 164Dy and 161Dy
F = 11/2 → F ′ = 13/2 transition in the 421-nm laser (see Fig. 8.1). For RMOT, it is one solution to add
another 741-nm laser system to bridge the frequency difference of ∼ 1.6 GHz in Fig. 8.6, using the beat-note
lock discussed in Fig. 3.2. The schematic of the 741-nm beat-note lock system in progress is depicted in
Fig. 8.7.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Dy energy-level diagram with high
J values [2]. The relevant laser cooling transitions between the even
parity (red) ground state and the odd (black) excited states are marked
with wavelengths and spectroscopic terms. Dy’s ﬁve high-abundance
isotopes have nuclear spin I = 0 for the bosons 164Dy, 162Dy, and
160Dy and I = 5/2 for the fermions 163Dy and 161Dy. (b) Fermion
hyperﬁne structure in the 741-nm state (not to scale) determined
from measurements in Sec. II B. (c) Fermion ground-state hyperﬁne
structure (not to scale) [3]. F = J + I , where J is the total electronic
angular momentum.
magniﬁcation of 0.4× . This fo med an image n the detection
area (1-mm diameter) of a femtowatt photodetector (dc gain:
1 × 1010 V/W, bandwidth 750 Hz). The whole system was
carefully shielded from stray light.
The direct output from the detector suffers from low
signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio as a result of the oven’s thermal
radiation and the multiple scattering of 741-nm light from the
windows and the chamber’s inner walls. Averaging 512 times
and adding an electronic bandpass ﬁlter (0.3 to 3 kHz) with
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The 741-nm line spectrum for the ﬁve most
abundant Dy isotopes. Bosonic isotope peaks are marked with mass
numbers in red. Hyperﬁne peaks of fermionic isotopes (blue) are
identiﬁed by the markers deﬁned in the inset table. The VIth peak of
161Dy and the 4th peak of 163Dy overlap.
TABLE I. Values of hyperﬁne coefﬁcients A and B (MHz) for the
excited state (e) of the 741-nm transition in Dy including comparison
with those of the ground state (g).
Coeff. 163Dytheora 163Dyexpt 161Dyexpt 163e/161e 163g/161gb
A 142 142.91(3) − 102.09(2) − 1.3999(4) − 1.40026(4)
B 4000 4105(2) 3883(1) 1.0570(9) 1.05615(90)
aReference [13].
bReference [3].
a dc ampliﬁcation of 10 improved the SNR to a sufﬁcient
level without artiﬁcially broadening the Doppler-limited res-
onances. With a laser scanning rate of 7 GHz/ s and Doppler
broadening of 15 MHz (measured in Sec. III), the  2-ms
transit times of the spectral peaks were only somewhat slower
than the detector’s response time (200 µ s). Nevertheless, all
relative-peak-position data were sufﬁciently insensitive to this
effect to render it negligible for the following analysis.
To measure the full spectrum of isotope shifts and hyperﬁne
states, we scanned the ECDL using a piezoelectric transducer
(PZT) that modulates its grating position. However, the free
scan of the ECDL suffered from slightly nonlinear scanning
of the PZT versus drive voltage. We reduced the nonlinearity
by limiting the scan range and by scanning the PZT slowly
to prevent inertial effects. To calibrate the frequency scan,
we coupled the 741-nm light into a temperature-stabilized,
750-MHz, free-spectral-range (FSR) confocal cavity. Simul-
taneously recording the transmission of the confocal cavity
with the ﬂuorescence signal provided a frequency calibration
as the ECDL was scanned. Cavity frequency intervals were
calibrated by imprinting rf sidebands—which repeat every
FSR interval—onto the cavity-coupled 741-nm light with a
stable and calibrated rf frequency source. To correct for the
nonlinearity of the scan, a calibration was performed by ﬁtting
a polynomial to the cavity spectrum. The maximum deviation
throughout the scan due to a quadratic term was 3% of the
linear term (the cubic term is negligible); we corrected the
nonlinear effect up to quadratic order.
The calibrated spectrum after 512 averages is shown in
Fig. 2. These data are sufﬁcient to resolve and identify all
J J + 1 (F F + 1) 741-nm transitions for the bosonic
(fermionic) isotopes. Optical pumping is a negligible effect in
this spectrum since the 10-µ s transit time is much shorter
than the transition lifetime (see Sec. II D).
B. Hyperﬁne structure
The position and ordering of 163Dy’s and 161Dy’s hyperﬁne
peaks in the spectrum are determined by the ground and excited
state’s A and B coefﬁcients.2 Identiﬁcation of the isotope and
hyperﬁne transition peaks were found with guidance from the
calculations in Ref. [13], and a least-squares-ﬁtting routine
extracted the experimental values of A and B (see Table I).
Since this is a cycling J J + 1 transition, the strongest
observed lines for the fermions are of the F F + 1 type;
2The A and B coefﬁcients are deﬁned in, e.g., Ref. [6].
012510-2
Figure 8.6: The 741-nm line spectrum for the five most abundant Dy isotopes [2]. Bosonic isotope peaks
are marked with mass numbers in red. Hyperfine peaks of fermionic isotopes (blue) are identified by the
markers defined in the inset table. The VIth peak of 161Dy and the 4th peak of 163Dy overlap.
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Figure 8.7: Schematic of optics for the beatnote lock at 741 nm. PP: prism pair. OI: optical isolator. BS:
beam sampler. AOM: acousto-optical modulator. WM: wavemeter.
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Appendix A
MATLAB codes
A.1 Control sequence example
zslower.m
initialize.m
MOT_eld.m
B_eld.m
t_solenoids.m
add_solenoids.m
draw_eld_solenoid.m
draw_solenoids.m
load_parameters.m
ex
ec
u
ti
o
n
 s
eq
u
en
ce
Variables.mdene.m
MOT.m
ExptMOT.m
LoadMOT.m
Reset.m
AbsImage.m
CreateExecute.m
MOT_COIL.m
scanNsum_eld.m
B_eld.m
DysprosiumOpticalPumpingTheory.m
DysprosiumP.m
Control sequence example Zeeman slower coil simulation Quadrupole eld coil simulation Optical pumping at 684 nm
Figure A.1: The structure of codes in Appendix A.
A.1.1 define.m
1
2 clc
3 clear all
4 close all
5 warning off all
6
7 %Import Class Library
8 import Objects.*
9
10 %% *************************** VALUES ************************************
11
66
12 run('Variables')
13 sampleRate = 1/dt;
14
15 %Loop for Block Creation as many as number of TOF measurements
16 % TOFSchedule = [0 1e−3 2e−3 3e−3 4e−3 5e−3]; 0 ms expansion, 1 ms expansion, ..., 5 ms ...
expansion
17 % TOFSchedule is stored in Variables.m
18 N = size(TOFSchedule,2);
19
20 for i = 1 : N
21
22 outputLines = MOT(i); % i = 1 : size(TOF), i {th} time of TOF
23 tf = size(outputLines,1) * dt;
24
25 %%BEGIN DEFINITION
26 timeLine = TimeLine;
27 timeLine.durationTime = tf; %Remember that this is in sample rate units
28
29 %Empty Block Definition
30 MOTBlock = Block('MOTBlock',timeLine);
31
32 %% ADD DEVICE
33 MOTBlock =MOTBlock.addDevice('dev1', sampleRate); %Device names must map to hardware!
34 MOTBlock =MOTBlock.addDevice('dev2', sampleRate); %Device names must map to hardware!
35
36 MOTBlock.primaryDevice = 'dev2';
37
38 %% ADD LINES
39
40 % MOTBeam dev2/port0/line2
41 % ZSBeam dev2/port0/line3
42 % OvenShutter dev2/port0/line4
43 % AbsBeam dev2/port0/line5
44 % Camera2 dev2/port0/line7
45 % MOTShutter dev2/port1/line0
46 % AbsBeamShutter dev2/port1/line1
47 % TransCooling dev2/port1/line2
48 % MOTCoilAnalog dev1/ao0
49 % QuantCoil dev1/ao1
50 % SequenceTrigger dev2/port3/line7
67
51
52 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'MOTBeam','dev2/port0/line2');
53 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'ZSBeam','dev2/port0/line3');
54 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'OvenShutter','dev2/port0/line4');
55 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'AbsBeam','dev2/port0/line5');
56 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'Camera2','dev2/port0/line7');
57 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'MOTShutter','dev2/port1/line0');
58 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'AbsBeamShutter','dev2/port1/line1');
59 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'TransCooling','dev2/port1/line2');
60 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev1', 'MOTCoilAnalog','dev1/ao0',−10.0,10.0);
61 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev1', 'QuantCoil','dev1/ao1',−10.0,10.0);
62 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLine('dev2', 'SequenceTrigger','dev2/port3/line7');
63
64 %Need to Initialize First
65 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.initializeAllDevices();
66
67 %Add data
68 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'MOTBeam',0, outputLines(:,1));
69 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'ZSBeam',0, outputLines(:,2));
70 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'OvenShutter',0, outputLines(:,3));
71 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'AbsBeam',0, outputLines(:,4));
72 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'Camera2',0, outputLines(:,5));
73 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'MOTShutter',0, outputLines(:,6));
74 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'AbsBeamShutter',0, outputLines(:,7));
75 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'TransCooling',0, outputLines(:,8));
76 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev1', 'MOTCoilAnalog',0, outputLines(:,9));
77 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev1', 'QuantCoil',0, outputLines(:,10));
78 MOTBlock = MOTBlock.addLineData('dev2', 'SequenceTrigger',0, outputLines(:,11));
79 %%REMEMBER This is only definition.
80 %%Saving
81
82 save(['MOTBlock' num2str(i)],'MOTBlock');
83 clear MOTBlock;
84
85 end
86
87 display(sprintf('Definition Elapsed Time: %.1f s',toc))
A.1.2 MOT.m
68
1 function LineOutput = MOT(i)
2
3 % i is variable for i {th} value of TOF to be used.
4
5 %% ******************** CONFIGURATIONS ************************************
6 % MOTBeam dev2/port0/line2
7 % ZSBeam dev2/port0/line3
8 % OvenShutter dev2/port0/line4
9 % AbsBeam dev2/port0/line5
10 % Camera2 dev2/port0/line7
11 % MOTShutter dev2/port1/line0
12 % AbsBeamShutter dev2/port1/line1
13 % TransCooling dev2/port1/line2
14 % MOTCoilAnalog dev1/ao0
15 % QuantCoil dev1/ao1
16 % SequenceTrigger dev2/port3/line7
17
18 % LineOutput = [MOTBeam ZSBeam OvenShutter AbsBeam Camera2 MOTShutter
19 % AbsBeamShutter TransCooling MOTCoilAnalog QuantCoil SequenceTrigger];
20 % LineOutput is a collection of lines (each line as a column vector).
21 % The order of lines in LineOutput follows the line number shown above.
22
23 % dt −> sampling resolution, s
24 %% *************************** VALUES ************************************
25
26 run('Variables')
27
28 %% ************************ INDEX CONVERSION ****************************
29 % starting index
30 % (MOTLoadST / dt) + 1
31 % /dt converts real time to index
32 % + 1 is necessary because of index starting from 1, NOT 0
33
34 % ending index
35 % (MOTLoadST + MOTLoadTD − dt) / dt + 1
36 % − dt is necessary because of convention to signal alignment to FRONT
37 % (leaves an index for starting index in next subblock)
38 % /dt converts real time to index
39 % + 1 is necessary because of index starting from 1, NOT 0
40
69
41 AbsImageTI = round(((LoadMOTTD + TOFSchedule(i) − MOTBeamDelay − AbsBeamTT) / dt) + 1);
42
43 ImageTD = EachAbsImageTD * 3; % imaging time duration, s
44 % 3 refers to number of images
45 ImageID = AbsImageTI : round(AbsImageTI + ImageTD / dt − 1);
46 % index to be replaced
47
48 SequenceTriggerTI = round(SequenceTriggerTT / dt + 1);
49 % sequence trigger index
50 SequenceTriggerDI = round((SequenceTriggerDT − dt )/ dt + 1);
51 % sequence trigger duration index
52
53 %% ************************* SEQUENCES ***********************************
54
55 cd SubBlocks
56
57 LineOutput = [LoadMOT; ExptMOT; Reset];
58 LineOutputAbsImage = AbsImage; % AbsImage = [AbsBeam Camera2 QuantCoil]
59
60 % absorption imaging replacement
61 LineOutput(ImageID, 4) = LineOutputAbsImage(:,1);
62 LineOutput(ImageID, 5) = LineOutputAbsImage(:,2);
63 LineOutput(ImageID, 10) = LineOutputAbsImage(:,3);
64
65 RunTDSize = size(LineOutput, 1);
66 % SequenceTrigger(1 : SequenceTriggerTI − 1, 1) = SequenceTriggerDefault;
67 % SequenceTrigger(SequenceTriggerTI : SequenceTriggerTI + SequenceTriggerDI, 1) = ...
abs(SequenceTriggerDefault − 1);
68 % SequenceTrigger(SequenceTriggerTI + SequenceTriggerDI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = ...
SequenceTriggerDefault;
69
70 LineOutput(:, NumberOfLine) = 1;
71
72 if (TOFSchedule(i) − AbsBeamTT + 3 * EachAbsImageTD) > ExptMOTTD
73 display('(TOFSchedule(i) − AbsBeamTT + 3 * EachAbsImageTD) > ExptMOTTD')
74 display('Press Ctrl + C to stop MATLAB and increase ExptMOTTD in variables.m')
75 pause
76 end
77
78 cd ..
70
A.1.3 Variables.m
1 %% ******************** TIME CONSTANTS ********************
2 us = 10ˆ(−6); % s
3 ms = 10ˆ(−3); % s
4 s = 1; % s
5
6 %% ******************** DELAYS ********************
7 % With respect to end of LoadMOT block
8 MOTBeamDelay = 1.21*ms; % OFF, 0 s delay and duration, AOM
9 MOTShutterDelay= 624*us + 1.21*ms; % CLOSE, 624 us delay, 1.21 ms duration
10 ZSBeamDelay = 2*ms + 1.2*ms + 1.21*ms; % CLOSE, 2 ms delay, 1.2 ms duration
11 TransCoolingDelay = 0*s + 1.21*ms; % OFF, 0 s delay and duration, AOM
12 MOTCoilAnalogDelay = 0*s + 316*us + (1.21*ms − 316*us); % OFF, 0 s delay, 316 us duration,
13 % (1.21*ms − 316*us) is necessary to sequence at the same time as MOT beam AOM
14 OvenShutterDelay = 141*ms + 27*ms; % CLOSE, 141 ms delay, 27 ms duration
15 QuantCoilDelay= 0*s + 1.92*ms; % ON, 0 s delay, 1.92 ms duration, NOT USED
16
17 %% NOT USED
18 AbsBeamShutterCLOSEDelay = 620*us + 660*us + 1*ms;
19 % CLOSE, 620 us delay, 660 us duration, 1 ms extra to ensure
20 AbsBeamShutterOPENDelay = 7.7*ms + 2.3*ms + 1*ms;
21 % OPEN, 7.7 ms delay, 2.3 ms duration, 1 ms extra to ensure
22
23 %% ******************** SCHEDULE AND TIMES ************************************
24
25 dt = 10*us; % Time resolution, s
26
27 TOFSchedule = [2.5]*ms − MOTBeamDelay;
28 %TOFSchedule = [3 4 5 3.3 4.3 3.6 4.6]*ms;
29 % 1 ms is used for MOT information, the rest is TOF for temperature
30
31 % TOF, time between the end of LoadMOT and the start of first absorption beam
32 numTOF = size(TOFSchedule,2);
33
34 numRun = 10; % number of sets of TOF, (or number of averaging data points
35 % at a specified TOF time), default = 10
36
37 contPar = 20; % control parameters
71
38 contParUnit = 'Gc'; % control parameter unit, mW, Gc (G/cm),...
39 numContPar = size(contPar,2);
40
41 LoadMOTTD = 2*s; %2*s;% MOT loading time duration, s
42 ExptMOTTD = 1.1*s;% MOT experiment time duration, s
43
44 EachAbsImageTD = 350*ms; % absorption imaging separation, s
45 Camera2TD = dt;
46 % width of Camera2 triggering
47 % NOTE Camera2TD > 1/sampling time of National Instrument board
48 AbsBeamTD = 100*us; % absorption beam pulse width, s
49 AbsBeamTT = 0*ms; %QuantCoilDelay; % time from EACH absorption imaging to absorption beam ...
start, s
50
51 ResetTD = 0.5*s; % reseting time duration, s
52
53 SequenceTriggerTT = 2*s; % sequence triggering time, s
54 SequenceTriggerDT = 1*ms; % sequence triggering duration, s
55
56 %% ******************** VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS ********************
57
58 NumberOfLine = 11;
59
60 MOTBeamOn = 1; % MOT beam On
61 MOTBeamOff = 0;
62 ZSBeamOn = 0; % Zeeman slower beam On
63 ZSBeamOff = 1;
64 OvenShutterOpen = 0; % oven shutter open
65 OvenShutterClose = 1;
66 AbsBeamOn = 1;
67 AbsBeamOff = 0; % absorption bem off
68 Camera2Default = 0; % camera on side default setting, ready to trigger
69 MOTShutterOpen = 0; % MOT beam shutter open
70 MOTShutterClose = 1;
71 AbsBeamShutterOpen = 1; % absorption beam shutter open
72 AbsBeamShutterClose = 0;
73 TransCoolingOn = 1; % transverse cooling beam on
74 TransCoolingOff = 0;
75 MOTCoilAnalogCal = −0.0289;
76 % calibration of Vset / QT graident, V / (G/cm)
72
77 % V Agilent = 6.506 V, 12/15/09
78 % Note quadrupole servo needs optimization and recalibration.
79
80 MOTCoilAnalogDefault = contPar; % quadrupole coil default gradient, G/cm
81
82 MOTCoilAnalogOff = 1; % V set = +1 V, 0 A, OFF
83 QuantCoilCal = −5/3;
84 % quantization axis coil calibration, Vset / Iactual = −5 V / 3A, 01/06/10
85 % V/A
86 QuantCoilOff = +1; % quantization axis coil default, 1 V set point −> 0 A
87 SequenceTriggerDefault = 0; % sequence trigger default value
88
89 %% Lines
90
91 LineOutputNames = {'MOTBeam', 'ZSBeam', 'OvenShutter', 'AbsBeam', 'Camera2', 'MOTShutter',...
92 'AbsBeamShutter', 'TransCooling', 'MOTCoilAnalog', 'QuantCoil', 'SequenceTrigger'};
A.1.4 ExptMOT.m
1 function LineOutput = ExptMOT
2
3 % *************************** VALUES ************************************
4 cd ..
5 run('Variables')
6 cd SubBlocks
7
8 RunTDSize = round(ExptMOTTD / dt);
9
10 MOTBeam(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTBeamOff;
11 ZSBeam(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = ZSBeamOff;
12
13 OvenShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = OvenShutterOpen;
14
15 AbsBeam(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
16 Camera2(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = Camera2Default;
17 MOTShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTShutterClose;
18 AbsBeamShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = AbsBeamShutterOpen;
19 TransCooling(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = TransCoolingOff;
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20 MOTCoilAnalog(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTCoilAnalogOff;
21 QuantCoil(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = 3 * QuantCoilCal;
22
23 LineOutput = [MOTBeam ZSBeam OvenShutter AbsBeam Camera2 MOTShutter...
24 AbsBeamShutter TransCooling MOTCoilAnalog QuantCoil];
A.1.5 LoadMOT.m
1 function LineOutput = LoadMOT
2
3 % *************************** VALUES ************************************
4 cd ..
5 run('Variables')
6 cd SubBlocks
7
8 RunTDSize = round(LoadMOTTD / dt);
9
10 MOTBeamTI = round((LoadMOTTD − MOTBeamDelay) / dt);
11 MOTShutterTI = round((LoadMOTTD − MOTShutterDelay) / dt);
12 ZSBeamTI = round((LoadMOTTD − ZSBeamDelay) / dt);
13 TransCoolingTI = round((LoadMOTTD − TransCoolingDelay) / dt);
14 MOTCoilAnalogTI = round((LoadMOTTD − MOTCoilAnalogDelay) / dt);
15 OvenShutterTI = round((LoadMOTTD − OvenShutterDelay) / dt);
16
17 MOTBeam(1 : MOTBeamTI, 1) = MOTBeamOn;
18 MOTBeam(MOTBeamTI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTBeamOff;
19 ZSBeam(1 : ZSBeamTI, 1) = ZSBeamOn;
20 ZSBeam(ZSBeamTI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = ZSBeamOff;
21
22 % OvenShutter(1 : OvenShutterTI, 1) = OvenShutterOpen;
23 % OvenShutter(OvenShutterTI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = OvenShutterOpen;
24 OvenShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = OvenShutterOpen;
25
26 AbsBeam(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
27 Camera2(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = Camera2Default;
28 MOTShutter(1 : MOTShutterTI, 1) = MOTShutterOpen;
29 MOTShutter(MOTShutterTI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTShutterClose ;
30 AbsBeamShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = AbsBeamShutterOpen;
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31 TransCooling(1 : TransCoolingTI, 1) = TransCoolingOn;
32 TransCooling(TransCoolingTI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = TransCoolingOff;
33 MOTCoilAnalog(1 : MOTCoilAnalogTI, 1) = MOTCoilAnalogDefault * MOTCoilAnalogCal;
34 MOTCoilAnalog(MOTCoilAnalogTI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTCoilAnalogOff;
35 QuantCoil(1:MOTCoilAnalog,1) = QuantCoilOff;
36 QuantCoil(MOTCoilAnalogTI + 1 : RunTDSize, 1) = 3*QuantCoilCal;;
37 %QuantCoil(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = QuantCoilOff;
38
39 LineOutput = [MOTBeam ZSBeam OvenShutter AbsBeam Camera2 MOTShutter...
40 AbsBeamShutter TransCooling MOTCoilAnalog QuantCoil];
A.1.6 Reset.m
1 function LineOutput = Reset
2
3 % *************************** VALUES ************************************
4 cd ..
5 run('Variables')
6 cd SubBlocks
7
8 RunTDSize = round(ResetTD / dt);
9
10 MOTBeam(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTBeamOn;
11 ZSBeam(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = ZSBeamOn;
12
13 OvenShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = OvenShutterOpen;
14
15 AbsBeam(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = AbsBeamOn;
16 Camera2(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = Camera2Default;
17 MOTShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTShutterOpen;
18 AbsBeamShutter(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = AbsBeamShutterOpen;
19 TransCooling(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = TransCoolingOn;
20 MOTCoilAnalog(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = MOTCoilAnalogDefault * MOTCoilAnalogCal;
21 QuantCoil(1 : RunTDSize, 1) = QuantCoilOff;
22
23 LineOutput = [MOTBeam ZSBeam OvenShutter AbsBeam Camera2 MOTShutter...
24 AbsBeamShutter TransCooling MOTCoilAnalog QuantCoil];
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A.1.7 AbsImage.m
1 function LineOutput = AbsImage
2
3 % *************************** VALUES ************************************
4 cd ..
5 run('Variables')
6 cd SubBlocks
7
8 %% ***************************** TIMES ************************************
9 % BE AWARE OF DEAD TIME OF TRIGGERING!
10 % OPTICAL PUMPING IS NOT DONE HERE.
11 RunTDSize = round((EachAbsImageTD * 3) / dt);
12 % 3 refers to number of images taken in this block
13
14 Image1ST = 0; % % image1 start triggering time, s
15 Image1ET = Image1ST + Camera2TD; % image1 end triggering time, s
16 AbsBeam1ST = Image1ST + AbsBeamTT; % absorption beam start triggering time, s
17 AbsBeam1ET = AbsBeam1ST + AbsBeamTD; % absorption beam end triggering time, s
18 Image2ST = EachAbsImageTD; % s
19 Image2ET = Image2ST + Camera2TD;
20 AbsBeam2ST = Image2ST + AbsBeamTT; % s
21 AbsBeam2ET = AbsBeam2ST + AbsBeamTD;
22 Image3ST = EachAbsImageTD + EachAbsImageTD; % s
23 Image3ET = Image3ST + Camera2TD;
24 AbsBeam3ST = Image3ST + AbsBeamTT; % s
25 AbsBeam3ET = AbsBeam3ST + AbsBeamTD;
26
27 Image1SI = round((Image1ST / dt) + 1); % image1 starting index
28 Image1TI = round((Image1ET / dt) + 1); % image1 triggering index
29 Image1EI = round((Image1ST + EachAbsImageTD − dt) / dt + 1); % image 1 ending index
30 AbsBeam1SI = round((AbsBeam1ST / dt) + 1);
31 AbsBeam1EI = round((AbsBeam1ET / dt) + 1);
32 Image2SI = round((Image2ST / dt) + 1); % image2 starting index
33 Image2TI = round((Image2ET / dt) + 1);
34 Image2EI = round((Image2ST + EachAbsImageTD − dt) / dt + 1); % image 2 ending index
35 AbsBeam2SI = round((AbsBeam2ST / dt) + 1);
36 AbsBeam2EI = round((AbsBeam2ET / dt) + 1);
37 Image3SI = round((Image3ST / dt) + 1); % image3 starting index
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38 Image3TI = round((Image3ET / dt) + 1);
39 Image3EI = round((Image3ST + EachAbsImageTD − dt) / dt + 1); % image 3 ending index
40 AbsBeam3SI = round((AbsBeam3ST / dt) + 1);
41 AbsBeam3EI = round((AbsBeam3ET / dt) + 1);
42
43 AbsBeamShutterCLOSETI = round((Image3ST − AbsBeamShutterCLOSEDelay) / dt + 1);
44 % AbsBeamShutter is triggered to be CLOSED in advance before 3rd image taking
45 % because of OFF delay and duration (icluding extra time)
46 % AbsBeamShutterCLOSEDelay is set with respect to Image3ST
47 % AbsBeamShutter cannot be triggered too close to Image2TT (2nd image
48 % taking)
49
50 %% ***************************** IMAGE1 ***********************************
51 % image WITH cloud
52 Camera2(Image1SI : Image1TI, 1) = abs(Camera2Default − 1);
53 % abs is used to switch to the other
54 Camera2(Image1TI + 1 : Image1EI, 1) = Camera2Default;
55 AbsBeam(Image1SI : AbsBeam1SI − 1, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
56 AbsBeam(AbsBeam1SI : AbsBeam1EI, 1) = AbsBeamOn;
57 AbsBeam(AbsBeam1EI + 1 : Image1EI, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
58 %AbsBeamShutter(Image1SI : Image1EI, 1) = AbsBeamShutterOpen;
59 QuantCoil(Image1SI : Image1EI, 1) = 3*QuantCoilCal; % 3 A
60
61 %% ***************************** IMAGE2 ***********************************
62 % image WITHOUT cloud BUT LIGHT
63 % (the cloud has disappeared, life time < EachAbsImageTD)
64 Camera2(Image2SI : Image2TI, 1) = abs(Camera2Default − 1);
65 Camera2(Image2TI + 1 : Image2EI, 1) = Camera2Default;
66 AbsBeam(Image2SI : AbsBeam2SI − 1, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
67 AbsBeam(AbsBeam2SI : AbsBeam2EI, 1) = AbsBeamOn;
68 AbsBeam(AbsBeam2EI + 1 : Image2EI, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
69 %AbsBeamShutter(Image2SI : AbsBeamShutterCLOSETI, 1) = AbsBeamShutterOpen;
70 %AbsBeamShutter(AbsBeamShutterCLOSETI + 1 : Image2EI, 1) = AbsBeamShutterClose;
71 QuantCoil(Image2SI : Image2EI, 1) = 3*QuantCoilCal; % 3 A
72
73 %% ***************************** IMAGE3 ***********************************
74 % image of camera noise and background of dark room
75 Camera2(Image3SI : Image3TI, 1) = abs(Camera2Default − 1);
76 Camera2(Image3TI + 1 : Image3EI, 1) = Camera2Default;
77 AbsBeam(Image3SI : AbsBeam3SI − 1, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
77
78 AbsBeam(AbsBeam3SI : AbsBeam3EI, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
79 AbsBeam(AbsBeam3EI + 1 : Image3EI, 1) = AbsBeamOff;
80 %AbsBeamShutter(Image3SI : Image3EI, 1) = AbsBeamShutterClose;
81 QuantCoil(Image3SI : Image3EI, 1) = 3*QuantCoilCal; % 3 A
82
83 LineOutput = [AbsBeam Camera2 QuantCoil];
A.1.8 CreateExecute.m
1 import Objects.*
2 %% This code is an example of loading a saved block definition
3 % and executing it.
4
5 clear all
6 clc
7
8 fname = 'MOTBlock'; %Base file name.
9
10 run('Variables')
11
12 N = size(TOFSchedule,2); %Number of TOF points
13 % TOFSchedule = [0 1e−3 2e−3 3e−3 4e−3 5e−3]; 0 ms expansion, 1 ms expansion, ..., 5 ms ...
expansion
14 % TOFSchedule is stored in Variables.m
15
16 for j = 1:1
17 for i = 1:1 % TOF data points (how many different TOF times are used)
18 % number of sets of TOF, (or number of averaging data points
19 % at a specified TOF time), default = 10
20
21 var = [fname num2str(i)];
22 load(var);
23
24 block = eval(fname);
25 block.initializeLibrary('..\')
26
27 display(['Running Block: ' var]);
28 block = block.initializeHardware;
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29 block = block.run;
30
31 block = block.clearTasks;
32
33 clear block;
34 end
35 end
A.2 Zeeman slower coil simulation
tilefigs.m is required and is available in Ref. [95].
A.2.1 Coil profile
1
11
12
29
30
39
Figure A.2: Coil winding of Zeeman slower.
1 Solenoid 1: Length: 308.0 mm
2 Solenoid 2: Length: 291.0 mm
3 Solenoid 3: Length: 272.0 mm
4 Solenoid 4: Length: 250.0 mm
5 Solenoid 5: Length: 227.0 mm
6 Solenoid 6: Length: 203.0 mm
7 Solenoid 7: Length: 177.0 mm
8 Solenoid 8: Length: 150.0 mm
9 Solenoid 9: Length: 123.0 mm
10 Solenoid 10: Length: 96.0 mm
11 Solenoid 11: Length: 73.0 mm
12 Solenoid 12: Length: 149.0 mm
13 Solenoid 13: Length: 119.0 mm
14 Solenoid 14: Length: 108.0 mm
15 Solenoid 15: Length: 96.0 mm
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16 Solenoid 16: Length: 86.0 mm
17 Solenoid 17: Length: 76.0 mm
18 Solenoid 18: Length: 69.0 mm
19 Solenoid 19: Length: 62.0 mm
20 Solenoid 20: Length: 56.0 mm
21 Solenoid 21: Length: 52.0 mm
22 Solenoid 22: Length: 47.0 mm
23 Solenoid 23: Length: 44.0 mm
24 Solenoid 24: Length: 41.0 mm
25 Solenoid 25: Length: 38.0 mm
26 Solenoid 26: Length: 36.0 mm
27 Solenoid 27: Length: 34.0 mm
28 Solenoid 28: Length: 32.0 mm
29 Solenoid 29: Length: 30.0 mm
30 Additional Solenoid 1: Length: 4.2 mm
31 Additional Solenoid 2: Length: 4.2 mm
32 Additional Solenoid 3: Length: 4.2 mm
33 Additional Solenoid 4: Length: 4.2 mm
34 Additional Solenoid 5: Length: 4.2 mm
35 Additional Solenoid 6: Length: 4.2 mm
36 Additional Solenoid 7: Length: 4.2 mm
37 Additional Solenoid 8: Length: 4.2 mm
38 Additional Solenoid 9: Length: 4.2 mm
39 Additional Solenoid 10: Length: 4.2 mm
40 Additional Solenoid 1: Length: 0.0 mm
41 WIRE LENGTH 12 = 1334.74 ft, 406.83 m.
42 WIRE LENGTH 34 = 7.27 ft, 2.22 m.
A.2.2 zslower.m
1 %% *********** ZEEMAN SLOWER SIMULATION MAIN PROGRAM V4 ******************
2
3 % SEO HO YOUN
4 % LEVLAB, DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA−CHAMPAIGN
5 % 11/12/2008
6 %
7 % THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE PROPER MAGNETIC FIELD PROFILE FOR ZEEMAN
8 % SLOWER (SPIN−FLIP TYPE) WITHIN SPATIAL UNCERTAINTY OF +/− 1 mm DUE TO
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9 % INDEXING AND DETERMINES THE WIRE WINDING PROFILE.
10 %
11 % ********** MODIFICATION AND ADDITION TO MATLAB V3 *************
12 %
13 % 1. ADDED MAGNETIC FIELD FROM MOT
14 %
15 % ***************************************************************
16 %
17 % NOTE: START TO TUNE THE SLOWER WITH THE PARAMETERS ALREADY ASSIGNED IN THE CODE
18 %
19
20 home
21 clear all
22 close all
23
24 %% ************** LOAD PARAMETERS AND INITIALIZE FIELD ******************
25 load parameters; % Load physical constants, Zeeman slower parmeters, and its configuration
26
27 %% ************** CALCULATE MAGNETIC FIELD FROM MOT COIL ******************
28
29 MOT field;
30
31 %% ************** INITIALIZE SOLENOIDS ************************
32
33 initialize; % Initialize solenoids
34
35 %% ***************** FIT SECTION I & II *******************
36 fit solenoids; % Fit all the solenoids to the desired magnetic field
37
38 %% ***************** ADD SOLENOIDS IN SECTION III & IV *************************
39
40 add solenoids; % Add additional Section III & IV to FIELD
41
42 %% ************* DRAW SECTION I & II *****************
43 draw field solenoid; % Draw the desired and simualted magnetic fields and Zeeman slower ...
structure
44
45 %% **************** DRAW SOLENOIDS IN SECTION III & IV *********************
46
47 draw solenoids % Draw additional winding profile of Secition III & IV
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A.2.3 load parameters.m
1 function load parameters
2
3 %% ******************* GLOBAL CONSTANTS **************************
4 global C MU0 PLANCK CONSTANT BOHR MAGNETON BOLTZMANN CONSTANT
5 global ATOMIC WAVELENGTH ATOMIC WAVEVECTOR GAMMA DETUNING OVEN TEMPERATURE...
6 DY MASS INCOMING VELOCITY WAVEVECTOR CAPTURE VELOCITY ACCELERATION MAX...
7 FUDGE FACTOR MAGNETIC MOMENT
8 global INSIDE RADIUS COIL SPACING CURRENT 1 CURRENT 2 MAX LOOP 1 MAX LOOP 2
9 global FIELD LENGTH FIELD BEFORE FIELD AFTER MAX LENGTH FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION...
10 FIELD AFTER EXTENSION CROSSING X SHIFT 1 X SHIFT 2 FLAG FIELD END
11 global COIL SPACING 3 COIL SPACING 4 CURRENT 3 CURRENT 4 INSIDE RADIUS 3...
12 INSIDE RADIUS 4 STARTING POSITION 3 STARTING POSITION 4 SOLENOID LENGTH 3...
13 SOLENOID LENGTH 4 LAYER 3 LAYER 4 SLOWER LENGTH SLOWER START SLOWER END CF FLANGE GAP
14 global DISTANCE ZSLOWER2MOT COIL SPACING MOT CURRENT MOT N LOOPS RHO N LOOPS Z R MIN A MIN
15
16 %% ********* PHYSICAL CONSTANTS **********
17 C = 29979245800; % Speed of light, cm / s
18 MU0 = 4 * pi; % Magnetic permeability in air (= 4*pi*10ˆ(−7) N/Aˆ2), G * mm / A
19 PLANCK CONSTANT = 6.6261 * 10ˆ(−27) / (2 * pi); % Reduced Planck constant, erg * s
20 BOHR MAGNETON = 0.927 * 10ˆ(−20); % erg / G
21 BOLTZMANN CONSTANT = 1.380658 * 10ˆ(−16); % erg / K
22
23 %% ********** EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS ***************
24 ATOMIC WAVELENGTH = 421.1714 * 10ˆ(−7); % Atomic wavelength for the transition, cm
25 ATOMIC WAVEVECTOR = 2 * pi / ATOMIC WAVELENGTH; % Atomic wavevector, cmˆ(−1)
26 GAMMA = 2.08 * 10ˆ8; % NIST A ki, sˆ(−1)
27 DETUNING = −0.7 * GAMMA − 2 * pi * 2 * 300 * 10ˆ6; % = \omega l − \omega a, McClelland 06 ...
PRL MOT paper, sˆ(−1), 300 MHz is frequency of AOM
28 OVEN TEMPERATURE = 1490; % K
29 DY MASS = 162 / (6.022 * 10ˆ23); % g
30 INCOMING VELOCITY = sqrt(3 * BOLTZMANN CONSTANT * OVEN TEMPERATURE / DY MASS); % Most ...
probable velocity of incoming atom beam, cm / s
31 WAVEVECTOR = (DETUNING + ATOMIC WAVEVECTOR * C) / C; % Wavevector of laser, cmˆ(−1)
32
33 CAPTURE VELOCITY = 3000; % Our guessed optimal final velocity coming out of slower to be ...
captured in MOT, chosen to be 30 m/s by comparing other groups, cm / s
34
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35 ACCELERATION MAX = (PLANCK CONSTANT * WAVEVECTOR * GAMMA) / (2 * DY MASS); % Maximum ...
acceleration from recoil, cm / sˆ2
36 FUDGE FACTOR = 0.5; % Fudge factor, = s0 / (1 + s0), s0 = I / I s, 0.4, 0.5, or 0.6
37 MAGNETIC MOMENT = (1.22 * 9 − 1.24159 * 8) * BOHR MAGNETON; % Magnetic moment, = (g {F'} * ...
M {F'} − g F * M F) * BOHR MAGNETON, erg / G
38
39 %% *********************** MOT PARAMETERS *********************************
40 % dB/dz at rho = 0 (z is a vertical coordinate and rho is a radial
41 % coordinate) is targetted as about 50 G / cm. (Reference Erbium paper, McClleland)
42
43 DISTANCE ZSLOWER2MOT = 681; % Distance from the first coil of Zeeman slower to the center ...
of MOT, mm
44 COIL SPACING MOT = 4.2; % mm
45 CURRENT MOT = 60; %A
46 N LOOPS RHO = 7; % 7
47 N LOOPS Z = 10; % 10
48 R MIN = 6.3 * 2.54 * 10 / 2 + COIL SPACING MOT / 2; % The radius of the most inner loop, mm
49 A MIN = 2.78 /2 * 2.54 * 10 + COIL SPACING MOT / 2; % The distance from the center of MOT ...
to the center of most bottom coil, mm
50
51 %% ********* ZEEMAN SLOWER PARAMETERS OF SECTION I & II **********
52 INSIDE RADIUS = 14.2875; % The radius of the Copper tube (diameter of 1 1/8" = ...
28.575 mm), mm
53 COIL SPACING = 1; % The thickness of coil (wire), mm
54
55 CURRENT 1 = 2.7; % Current in Section I (the one far from MOT), A
56 CURRENT 2 = −2.6; % Current in Section II (the one close from MOT), A
57 % \eta = 0.4 −> CURRENT 1 = 2.65, CURRENT 2 = −2.8
58 % \eta = 0.5 −> CURRENT 1 = 2.7, CURRENT 2 = −2.8
59 % \eta = 0.6 −> CURRENT 1 = 2.7, CURRENT 2 = −2.8
60
61 MAX LOOP 1 = 11; % Last solenoid of Section I in simulation
62 MAX LOOP 2 = 29; % Last solenoid of Section II in simulation
63 % \eta = 0.4, MAX LOOP 1 = 11, MAX LOOP 2 = 28
64 % \eta = 0.5, MAX LOOP 1 = 11, MAX LOOP 2 = 29
65 % \eta = 0.6, MAX LOOP 1 = 11, MAX LOOP 2 = 29
66
67 FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION = 60; % Extension of simulation, mm
68 FIELD AFTER EXTENSION = 40; % Extension of simulation, mm
69 % \eta = 0.4 −> FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION = 60, FIELD AFTER EXTENSION = 40
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70 % \eta = 0.5 −> FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION = 60, FIELD AFTER EXTENSION = 40
71 % \eta = 0.6 −> FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION = 60, FIELD AFTER EXTENSION = 40
72
73 FIELD LENGTH = round((INCOMING VELOCITYˆ2 − CAPTURE VELOCITYˆ2) / (2 * FUDGE FACTOR * ...
ACCELERATION MAX) * 10); % Length of the field that actually matters, mm
74 FIELD BEFORE = 300; % Gap before Zeeman slower, mm
75 FIELD AFTER = 300; % Gap after Zeeman slower, mm
76 MAX LENGTH = FIELD BEFORE − FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION + DISTANCE ZSLOWER2MOT; % Length ...
of whole physical simulation, mm
77
78 CROSSING = round(FIELD BEFORE + INCOMING VELOCITYˆ2 / (2 * FUDGE FACTOR * ...
ACCELERATION MAX) *...
79 (1 − (DETUNING / (WAVEVECTOR * INCOMING VELOCITY))ˆ2) * 10); % Crossing point of B = 0 ...
from z = 1, mm
80
81 X SHIFT 1 = 7; % X Shift of the Section I of artificially fitted field (x shift1 > 0 ...
always, to −z direction), mm
82 X SHIFT 2 = 17; % X Shift of the Section II of artificially fitted field (x shift2 > 0 ...
always, to +z direction), mm
83 % \eta = 0.4, X SHIFT 1 = 5, X SHIFT 2 = 18
84 % \eta = 0.5, X SHIFT 1 = 7, X SHIFT 2 = 17
85 % \eta = 0.6, X SHIFT 1 = 7, X SHIFT 2 = 17
86
87 FLAG = 1; % 0 −> chiSq is evealuated ONLY from field length, 1 −> chiSq is evaluated from ...
the WHOLE simulated interval
88
89 FIELD END = FIELD BEFORE + FIELD LENGTH; % Field end from z = 1, where field is the ...
minimum, mm
90 %% ************ ZEEMAN SLOWER PARAMETERS OF SECTION III & IV **********
91
92 COIL SPACING 3 = 4.2; % 4.2 mm diameter for bigger wire with water through, 1 mm diameter ...
for smaller wire, mm
93 COIL SPACING 4 = 1; % mm
94
95 SOLENOID LENGTH 3 = COIL SPACING 3 * [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1];
96 SOLENOID LENGTH 4 = COIL SPACING 4 * [0];
97 % Length of Section III & IV which determines turn of windings, mm
98 % 5 layers of 4.2 mm wire of Section III are maximum not to go over the CF flange, but we ...
may have more with additional construction.
99 % \eta = 0.4, SOLENOID LENGTH 3 = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1], SOLENOID LENGTH 4 = [0]
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100 % \eta = 0.5, SOLENOID LENGTH 3 = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1], SOLENOID LENGTH 4 = [0]
101 % \eta = 0.6, SOLENOID LENGTH 3 = [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1], SOLENOID LENGTH 4 = [0]
102
103 CURRENT 3 = 41; % Current of Section III, A
104 CURRENT 4 = 0; % Current of Section IV, A
105 % \eta = 0.4, CURRENT 3 = 38, CURRENT 4 = 0
106 % \eta = 0.5, CURRENT 3 = 41, CURRENT 4 = 0
107 % \eta = 0.6, CURRENT 3 = 39, CURRENT 4 = 0
108
109 CF FLANGE = 12.7; % 1/2" (12.7 mm, thickness of 2−3/4" OD CF flange), mm
110
111 INSIDE RADIUS 3 = 14.2875;
112 INSIDE RADIUS 4 = 9.525;
113 % Outer diameter of tubes for Section III & IV, mm
114 % 14.2875 mm copper tube OD, 9.525 mm stainless steel tube OD
115
116 GAP = COIL SPACING 3;
117
118 STARTING POSITION 3 = FIELD END + FIELD AFTER EXTENSION + 1/2 + 1/2 * COIL SPACING 3 + GAP;
119 STARTING POSITION 4 = FIELD END + FIELD AFTER EXTENSION + 1/2 + SOLENOID LENGTH 3(1)...
120 + 1/2 * COIL SPACING 4 + CF FLANGE;
121 % Starting position of Section III & IV from z = 1, mm
122
123 LAYER 3 = length(SOLENOID LENGTH 3); % Number of layers of solenoids in Section III & IV
124 LAYER 4 = length(SOLENOID LENGTH 4);
125
126 %% ********* SLOWER LENGTH CALCULATION BY CASE AND SLOWER END *********
127
128 SLOWER LENGTH = FIELD LENGTH + FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION + FIELD AFTER EXTENSION...
129 + 2 * 1/2 + GAP + SOLENOID LENGTH 3(1);
130 % The length of a tube needed for Zeeman slower, mm
131 % 2 * 1/2 mm −> takes account of two halves of winding at two ends of Section I & II
132
133 SLOWER START = FIELD BEFORE − FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION;
134 SLOWER END = FIELD LENGTH + FIELD BEFORE + FIELD AFTER EXTENSION + 1/2 + GAP + 1/2 * ...
SOLENOID LENGTH 3(1); % Physical slower end from z = 1, mm
A.2.4 MOT field.m
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1 % scans and computes the magnetic field for the given ranges from rho min to rho max and ...
from z min to z max
2 % rho min, rho max, z min, z max in mm
3 % scanNplot(rho min, rho max, z min, z max, A min, R min, I, n loops rho, n loops z, ...
coil diameter, direction)
4 % direction: 1 for pairs of current loops in the SAME direction (Helmholtz configuration)
5 % direction: −1 for pairs of current loops in the OPPOSITE direction(Anti−Helmholtz ...
configuration)
6 % rho and z are the coordinates of MOT (NOTE THAT THESE ARE DIFFERENT FROM THOSE IN ZSLOWER)
7
8 function MOT field
9
10 global MAX LENGTH A MIN R MIN CURRENT MOT N LOOPS RHO N LOOPS Z COIL SPACING MOT MOT FIELD
11
12 MOT FIELD = zeros(MAX LENGTH, 1);
13 B rho 1 = zeros(N LOOPS RHO, N LOOPS Z);
14 z = 0;
15
16 for m = 1 : MAX LENGTH
17
18 rho = MAX LENGTH − m;
19
20 for j = 1 : N LOOPS Z % number of loops in z direction
21
22 for i = 1 : N LOOPS RHO % number of loops in rho direction
23
24 A = A MIN + (j − 1) * COIL SPACING MOT;
25 R = R MIN + (i − 1) * COIL SPACING MOT;
26
27 %***** Upper Coil *****%
28 [B rho u, B z u] = B field(rho, z, R, A, CURRENT MOT);
29
30
31 %***** Lower Coil *****%
32 [B rho l, B z l] = B field(rho, z, R, −A, −CURRENT MOT);
33
34 B rho 1(i,j) = −(B rho u + B rho l); % B rho due to one pair of current loop
35
36 end
37
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38 end
39
40 MOT FIELD(m) = MOT FIELD(m) + sum(sum(B rho 1)); % G
41
42 end
A.2.5 initialize.m
1 %% ************** INITIALIZE GLOBAL CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES ***************
2
3 function initialize
4
5 global DESIRED FIELD FITTED FLAG FIELD BEFORE X SHIFT 1 DETUNING INCOMING VELOCITY...
6 WAVEVECTOR PLANCK CONSTANT MAGNETIC MOMENT CROSSING FUDGE FACTOR ACCELERATION MAX...
7 X SHIFT 2 FIELD LENGTH MAX LENGTH MAX LOOP 1 MAX LOOP 2 FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION...
8 FIELD AFTER EXTENSION CURRENT 1 CURRENT 2 SOLENOID FIELD END MOT FIELD MEASURED Z...
9 MEASURED FIELD
10
11 %% ************** INITIALIZE FIELDS *********************
12 DESIRED = zeros(MAX LENGTH, 1); % Desired (theoretical) field
13 FIELD = MOT FIELD; % Simulated field, initially MOT FIELD is assigned
14 FITTED = zeros(MAX LENGTH, 1); % Artificially fitted field to which the simulated field is ...
fitted
15
16
17 %% *************** MAKE ARTIFICIALLY FITTED FIELD *****************************
18
19 for z = 1 : FIELD BEFORE − X SHIFT 1 − 1
20 if FLAG == 0
21 FITTED(z) = 0;
22 else
23 FITTED(z) = (DETUNING + INCOMING VELOCITY * WAVEVECTOR) * PLANCK CONSTANT / ...
MAGNETIC MOMENT;
24 end
25 end
26
27 for z = FIELD BEFORE − X SHIFT 1 : CROSSING − X SHIFT 1
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28 FITTED(z) = PLANCK CONSTANT * DETUNING / MAGNETIC MOMENT + PLANCK CONSTANT * ...
INCOMING VELOCITY * WAVEVECTOR / MAGNETIC MOMENT *...
29 sqrt(1 − (2 * FUDGE FACTOR * ACCELERATION MAX * (z − FIELD BEFORE + X SHIFT 1) / ...
10) / INCOMING VELOCITYˆ2);
30 end
31
32 for z = CROSSING − X SHIFT 1 + 1 : CROSSING + X SHIFT 2
33 FITTED(z) = 0;
34 end
35
36 for z = CROSSING + X SHIFT 2 + 1 : FIELD END + X SHIFT 2
37 FITTED(z) = PLANCK CONSTANT * DETUNING / MAGNETIC MOMENT + PLANCK CONSTANT * ...
INCOMING VELOCITY * WAVEVECTOR / MAGNETIC MOMENT *...
38 sqrt(1 − (2 * FUDGE FACTOR * ACCELERATION MAX * (z − FIELD BEFORE − X SHIFT 2) / ...
10) / INCOMING VELOCITYˆ2);
39 end
40
41 for z = FIELD END + X SHIFT 2 + 1 : MAX LENGTH
42 if FLAG == 0
43 FITTED(z) = 0;
44 else
45 FITTED(z) = PLANCK CONSTANT * DETUNING / MAGNETIC MOMENT + PLANCK CONSTANT * ...
INCOMING VELOCITY * WAVEVECTOR / MAGNETIC MOMENT *...
46 sqrt(1 − (2 * FUDGE FACTOR * ACCELERATION MAX * FIELD LENGTH / 10) / ...
INCOMING VELOCITYˆ2);
47 end
48 end
49
50 %% *************** MAKE DESIRED FIELD *****************************
51 for z = 1 : FIELD BEFORE − 1
52 DESIRED(z) = 0;
53 end
54 for z = FIELD BEFORE : FIELD BEFORE + FIELD LENGTH
55 DESIRED(z) = PLANCK CONSTANT * DETUNING / MAGNETIC MOMENT + PLANCK CONSTANT * ...
INCOMING VELOCITY * WAVEVECTOR / MAGNETIC MOMENT *...
56 sqrt(1 − (2 * FUDGE FACTOR * ACCELERATION MAX * (z − FIELD BEFORE) / 10) / ...
INCOMING VELOCITYˆ2);
57 end
58 for z = FIELD BEFORE + FIELD LENGTH + 1 : MAX LENGTH
59 DESIRED(z) = 0;
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60 end
61
62 %% ***************** INITIALIZE SOLENOIDS *************************
63 for a = 1 : MAX LOOP 1
64 SOLENOID(a).START I = FIELD BEFORE − FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION;
65 SOLENOID(a).MAX LENGTH = CROSSING − FIELD BEFORE + FIELD BEFORE EXTENSION;
66 SOLENOID(a).LAYER = a;
67 SOLENOID(a).CURRENT = CURRENT 1;
68 SOLENOID(a).LENGTH = 0;
69 end
70
71 for a = (MAX LOOP 1 + 1) : MAX LOOP 2
72 SOLENOID(a).START I = FIELD LENGTH + FIELD BEFORE + FIELD AFTER EXTENSION;
73 SOLENOID(a).MAX LENGTH = FIELD END − CROSSING + FIELD AFTER EXTENSION;
74 SOLENOID(a).LAYER = a − MAX LOOP 1;
75 SOLENOID(a).CURRENT = CURRENT 2;
76 SOLENOID(a).LENGTH = 0;
77 end
78
79 %% ****************** MEASURED FIELD *********************************
80
81 temp = csvread('field measurement.csv');
82 MEASURED Z = temp(:,1);
83 MEASURED FIELD = temp(:,2);
84
85 %plot(MEASURED Z LEFT, MEASURED FIELD LEFT, '*r', MEASURED Z RIGHT, MEASURED FIELD RIGHT, ...
'*r')
A.2.6 fit solenoids.m
1 %% ************** FIT ALL SOLENOIDS OF SECTION I & II TO THE FIELD *****************
2
3
4 function fit solenoids
5
6 global MAX LOOP 1 MAX LOOP 2
7 global SOLENOID
8
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9 %** FIT SOLENOIDS IN SECTION I ***
10 check = 1;
11 a = 1;
12 while (a <= MAX LOOP 1) && (check == 1)
13 check = fit solenoid(a, 1);
14
15 if check
16 fprintf('Solenoid %d: Length: %.1f mm\n', a, SOLENOID(a).LENGTH)
17 end
18 a = a + 1;
19 end
20
21 %** FIT SOLENOIDS IN SECTION II ***
22 check = 1;
23 a = MAX LOOP 1 + 1;
24 while (a <= MAX LOOP 2) && (check == 1)
25 check = fit solenoid(a, −1);
26 if check
27 fprintf('Solenoid %d: Length: %.1f mm\n', a, SOLENOID(a).LENGTH)
28 end
29 a = a + 1;
30 end
31
32
33 %% ***************** SUBFUNCTIONS START **************************
34 % *****************************************************************
35
36 %*** FIT AN INDIVIDUAL SOLENOID TO THE fitted FIELD WITHIN GIVEN LIMITS ***
37 function check = fit solenoid(a, direction)
38
39 global SOLENOID INSIDE RADIUS COIL SPACING
40 global TEMP FIELD FIELD
41
42 TEMP FIELD = FIELD;
43 modified = 0;
44 current = SOLENOID(a).CURRENT;
45 radius = (SOLENOID(a).LAYER − 0.5) * COIL SPACING + INSIDE RADIUS;
46
47 max chiSq = chi sq;
48
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49 for i = 0 : SOLENOID(a).MAX LENGTH − 1
50
51 position = SOLENOID(a).START I + direction * i * COIL SPACING;
52 add dz section (radius, position, current);
53 chiSq = chi sq;
54
55 if chiSq > max chiSq
56 break
57 end
58
59 FIELD = TEMP FIELD;
60 max chiSq = chiSq;
61 modified = 1;
62
63 end
64
65 if (modified) && ((i − 1) >= 1)
66 SOLENOID(a).LENGTH = i − 1;
67 check = modified;
68 else
69 SOLENOID(a).LENGTH = 0;
70 check = 0;
71 end
72
73 % ************** ADD THE FIELD FROM A TINY SOLENOID SECTION **************
74 function add dz section(radius, position, current)
75
76 global MU0 MAX LENGTH TEMP FIELD COIL SPACING
77
78 rsq = radius * radius;
79 junk = MU0 * current * rsq;
80 twospacing = 2 * COIL SPACING;
81
82 for z = 1 : MAX LENGTH
83 TEMP FIELD(z) = TEMP FIELD(z) + junk / (twospacing * power((rsq + power(z − position, ...
2)), 1.5));
84 end
85
86 % ************** COMPUTE CHI SQUARED ******************
87 function chiSq = chi sq
91
88
89 global FITTED TEMP FIELD FIELD BEFORE X SHIFT 1 FIELD LENGTH X SHIFT 2 CROSSING FLAG
90
91 delta = abs(FITTED − TEMP FIELD);
92
93 if FLAG == 0
94 chiSq = sum(delta(FIELD BEFORE − X SHIFT 1 : CROSSING − X SHIFT 2).ˆ2) + ...
sum(delta(CROSSING + X SHIFT 2 + 1 : FIELD BEFORE + FIELD LENGTH + X SHIFT 2).ˆ2);
95 else
96 chiSq = sum(delta.ˆ2);
97 end
A.2.7 add solenoids.m
1 %% ************* ADD ADITIONAL SOLENOIDS IN SECTION III & IV *************
2
3 function add solenoids
4
5 global MU0 LAYER 3 CURRENT 3 INSIDE RADIUS 3 COIL SPACING 3 MAX LENGTH FIELD...
6 LAYER 4 CURRENT 4 INSIDE RADIUS 4 COIL SPACING 4 STARTING POSITION 3...
7 STARTING POSITION 4 SOLENOID LENGTH 3 SOLENOID LENGTH 4
8
9 for a = 1 : LAYER 3
10
11 fprintf('Additional Solenoid %d: Length: %.1f mm\n', a, SOLENOID LENGTH 3(a))
12
13 radius = (a − 0.5) * COIL SPACING 3 + INSIDE RADIUS 3;
14 rsq = radius * radius;
15 junk = MU0 * CURRENT 3 * rsq;
16 twospacing = 2 * COIL SPACING 3;
17
18 for i = 0 : SOLENOID LENGTH 3(a) − 1
19 position = STARTING POSITION 3 + i * COIL SPACING 3;
20
21 for z = 1 : MAX LENGTH
22 FIELD(z) = FIELD(z) + junk / (twospacing * power((rsq + power(z − position, ...
2)), 1.5));
23 end
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24
25 end
26 end
27
28 for a = 1 : LAYER 4
29
30 fprintf('Additional Solenoid %d: Length: %.1f mm\n', a, SOLENOID LENGTH 4(a))
31
32 radius = (a − 0.5) * COIL SPACING 4 + INSIDE RADIUS 4;
33 rsq = radius * radius;
34 junk = MU0 * CURRENT 4 * rsq;
35 twospacing = 2 * COIL SPACING 4;
36
37 for i = 0 : SOLENOID LENGTH 4(a) − 1
38 position = STARTING POSITION 4 + i * COIL SPACING 4;
39
40 for z = 1 : MAX LENGTH
41 FIELD(z) = FIELD(z) + junk / (twospacing * power((rsq + power(z − position, ...
2)), 1.5));
42 end
43
44 end
45 end
A.2.8 draw field solenoid.m
1 %************** DRAW THE MAGNETIC FIELDS AND SOLENOID STRUCTURE ******************************
2 function draw field solenoid
3
4
5 global MAX LENGTH FIELD FITTED DESIRED COIL SPACING MAX LOOP 1...
6 MAX LOOP 2 SOLENOID INSIDE RADIUS FIELD LENGTH FIELD BEFORE...
7 SLOWER END SLOWER LENGTH FUDGE FACTOR OVEN TEMPERATURE CAPTURE VELOCITY...
8 WIRE LENGTH 12 SLOWER START MOT FIELD MEASURED Z MEASURED FIELD
9
10 %% ********************** DRAW FITTED AND SIMULATED MAGNETIC FIELDS *******************
11
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12 last slowing point = find(FIELD == min(FIELD)); % Actual last point where slowing ...
scattering occurs, mm from z = 0, NOT equal to FIELD END
13
14 % DRAW FIGURE 1
15 figure
16 plot(1 : MAX LENGTH, FIELD, ':b', 1 : MAX LENGTH, FITTED, '−−g', 1 : MAX LENGTH, DESIRED, ...
'−r', 1 : MAX LENGTH, FIELD − MOT FIELD, '−k', MEASURED Z, MEASURED FIELD, '*r')
17 xlabel('distance of Zeeman slower along the atom beam (mm)')
18 ylabel('magnetic field (Gauss)')
19 title fig1 = sprintf('Plot of Fitted and Simulated Magnetic Fields, \\eta = %.1f, oven ...
temp. = %d K, v f = %d m/s',FUDGE FACTOR, OVEN TEMPERATURE, CAPTURE VELOCITY/100);
20 title(title fig1)
21 legend('simulated field','artificially fitted field','desired field', 'simulated field − ...
MOT field', 'measured data (B z) with MOT OFF', 1)
22
23 range fig 1 = 400;
24 line([SLOWER START SLOWER START], [−range fig 1 range fig 1])
25 line([last slowing point last slowing point], [−range fig 1 range fig 1])
26 line([SLOWER END SLOWER END], [−range fig 1 range fig 1])
27 line([MAX LENGTH MAX LENGTH], [−range fig 1 range fig 1])
28 text(SLOWER START + 10, −range fig 1, 'First Coil','rotation', 90);
29 text(last slowing point + 10, −range fig 1, 'Last Slowing Point', 'rotation', 90);
30 text(SLOWER END + 10, −range fig 1, 'Last Coil', 'rotation', 90);
31 text(MAX LENGTH + 10, −range fig 1, 'Center of MOT', 'rotation', 90);
32
33 % DRAW FIGURE 2
34 figure
35 difference = DESIRED − FIELD;
36 plot(1 : MAX LENGTH, difference, '.k')
37 xlabel('distance of Zeeman slower along the atom beam (mm)')
38 ylabel('desired field − simulated field (Gauss)')
39 title fig2 = sprintf('Plot of Difference in Simulation, \\eta = %.1f, oven temp. = %d K, ...
v f = %d m/s',FUDGE FACTOR, OVEN TEMPERATURE, CAPTURE VELOCITY/100);
40 title(title fig2)
41 axis([FIELD BEFORE FIELD BEFORE+FIELD LENGTH −5 5])
42
43 % % DRAW FIGURE 3
44 % figure
45 % plot(1 : MAX LENGTH, difference, '.k')
46 % xlabel('distance of Zeeman slower along the atom beam (mm)')
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47 % ylabel('desired field − simulated field (Gauss)')
48 % title fig3 = sprintf('Plot of Difference in Simulation, \\eta = %.1f, oven temp. = %d K, ...
v f = %d m/s',FUDGE FACTOR, OVEN TEMPERATURE, CAPTURE VELOCITY/100);
49 % title(title fig3)
50 % %range fig 3 = 1;
51 %
52 % gradient = (FIELD(MAX LENGTH) − FIELD(MAX LENGTH − 1)) * 10; % Field gradient (dBz/dz, G ...
/ cm) at the center of MOT
53 % gradient fig = sprintf('%.2f G/cm',gradient);
54 % text(MAX LENGTH, 0, gradient fig);
55 %
56 % line([SLOWER START SLOWER START], [−range fig 3 range fig 3])
57 % line([last slowing point last slowing point], [−range fig 3 range fig 3])
58 % line([SLOWER END SLOWER END], [−range fig 3 range fig 3])
59 % line([MAX LENGTH MAX LENGTH], [−range fig 3 range fig 3])
60 % text(SLOWER START + 10, −range fig 3, 'First Coil','rotation', 90);
61 % text(last slowing point + 10, −range fig 3, 'Last Slowing Point', 'rotation',90);
62 % text(SLOWER END + 10, −range fig 3, 'Last Coil', 'rotation', 90);
63 % text(MAX LENGTH + 10 , −range fig 3, 'Center of MOT', 'rotation', 90);
64 %
65 % axis([last slowing point last slowing point+300 −range fig 3 range fig 3])
66
67 % DRAW FIGURE 3 gradient
68 figure
69 plot(1.5 : MAX LENGTH − 0.5, diff(FIELD) * 10, '.k')
70 xlabel('distance of Zeeman slower along the atom beam (mm)')
71 ylabel('dBz/dz (Gauss / cm)')
72 title fig3 = sprintf('Plot of dBz/dz in Simulation, \\eta = %.1f, oven temp. = %d K, v f = ...
%d m/s',FUDGE FACTOR, OVEN TEMPERATURE, CAPTURE VELOCITY/100);
73 title(title fig3)
74 axis([MAX LENGTH − 10 MAX LENGTH −24.5 −23.5])
75
76
77
78 %% ****** DRAW ZEEMAN SLOWER STRUCTURE **************
79
80 WIRE LENGTH 12 = 0; % Total length of wire in Section I & II
81
82 % DRAW FIGURE 4
83 figure
95
84 hold on
85 axis equal
86 axis([0 MAX LENGTH 0 70 * COIL SPACING])
87 xlabel('distance of Zeeman slower along the atom beam (mm)')
88 ylabel('radial distance (mm)')
89 title fig4 = sprintf('Coil Profile of Zeeman Slower, \\eta = %.1f, oven temp. = %d K, v f ...
= %d m/s',FUDGE FACTOR, OVEN TEMPERATURE, CAPTURE VELOCITY/100);
90 title(title fig4)
91 text fig4 = sprintf('The length of copper tube required is %.2f mm.', SLOWER LENGTH);
92 text(0 , −120 , text fig4)
93
94
95 %% ********* MAKE A FILE FOR AUTOCAD DRAWING (ONLY SECTION I & II DRAWN) *************
96 fid = fopen('drawing.scr','w');
97
98 fprintf(fid,'multiple\n');
99 fprintf(fid,'circle \n');
100 mm2inch = 1 / 25.4; % mm to inch conversion for AutoCAD
101
102 %% *******************************************************
103
104 for a = 1 : MAX LOOP 2
105 if SOLENOID(a).CURRENT == 0;
106 continue;
107 end
108 if a <= MAX LOOP 1
109 direction = +1; % Scanning direction (+1 −> along +z−axis)
110 else
111 direction = −1;
112 end
113
114 for i = 0 : (SOLENOID(a).LENGTH − 1) / COIL SPACING
115
116 z = SOLENOID(a).START I + direction * i * COIL SPACING;
117 x = (SOLENOID(a).LAYER − 0.5)* COIL SPACING + INSIDE RADIUS;
118 plot(z, x,'.k');
119
120 WIRE LENGTH 12 = 2 * pi * x + WIRE LENGTH 12;
121
122 %% ****** DRAWING FOR AUTOCAD, POSITION AND RADIUS ****
96
123 fprintf(fid, '%f,%f\n', z * mm2inch, x * mm2inch);
124 fprintf(fid, '%f\n', COIL SPACING / 2 * mm2inch);
125 %% *****************************************************
126
127 end
128 end
129
130 fprintf('WIRE LENGTH 12 = %.2f ft, %.2f m.\n', WIRE LENGTH 12 * 0.00328083, WIRE LENGTH 12 ...
* 10ˆ(−3));
131
132 tilefigs([2 2], 50)
133
134 fclose(fid);
A.2.9 draw solenoids.m
1 %% ***************** DRAW ADDITIONAL SOLENOIDS *********************
2
3 function draw solenoids
4
5 global LAYER 3 STARTING POSITION 3 SOLENOID LENGTH 3 COIL SPACING 3...
6 INSIDE RADIUS 3 LAYER 4 STARTING POSITION 4 SOLENOID LENGTH 4 COIL SPACING 4...
7 INSIDE RADIUS 4 CURRENT 3 CURRENT 4 WIRE LENGTH 34
8
9 WIRE LENGTH 34 = 0; % Total length of wire in Section III & IV
10
11 for a = 1:LAYER 3
12
13 if CURRENT 3 == 0;
14 continue;
15 end
16
17 for i = 0 : (SOLENOID LENGTH 3(a) −1) / COIL SPACING 3
18
19 z = STARTING POSITION 3 + i * COIL SPACING 3;
20 x = (a − 0.5) * COIL SPACING 3 + INSIDE RADIUS 3;
21 plot(z, x,'.k');
22
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23 WIRE LENGTH 34 = 2 * pi * x + WIRE LENGTH 34;
24
25 end
26 end
27
28 for a = 1:LAYER 4
29
30 if CURRENT 4 == 0;
31 continue;
32 end
33
34 for i = 0 : (SOLENOID LENGTH 4(a) −1) / COIL SPACING 4
35
36 z = STARTING POSITION 4 + i * COIL SPACING 4;
37 x = (a − 0.5) * COIL SPACING 4 + INSIDE RADIUS 4;
38 plot(z, x,'.k');
39
40 WIRE LENGTH 34 = 2 * pi * x + WIRE LENGTH 34;
41
42 end
43
44 end
45
46 fprintf('WIRE LENGTH 34 = %.2f ft, %.2f m.\n', WIRE LENGTH 34 * 0.00328083, WIRE LENGTH 34 ...
* 10ˆ(−3));
A.2.10 B field.m
1 % Computes the components of magnetic field (unit of G) due to a loop of coil with current
2 % rho, z, R, A in mm
3 % I in A (Ampere)
4
5 function [B rho, B z] = B field(rho, z, R, A, I)
6
7 global MU0
8
9 % argument of complete elliptical integral
10 k = sqrt(4 * R * rho / ((R + rho)ˆ2 + (z − A)ˆ2));
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11
12 alpha = 0 : pi/200 : pi/2; % limits used in elliptical integrals
13
14 % first term involving elliptical integrals in B rho
15 integrand 1 rho = (sin(alpha).ˆ2 − 1) ./ ((1 − kˆ2) * sqrt(1 − kˆ2 * sin(alpha).ˆ2));
16 ellip int term 1 rho = 4 * R / ((R + rho)ˆ2 + (z − A)ˆ2) * trapz(alpha , integrand 1 rho);
17
18 % second term involving elliptical integral in B rho
19 integrand 2 rho = sqrt(1 − kˆ2 * sin(alpha).ˆ2);
20 ellip int term 2 rho = 2 * R / ((1 − kˆ2) * ((R + rho)ˆ2 + (z − A)ˆ2)) * trapz(alpha, ...
integrand 2 rho);
21
22 % computes B rho at a point of interest
23 B rho = − MU0 * I * (z − A) / (2 * pi) / sqrt((R + rho)ˆ2 + (z − A)ˆ2)...
24 * (ellip int term 1 rho + ellip int term 2 rho);
25
26 % first term involving elliptical integrals in B z
27 integrand 1 z = 1 ./ sqrt(1 − kˆ2 * sin(alpha).ˆ2);
28 ellip int term 1 z = trapz(alpha , integrand 1 z);
29
30 % second term involving elliptical integral in B z
31 integrand 2 z = sqrt(1 − kˆ2 * sin(alpha).ˆ2);
32 ellip int term 2 z = (2 * R * (R + rho) / (((R + rho)ˆ2 + (z − A)ˆ2) * (1 − kˆ2)) − 1 / (1 ...
− kˆ2)) * trapz(alpha, integrand 2 z);
33
34 % th
35 B z = MU0 * I / (2 * pi) / sqrt((R + rho)ˆ2 + (z − A)ˆ2) * (ellip int term 1 z + ...
ellip int term 2 z);
A.3 Quadrupole field coil simulation
B field.m is written in Appendix A.2.10.
A.3.1 MOT COIL.m
1 % *********** THIS PROGRAM IS ONLY FOR CIRCULAR MOT COIL. **********
2
3 % COMPUTES AND PLOT THE MAGNETIC FIELD FROM MANY PAIRS OF CURRENT LOOPS
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4 % IN THE SAME OR THE OPPSITE DIRECTIONS
5
6 clear
7 close all
8 home
9
10 %% PARAMETERS USED IN THIS SIMULATION
11 global mu0
12
13 d = −1;
14 % direction of current
15 % −1 (opposite direction) for Anti−Helmholtz configuration, +1 (same direction) for ...
Helmtholtz configuration
16 % −1 for MOT coil
17
18 mu0 = 4 * pi; % permeability for free space (close to air), G mm / A
19
20 coil diameter = 4.2;
21 % diameter of wire used, mm
22
23 I = 60;
24 % electric current used, A
25
26 n loops rho = 7;
27 % number of turns in rho direction
28
29 n loops z = 10;
30 % number of turns in z direction
31
32 A min = 2.78 /2 * 25.4 + coil diameter / 2;
33 % the distance from the center of MOT to the center of bottom most coil, mm
34
35 R min = 6.3 * 25.4 / 2 + coil diameter / 2;
36 % the radius of the most inner loop, mm
37
38 %% MAIN SCRIPT
39
40 [B rho, B z] = scanNsum field(0, 300, 0, 0, A min, R min, I, n loops rho, n loops z, ...
coil diameter, d);
41
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42 plot field(0, 300, 0, 0, B rho, B z, d)
43
44 [B rho, B z] = scanNsum field(0, 0, −500, 500, A min, R min, I, n loops rho, n loops z, ...
coil diameter, d);
45
46 plot field(0, 0, −500, 500, B rho, B z, d)
A.3.2 scanNsum field.m
1 % scans and computes the magnetic field for the given ranges from rho min
2 % to rho max and from z min to z max
3 % plots the results
4 % rho min, rho max, z min, z max in mm
5
6 function [B rho, B z] = scanNsum field(rho min, rho max, z min, z max, A min, R min, I, ...
n loops rho, n loops z, coil diameter, d)
7
8 n = 100; % division (number of steps) between rho min and rho max or z min and z max
9 drho = (rho max − rho min) / n;
10 dz = (z max − z min) / n;
11
12 % initialize B field variables
13 B rho 1 = zeros(n loops rho, n loops z);
14 B z 1 = zeros(n loops rho, n loops z);
15 B rho = zeros(1, n + 1);
16 B z = zeros(1, n + 1);
17
18 for m = 1 : n + 1
19
20 rho = rho min + (m − 1) * drho;
21 z = z min + (m − 1) * dz;
22
23 for j = 1 : n loops z % number of loops in z direction
24
25 for i = 1 : n loops rho % number of loops in rho direction
26
27 A = A min + (j − 1) * coil diameter;
28 R = R min + (i − 1) * coil diameter;
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29
30 %***** Upper Coil *****%
31 [B rho u, B z u] = B field(rho, z, R, A, I);
32
33 %***** Lower Coil *****%
34 [B rho l, B z l] = B field(rho, z, R, −A, d*I);
35
36 B rho 1(i,j) = B rho u + B rho l; % B rho due to one pair of current loop
37 B z 1(i,j) = B z u + B z l; % B z due to one pair of current loop
38
39 end
40
41 end
42
43 B rho(m) = B rho(m) + sum(sum(B rho 1)); % G
44 B z(m) = B z(m) + sum(sum(B z 1)); % G
45
46 end
A.3.3 plot field.m
1 function plot field(rho min, rho max, z min, z max, B rho, B z, d)
2
3 %% *** LOAD DATA OF MEASURED FIELD ***
4
5 temp1 = csvread('MOT separate.csv');
6 temp2 = csvread('MOT together.csv');
7
8 MEASURED RHO 1 = temp1(:,1);
9 MEASURED FIELD RHO 1 = temp1(:,2);
10
11 MEASURED Z 1 = temp1(:,3);
12 MEASURED FIELD Z 1 = temp1(:,4);
13
14 MEASURED RHO 2 = temp2(:,1);
15 MEASURED FIELD RHO 2 = temp2(:,2);
16
17 MEASURED Z 2 = temp2(:,3);
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18 MEASURED FIELD Z 2 = temp2(:,4);
19
20
21 %%
22
23 n = 100; % division (number of steps) between rho min and rho max or z min and z max
24 drho = (rho max − rho min) / n;
25 dz = (z max − z min) / n;
26
27 if rho min ˜= rho max
28 x vector = rho min + drho * [0 : n];
29 xlabel fig = sprintf('\\rho (mm)');
30 title fig = sprintf('Magnetic Field Profile as a Function of \\rho, z = %.1f mm',z min);
31 else
32 x vector = z min + dz * [0 : n];
33 xlabel fig = sprintf('z (mm)');
34 title fig = sprintf('Magnetic Field Profile as a Function of z, \\rho = %.1f mm',rho min);
35 end
36
37 % if d == −1
38 % if rho min ˜= rho max
39 % if d == −1
40 % dBz dz = (B z(1) − B z(0)) / dz;
41 %
42 %
43 %
44 % else
45 % dBrho drho = (B rho(1) − B rho(0)) / drho;
46 % end
47 % end
48 %
49
50 figure
51
52 if rho min ˜= rho max
53 plot(x vector, B rho, ':b', MEASURED RHO 1, MEASURED FIELD RHO 1, '.r', ...
MEASURED RHO 2, MEASURED FIELD RHO 2, '*k')
54 legend('simulated field','measured data (separate)', 'measured data (together)', 1)
55 else
56 plot(x vector, B rho)
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57 end
58
59 xlabel(xlabel fig)
60 ylabel('magnetic field B {\rho} (Gauss)')
61 title(title fig)
62 if d == −1 && rho min ˜= rho max
63 text fig = sprintf('dB \\rho/d\\rho(\\rho = 0) = %.2f G / cm', (B rho(2) − ...
B rho(1))/drho * 10);
64 text(0, 0, text fig)
65 text(10,−10, 'from simulation')
66 end
67
68 figure
69
70 if z min ˜= z max
71 plot(x vector, B z, ':b', MEASURED Z 1, MEASURED FIELD Z 1, '.r', MEASURED Z 2, ...
MEASURED FIELD Z 2, '*k')
72 legend('simulated field','measured data (separate)', 'measured data (together)', 1)
73 else
74 plot(x vector, B z)
75 end
76 xlabel(xlabel fig)
77 ylabel('magnetic field B z (Gauss)')
78 title(title fig)
79 if d == −1 && z min ˜= z max
80 text fig = sprintf('dB z/dz(z = 0) = %.2f G / cm', (B z(n/2 + 1) − B z(n/2))/dz * 10);
81 text(0, 0, text fig)
82 text(10,−10, 'from simulation')
83 end
A.4 Optical pumping at 684 nm
This section describes the optical pumping theory and simulation we considered in the case of possible
spin-impurity of atoms from the narrow-line cooling, which is not implemented in our current set-up.
A.4.1 Theory and simulation result
In order to reduce the spin and dipolar relaxation, which causes heating and atom number loss, all the
population in the Zeeman sub-levels needs to be transferred to the energetically lowest Zeeman sub-level.
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By shining the σ− laser beam with a homogeneous magnetic field, which defines the quantization axis,
the population initially distributed in the Zeeman sub-levels are pumped to the lowest Zeeman sub-level
[Fig. A.3 (a)]. In addition, using the optical transition from J = 8 to J ′ = 8 (for bosonic isotopes), one can
optically pump the atoms to the dark state mJ = −8, where the atoms do not scatter any photon. In the
optical pumping, there are two important experimental parameters to be considered: the wavelength and
the spontaneous decay rate of the transition used.
The 684-nm transition (Fig. 2.2) has been chosen to minimize heating in the optical pumping process.
As the atom is optically pumped toward the dark state, it scatters photons, which results in the energy
increase in the atom. In this scattering process1, the energy transferred is
∆E =
√
Np
~2k2
2m
(A.1)
where Np is the number of scattered photons and k is the wavevector of the photon. Therefore, the longer
wavelength causes less heating to the atom.
The next consideration is the spontaneous decay rate, which determines the scattering rate and the
pumping time. Although there are no empirical or theoretical data of the spontaneous decay rate γ on the
684-nm transition, γ is (roughly) estimated to be 360 kHz, by comparing the relative intensities. Before
experimentally implementing the optical pumping, computer simulation was done. The time evolution of
the optical pumping process is described by a set of rate equations with Clebsch-Gordon coefficients [72]:
P˙m(t) = Pm+1(t)Γs(
8
8CG
−
m+1s
−
m+1)
8
8CG
0
m
+ Pm+2(t)Γs(
8
8CG
−
m+2s
−
m+2)
8
8CG
+
m
− Pm(t)Γs(88CG−ms−m)(88CG0m−1 +88 CG+m−2), (A.2)
where the photon scattering rate Γs(s) has dependence on a saturation parameter s as
Γs(s) =
Γ
2
s
s+ 1
, (A.3)
and the saturation parameter dependent on the magnetic field has a following expression as
s−m =
s0
1 + s0 + 4(δ + ((m− 1)ge −mgg)µBB/~)2/Γ2 . (A.4)
1This scattering is a random walk in the momentum space.
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The simulation parameters are the beam intensity of 1.5 mW/cm2, the magnetic field of 3 G, and zero
detuning and its result is shown in Fig. A.3 (b). The optical pumping time of 10 ms is negligible, compared
to the life (∼ min) of the optical dipole trap. Using the the optical pumping time and the scattering rate,
Np is estimated to be 45, and thus ∆E . 1µ K · kB.
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Figure A.3: Optical pumping at the 684-nm transition. (a) The population transfer scheme by the optical
pumping. (b) The time evolution of Zeeman sub-levels from simulation with the scattering rate of 0.004γ/2.
A.4.2 DysprosiumOpticalPumpingTheory.m
1 %% DysprosiumOpticalPumpingTheory.m
2
3 % THIS MATLAB SCRIPT SIMULATES THE OPTICAL PUMPING AND PLOTS THE POPULATION
4 % OF EACH STATE OF m J (GROUND STATE) AS A FUNCTION OF TIME.
5 % VERSION 1.0
6 % 10/20/2009
7 % SEO HO YOUN
8 % REFERENCE ON THEORY : WERNER THESIS PFAU GROUP P.92
9
10 clc
11 close all
12 clear all
13
14 global hbar muB Gamma I s ge gg I delta B dm Gamma s
15
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16 %% LASER COOLING AND TRAPPING PARAMETERS OF DYSPROSIUM
17 Gamma = 2*pi * 360e3; % Estimated natural linewidth, sˆ−1
18 ge = 1.25; % Lande−g factor for excited state
19 lambda = 684e−7; % Vacuum wavelength of Dysprosium, cm
20
21 c = 29979245800; % Speed of light, cm / s
22 hbar = 6.6261 * 10ˆ(−27) / (2 * pi); % Reduced Planck constant, erg * s
23 muB = 0.927 * 10ˆ(−20); % Bohr magneton, erg / G
24 I s = pi*hbar*2*pi*c*Gamma/(3*lambdaˆ3) / 10ˆ4; % Saturation intensity as a two−level ...
atom, mW/cmˆ2
25 gg = 1.24159; % % Lande−g factor for ground state
26
27 %% SIMULATION SETTINGS
28 I = 10 *I s; % Intensity of laser field for optical pumping, mW/cmˆ2
29 display(I)
30
31 delta = − 0 * Gamma; % detuning of optical pumping laser field, sˆ−1
32 B = 3; % Magnetic field, Gauss
33 dm = 9; % Offset used in simulation to avoid the negative index
34
35 %% SOLVE THE COUPLED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND PLOT THE SOLUTIONS
36
37 tLimit = 10e−3;
38 [t,y] = ode45('DysprosiumP', [0 tLimit], [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]);
39 t = t*10ˆ3;
40 tLimit = tLimit*10ˆ3;
41
42 figure(1)
43 plot(t,y(:,1),t,y(:,2),t,y(:,3),t,y(:,4),t,y(:,5),t,y(:,6),t,y(:,7),...
44 t,y(:,8),t,y(:,9),t,y(:,10),t,y(:,11),t,y(:,12),t,y(:,13),t,y(:,14),...
45 t,y(:,15),t,y(:,16),t,y(:,17))
46 xlabel('Pumping Time [ms]')
47 ylabel('Occupation')
48 title(sprintf('Theoretical Calculation of the Optical Pumping Process (\\sigmaˆ+) of ...
Dysprosium, Effective Scattering Rate \\gamma/2 * s/(1+s) = %.3f \\gamma/2', ...
mean(Gamma s)/(Gamma/2)))
49 legend('m J = −8', 'm J = −7', 'm J = −6', 'm J = −5','m J = −4','m J = −3',...
50 'm J = −2','m J = −1','m J = 0','m J = +1','m J = +2','m J = +3','m J = +4','m J = ...
+5','m J = +6','m J = +7','m J = +8','Location','EastOutside')
51 xlim([0 tLimit])
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52 ylim([0 1])
53
54 figure(2)
55 plot(t,y(:,1),t,y(:,17))
56 xlabel('Pumping Time [ms]')
57 ylabel('Occupation')
58 title(sprintf('Theoretical Calculation of the Optical Pumping Process (\\sigmaˆ−) of ...
Dysprosium, Effective Scattering Rate \\gamma/2 * s/(1+s) = %.3f \\gamma/2', ...
mean(Gamma s)/(Gamma/2)))
59 legend('m J = +8', 'm J = −8','Location','EastOutside')
60 xlim([0 tLimit])
61 ylim([0 1])
A.4.3 DysprosiumP.m
This code requires ClebschGordan.m (available at Ref. [96]) and Wigner3j.m (avalable at Ref. [97]).
1 function dydt = DysprosiumP(t, y)
2
3 % Solve optical pumping theory, Werner thesis p.91
4
5 global hbar muB Gamma I s ge gg I delta B dm Gamma s
6
7 %% SIMULATION PARAMETER CALCULATION
8
9 % s = zeros(17,1);
10 % Gamma s = zeros(17,1);
11 % CGm = zeros(17,1);
12 % CGp = zeros(17,1);
13 % CG0 = zeros(17,1);
14 % % index is the m J for the ground state
15
16 for m = −8 : 7
17 CGm(m + 1 + dm) = ClebschGordan(8, 1, 8, m + 1, −1, m)ˆ2;
18 CGp(m + dm) = ClebschGordan(8, 1, 8, m, +1, m + 1)ˆ2;
19 % ClebschGordan(J,J photon,J',m J, m photon ,m J') m photon = +1 for
20 % sigmaˆ+, m photon = −1 for sigmaˆ−, m photon = 0 for pi polarization
21 end
22 for m = −8 : 8
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23 CG0(m + dm) = ClebschGordan(8, 1, 8, m, 0, m)ˆ2;
24 end
25
26 for m = −8:7
27 s = (I/I s) / (1 + 4*(delta + (ge*(m + 1) − gg*m)*muB * B / hbar)ˆ2 / Gammaˆ2);
28 Gamma s(m + dm) = Gamma / 2 * CGp(m+dm)*s / (CGp(m+dm)*s + 1);
29 end
30
31 %% COUPLED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
32 dydt = zeros(size(y));
33
34 for m = −8 : 8
35 if m == −8
36 dydt(m+dm) = − y(m+dm)*Gamma s(m+dm)*(CG0(m+1+dm) + CGm(m+2+dm));
37 elseif m == −7
38 dydt(m+dm) = y(m−1+dm)*Gamma s(m−1+dm)*CG0(m+dm)...
39 − y(m+dm)*Gamma s(m+dm)*(CG0(m+1+dm) + CGm(m+2+dm));
40 elseif m == 7
41 dydt(m+dm) = y(m−1+dm)*Gamma s(m−1+dm)*CG0(m+dm)...
42 + y(m−2+dm)*Gamma s(m−2+dm)*CGm(m+dm)...
43 − y(m+dm)*Gamma s(m+dm)*CG0(m+1+dm);
44 elseif m == 8
45 dydt(m+dm) = y(m−1+dm)*Gamma s(m−1+dm)*CG0(m+dm)...
46 + y(m−2+dm)*Gamma s(m−2+dm)*CGm(m+dm);
47 else
48 dydt(m+dm) = y(m−1+dm)*Gamma s(m−1+dm)*CG0(m+dm)...
49 + y(m−2+dm)*Gamma s(m−2+dm)*CGm(m+dm)...
50 − y(m+dm)*Gamma s(m+dm)*(CG0(m+1+dm) + CGm(m+2+dm));
51 end
52
53 end
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Figure B.1: Zeeman slower.
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Figure B.2: Dy vacuum system.
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